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THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair at 11.00 am, and read prayers.

PETITION - COMMON LAW AND WORKERS' COMPENSATION RIGHTS,
CHANGES

DR WATSON (Kenwick) [11.01 am]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
die Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned people of Western Austrlia on behalf of injured workers and
their families wish to express our opposition to and concern at the proposed unfair
and unjust retrospective changes to common law and workers compensation
rights. Those changes would take effect from 4.00 pm on 30 June 1993 but were
announced by the Minister for Labour Relations at about 2.00 pm on 30 June
1993.
The planned removal of common law rights if a writ had not been issued before
4.00 pmn on 30 June 1993, unless an injured worker can establish a 30% total body
impairment, is a draconian and unwarranted change to the law. It is estimated
that 90% of common law claims will be disentitled to compensation. It has not
been shown by die Minister that any extensions under the Workers Compensation
Act wil adequately compensate injured workers whose employers are negligent.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 15 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of die House.
[See petition No 219.]

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND EXPENDICTURE REVIEW COMMITTEE
First General Report of the Audior General, Tabling

MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [11.07 am]: I present the report of the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee on the first general report of the Auditor General for
1993 and move -

That the report be printed.
By way of introduction, the Public Accounts Committee attempts to investigate all
matters raised by the Auditor General every year, this is a very important function of the
committee, and it will remain so. In this report the committee has investigated a variety
of issues raised by the Auditor General. In most cases the committee has been able to
satisfy itself, through correspondence with the agencies concerned, that matters have
been resolved satisfactorily, and often after consultation with the Auditor General.
However, other matters require the committee to hold hearings - particularly in the case
of the Rottnest Island Authority - or they remain unresolved and will require further work
for the committee, as in the case of the Kalgoorlie College. Other issues Will be subject
to further investigation during the course of the year. In this report the committee has
made six recommendations, and the committee will look forward to dhe Government's
response to these recommendations, which is also an important part of the action of the
Public Accounts Committee.
Key issues. The appointment of board members: Theme is concern about the non-
appointment of board members making decisions of boards invalid and there is some
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concern chat legislation does not require fully constituted boards. There has been a
considerable amount of discussion about this over the past year or so; for example,
between 1987 and 1992 one statutory authority, the Industrial and Commercial
Employees Housing Authority, had only one of five board members appointed. The
Auditor General and Crown Solicitor both issued opinions that the decisions of the
authority during that time were not valid.
The committee has recommended that each Minister should urgently undertake a review
of the boards of each statutory authority under their control, detailing the following -

(1) The legislative status of their boards:,
(2) the legislative amendments proposed to remedy the areas of concern

identified by the Auditor General.
Each Minister shall report to the Parliament within six sitting days of the commencement
of the 1994 autumn session. We will be watching that matter with interest, Mr Speaker.
Legislation amendment delays: The Auditor General has raised concern that due to
certain legislative amendments being delayed, some agencies have been acting ultra vires
their legal authority. The committee in its report deals with three of these specifically,
including the Port Hedland Port Authority, Police Licensing and Services, and the
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority. The committee states strongly in its report that it
is the responsibility of the Mnister to ensure that the agencies under his control are
acting within their legislative authority.
Reserve boards and baiting committees: The Auditor General raised concerns about
having to audit bodies that bad never had any financial transactions since the inception of
the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985.
The committee agreed that it is a waste of resources, although it accepts that while having
the power to try to conduct financial activity, agencies should still be listed in schedule I
of the Act. The committee has, therefore, recommended that a full audit take place only
in a year when these agencies conduct financial activities. That may seem trivial but the
Financial Administration and Audit Act is there to ensure the accountability of agencies
to the Parliament. We believe it is important that the Auditor General does not have to
waste resources, so the committee is asking Ministers to take notice of these minor
operations.
In connection with the police licensing and services division the Auditor General raised
the issue of a significant sum of revenue not being accounted for due to the non-
collection of fines for the failure to return licence plates which resulted from a lack of
action taken for the recovery of those plates. The committee has recommended that plate
returns be linked to the renewal of a licence so that people who do not return the plates of
an unlicensed vehicle would be unable to license any vehicle. The amount of money that
was quoted by the Auditor General in that situation was $1.6m. It is not realistic that
those funds could be recovered, but we think it is fairly likely that unlicensed vehicles
may be roamning the streets, being used for unlawful activities. We are concerned that the
plates should be returned and that there should be a tight control on vehicles for which
those plates are no longer required.
The committee looked at ministerial authorities. In regard to the Government Employees
Superannuation Board, concerns were raised about the lease arrangements and the failure
of the board to maintain an asset register which did not appear on a print-out for some of
its offices. The superannuation board controls a considerable amount of funds and a very
large percentage of its assets comprise buildings, as has been debated in this place on
many occasions. Itris a major-activity of the Governiment Employees Superannuation
Board. We find it unacceptable that such an agency is unable to cope with one of its
main activities in a reasonable way. The board's argument was that it had been operating
in a market that has always increased and that markets were now on the decline;
therefore, it was a new experience for the board. The committee generally did nor find
that to be acceptable. We will be watching the Government Employees Superannuation
Board's activities next year to ensure that it is carrying them out in line with mainstream
agencies.
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In relation to the Country High School Hostels Authority concerns were raised about the
non-compliance with the various requirements of the FAAA relating to an asset register.
The FAAA requires all agencies to list assets valued at over $1 000. The Country High
School Hostels Authority is a very small outfit which has had a large change in staff; but
it still has a responsibility to maintain its asset base.
The Health Department of WA public hospitals were found to have an inadequate
standard of financial reporting. A new internal control system has been put in place,
which appears to be a step in the right direction.
The Authority for Intellectually Handicapped Persons was noted for the deficiency in its
payroll system. The committee understands that the Auditor General still has concerns
about this agency and is awaiting next year's audit to see whether the problems have
been fixed. Payroll systems are a regular problem within agencies. I often wonder why
that should be. Payrolls are operated under two different computer systems. Of course,
people are needed to maintain those systems. It is disappointing to see how often payroll
systems are referred to in the Auditor General's reports.
The King Edward Memorial Hospital for Women committed a technical breach in
transferring moneys from one account to another to enable the hospital to pay for
ongoing capital works which were carried over from one financial year to the next. I
consider this to be a very serious breach even though the hospital was a little taken aback
when we wrote to it to point out that it had quite severely broken the rules. Thez hospital
said that it was just trying to protect its cash; that it was an operation that did not finish
on 30 June. The capital works were going on into the next financial year and the hospital
was protecting its funds against Treasury.
It is not end of year spending; it is a usual activity, as all members would know. We
believe the hospital should be able to put the point to Treasury that it has a well defined
program that has yet to be completed for which the funds are in hand. The hospital did
hide the money, which is unfortunate. I put on the record my appreciation to the officers
at the King Edward Memorial Hospital for writing back and instantly admitting their sins
and making very clear the process which they would undertake so that it did not happen
again. When we write to other agencies to tell them that they are operating outside the
rules they get rather upset and complain a little. However, we do not take a lot of note of
the complaints.
The Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority had problems with the acquittal of grants and
the use of purchase orders. The committee intends to undertake a more detailed
investigation into matters relating to this authority in the coming months, one that we
hope to carry out before die end of this financial year. In his reports of 1991, 1992 and I
January 1993, die Auditor General raised a number of concerns about the deficiencies in
the authority's accounting and non-compliance with the FAAA in certain instances. This
is a good example of how the Public Accounts Committee works for this Parliament.
The committee decided to have a good, hard look at the Rottnest Island Authority, as it
had been mentioned by the Auditor General in three reports. Committee members
travelled to Rottnest Island and we did some good not only to ourselves but also to
members of the Rotinest Island Authority. The authority had to take notice of some of its
operations when it dealt with us. The Press became involved and articles were written
about some of the problemns experienced by the authority.
Ronnest island is a favourite. place within the hearts of Western Australians. It was a
good exercise for the Public Accounts Committee this year. A closer examination of the
issues raised by the Auditor General and the evidence taken in a hearing on Rottnest
Island on 3 September 1993 brought to the committee's attention the broader financial
problems facing the authority. These wider problems are largely related to debt and the
urgent need for major capital expenditure to redevelop the island's water and waste water
systems. That achieved a fair hit of publicity at the time and the committee will look at
the Auditor General's report next year.
Since we conducted our hearing on Rotinest Island the Government has announced that
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some of the debt problem will be met, although we do niot know how that will occur. The
announcement has been made in a broad manner and we will be interested to see how it
affects the Rotmest Island Authority. The authority inherited certain debts upon its
establishment under a new Act in 1988. The authority is now required, after a three year
weaning period, to operate from its own income. I must say that we were impressed by
the manner in which the management of the island dealt with us. The officers were very
frank and open when they put to us their problems. They also spelt out very clearly the
actions that had been taken to rectify a number of their problems. We believe very
substantially that the Rotmest Island Authority will not appear in die Auditor General's
reports in future.
The committee looked at a number of other issues including accounting manuals and
cheque signatories - in one instance a person left and a situation was not correctly
maintained with the bank and with Treasury.
The authority receives a tremendous amount of mail and the postal remittance book was
not running to the Financial Administration and Audit Act requirements. The authority
should have an exemption. Mail is a major part of its operations and a large proportion
of the mail has payment enclosed. The mail could be reported in another way. The
authority seriously went over its overdraft level arranged with the bank and the Treasury.
Balancing factors were also involved with that.
The committee also looked at the assets register. There were deficiencies of current
assets over liabilities; because of its debt, the authority has a deficit. It is something the
committee questioned it about, but when one looks at the accounts of the island one
realises that deficit position will continue for some time. Capital works expenditure is a
major problem on Rottnest. Dr Back pointed out that it was thought the sewerage system
would collapse in one pant of the island and the authority would have to evacuate a
number of its cottages because it was unable to keep up the maintenance. This
Government has allocated the sum of $4mi to that end.
Internal audits are obviously a problem to not only the Rottnest Island Authority but also
many other agencies. We had considerable discussion about debt levels and debt
management. All Western Australians and members in this House should note - in fact
the member for Morley raised this position with a great deal of enthusiasm - that if the
debt level on Rottnest is to be addressed, and if we do not deal with it through Treasury
and through this House, the only option is a higher cost for the users of Rotinest. That
comes down to a balancing act of this House. It is our island, and an A class reserve; it is
a matter for this Chiamber. I hope that members will take die time to read that section of
the report.
Recommendations regarding the long term financial management of the island include
the establishment of a financial committee of the Rottnest Island Board-, that is, a
committee within the authority's management. The committee recommended that board
continue with an expanded five year management plan; that the board implement a 10
year plan to identify long term objectives and priorities for the island; and that detailed
demographic information on the users of the island be collected and reported annually.
Interested people wrote to the committee about the Rotinest Island Authority. We took
those matters on board. A couple of societies and committees have an interest in what
happens on the island and are keen there should be a planning process. Obviously there
should be a planning process in any management like the Rottniest Island Board
Other members of my committee have an interest in putting their points of view. As die
Chairman of the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee I do not wish to go
into any matter of detail. I will leave that to members of the committee. We have a
suggested work progam for this year. We have several other reports which the House
will be seeing in the next couple of days.
The Public Accounts Committee has slightly changed its method of operation. We are
taking note of the report of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Governiment and Other Matters. We are looking at our operations. We have made a
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decision char we will meet in open circumstances as much as we can. Obviously we
cannot do it all the rime for the protection of people who wish to come before us, but
when we can we will. The Press and the public can come to our meetings and watch our
progress. Several people from cte island sat through die process of the Rottniesc Island
inquiry. The West Australian also reported the process. That is a good example of how
matters can be raised. Members will see other small changes coming from the Public
Accounts Committee as the weeks roll by. I have much pleasure in reporting to this
House that we have a competent committee.
Mr Ripper: Built on the work of previous chairmen.
Mr TRENORDEN: That is a serious point. Public accounts committees throughout the
world are evolving. They are changing their nature. I and two other members of the
committee went to Hobart to attend the Australasian biennial conference of PACs. It was
pleasant to travel to Hobart but it was also good to see how other public accounts
committees are tackling this question of accountability. Certainly preceding chairmen
and the committees have got better with each committee.
MR BROWN (Morley) [11.25 anm]: I will make a number of observations on the report
presented to the House today. As a new member of Parliament I have found the work of
this committee to be both interesting and informative. As a new member, one can
certainly cut one's teeth at an early stage. As well as the wide variety of issues that the
Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee deals with it provides one with an
excellent insight into the workings of Government authorities and instrumentalities that
from time to time the committee is required to investigate. In that context it is an
enhancement to this place because it provides members with not only a superficial but a
detailed knowledge of those authorities and instrumentalities. I look forward to
participating on this committee for the purpose of making a contribution to this House.
but as a secondary matter of also enhancing my knowledge of the works of Government
and therefore being able to make a better contribution to this place.
The committee has certainly to date proceeded with a great deal of cooperation between
members of the committee and the chair. Whether that committee is able to do that for
the whole of the next three years remains to be seen, but one would have to say that the
committee has starred off on a very positive note and a large amount of agreement has
been reached. Obviously at times there will be differences of opinion, and it is important
and healthy for those differences of opinion to exist. To date although there has been a
variance of views, at the end of day after frank exchanges - I think that is how they art
generally described - in many instances the committee has been able to arrive at an
agreed conclusion. That is a constructive way of operating as members of a committee.
I also place on record my thanks to the Auditor General. Other members of the
committee would also thank the Auditor General and officers of his department. We
have had the opportunity of meeting with the Auditor General - even during the brief
time I have been on the committee - on at least two occasions. On each of those
occasions I found the Auditor General cooperative in providing reasoned answers for the
committee as to how his office conducts certain operations. It is important for that to be
acknowledged. Although the committee continues to examine the reports of die Auditor
General, those reports by their very nature rend to be a brief overview and do not go into
every detail that the Auditor General finds. Sometimes the derail of the observations
made by the Auditor General - although they are there and accepted - is nor immediately
apparent to the committee. Ir is important that the committee has a good working
relationship with the Auditor General and his staff. Indeed, the committee has made a
positive start to establishing that excellent working relationship.
With those brief opening comments, I will refer to the body of the report and go firstly to
the issue of the Rotrncst Island Board which, even though it is dealt with at the back of
the report, occupied the attention of the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review
Committee for some time. I will make a number of observauions about the committee's
report and its investigation of the board and suggest what might be the Government's
response to the debt levels which have been incurred by it
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It has been known for many years that the Rottnest Island Board and its predecessor
incurred a considerable debt level which it has been servicing for many years. The
servicing of that debt has impacted on the ability of the board to provide appropriate
funds for other infrastructure on dhe island, particularly mains reticulation and water
arrangements. The committee discussed the question of the debt level and whether the
Government should move to ameliorate the problem faced by the board. I am of the view
that it would not be inappropriate for the Government to provide funding, by either
taking over the debt or providing a low interest loan, to assist the board with the proviso
that it makes available certain information to the Public Accounts and Expenditure
Review Committee and the public generally.
If Government moneys are to be used it is important for the Government to ascertain that
Rottnest Island is an island of the people; that is, it is an island and a resort which is used
generally by Western Australians who enjoy it and it is not simply a commercial resort.
Evidence must be made available to show that prices on the island are held down to allow
ordinary Western Australian families to enjoy the facilities available, If that is the case I
can support Government funding being made available to assist the board to overcome its
debt problem. To be sure about that the Rottniest Island Board would have to show from
where the tourists, particularly the residential tourists, come. The committee must be
able to determine whether there is an even spread of people from the metropolitan area
and the country area and whether it is really a place that ordinary Western Australian
families can use. In addition, it must determine that the island is used equally by low,
middle and high income families or whether it attracts a certain strata of the community.
It was put to the committee that the island is a tourist destination that is egalitarian in
nature. In other words, it provides accommodation and recreational and environmental
activities which cater for a broad range of people in Western Australia and is not set up
as an exclusive tourist resort far the well heeled. If that is the case, it is appropriate for
the Government to provide funds to assist in alleviating the board's debt servicing
arrangements. If the island were used by an exclusive group of people I would take a
different point of view.
The committee was told by residents on the island and die island administration that the
island attracts people from all stratas of the community. I would be interested in
receiving from the board a breakdown of where tourists, particularly residential tourists,
come from. That information has been requested and it is very important to the members
of the committee and to the Government, particularly if it provides financial assistance to
the board. I hope the information is provided to the committee and to members of this
House by the time this matter is dealt widi again.
Apart from some environmental matters and the sentimental value for some Western
Australians, Rottnest Island is primarily a tourist attraction and it is important that the
board seeks to achieve a high level of service on the island. With due respect to some of
the operators on the island, there is a great deal of room for improvement. I spent three
days on the island about two months ago. While some of the facilities and the services
on the island were excellent, there were some which were appalling. At one outlet on the
island the food was of very poor quality, even though it was extraordinarily expensive,
and the service was poor. For the price that was paid for that food one could go to one of
the best restaurants in the metropolitan area.
Any notion that smaller retailers mean good service is purely coincidental on the island.
They are in a monopoly situation and they serve people when they arc ready. It is
important that the services on the island are improved and one way to do diat is to carry
out tourist exit surveys at certain periods during die year. This sort of survey is done
when tourists leave the island and it has been adopted in Hawaii. The economy of that
island relies heavily on tourists. When tourists leave Hawaii they are invited to fill out a
tourist exit survey by commenting on the positive aspects of die island and on what
services needed improvement. In Hawaii and other countries which use the tourist exit
survey system the facilities have improved.
This would not apply to Rottnest, but if any tourist complains that while in Hawaii they
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were charged a high taxi fare for whatever reason - the driver may have taken the long
way around - or the driver has provided poor service or the condition of the cab was
unsatisfactory the fare is fully refunded to that tourist. It provides an incentive to ensure
that die taxi drivers maintain a high level of service and cooperate with tourists. As a
consequence of this procedure, the taxi drivens in Hawaii receive very high ratings from.
the tourist exit surveys. Thes surveys have resulted in a number of mainland Americans
returning each year to Hawaii for their holiday.
Although the services on Rottes: Island are subsidised and the intention is for the island
to be available to all Western Australians, there is no reason why services there should be
lax. They should be of high quality.
Several members interjected.
Mr BROWN: I anm not suggesting tt the members of the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee spend some time on the island investigating the
facilities.
Not only is Rottuest Island used by Western Austalians, but also it is one of the favourite
destinations when people in Government, business and commerce entertin firiends,
colleagues and business associates from overseas because it provides a nice day out or
overnight visit. If people go to Rottnest and the quality of service and accommodation is
poor, it leaves a lasting bad impression, but if the quality is high, people go home with
glowing reports and encourage their fuiends and associates to go to Rottnest when they
come to Western Australia. If we are to cherish Rotinest Island, put funds into it and
ensure that it is egalitarian, we must all ensure that it does work. The suggestions that I
have made could make a positive contribution to the operation of Rottnest Island.
It has struck me as a new member of the committee that from time to time when we have
examined what authorities and agencies have done in seeking to correct imperfections
which have been identified by the Auditor General, we have been advised by letter or
directly in evidence that those imperfections have been resolved by the agency concerned
putting on an additional two or three people, whatever the case may be, to check
documents. Far be it from me to say that such jobs should not be created, but there must
be a balance between proper accountability and checking and doing that in the most cost
efficient way, and I do not know whether that balance is being achieved at the moment.
To give an example, some years ago I ran a small organisation which had four people in
the office. A very stringent auditor come in and examined the operations of the office.
When the auditor looked at the way in which cheques and money were received in the
mail, he wanted to put in place a system whereby two people would open all of the mail,
and one person would supervise while the other person would write into a book each
letter that was received and the amount of money in it. They would then hand that on to
the third person, who would write out the receipts, and that would go to the fourth person,
who would write out the reconciliation. That would have been fine if the only thing the
people in that office had to do all day was write out receipts, but that was not the case.
Therefore, as I said, we need to have a balance between proper accountability and cost
efficiency.
This matter requires some investigation, and it is a matter which I have flagged.
Members will note that the report mentions one or two areas where the committee has
investigated concerns of the Auditor General and the agency has responded by saying
that it has put on additional people to carry out that checking requirement. Likewise,
there are some administrative matters which need to be attended to and which can
enhance the efficiency of operations.
As society is becoming more complex, and as we are now talking in a number of areas
about joint arrangements between Government and the private sector, questions are being
raised about how such joint arrangements should be put in place. This applies
particularly to legal advice and the basis upon which such entities may be established:
Whose legal advice should be accepted - Crown Law or private firms of solicitors; how
are such arrangements to be entered into; and should the winner in such arrangements be
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the Government, private enterprise or the consumer? One's perception of who is to be
the winner out of those joint arrangements depends upon how one approaches the task,
because one cannot approach the task by saying that a Government entity should enter
into these types of arrangements only if it can maximise its income when the objective is
to provide a better service at lower cost.
MR RIEBELING (Ashburton) [11.46 am]: Like the member for Morley, I am a
relatively new member of Parliament and this is my first term on die Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee. I have found that committee to be a professionally run
group of members of Parliament, who operate as much as possible in an apolitical setting.
Much of our ability to operate in that way is a reflection upon the current Chairman of
the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee, who is to be congratulated for
the way in which he handles the committee to ensure that whatever little hiccups occur
along the way are salved in the most pleasant way possible; of course his deputy should
be congratulated also.
It is important to acknowledge the invaluable assistance provided by the staff of the
committee - Michael Baker, Jill Pyvis, Pat Roach and Gerda Slany - because without the
work of those professional staff, the amount of work and reports that we would be able to
produce would grind to a halt completely.
This is our first report to this new Parliament, and it covers a wide array of topics which
the Auditor General has selected for us to look at. I hope that in future reports to the
committee, the Auditor General is able to not only give us examples of where
departments and authorities are not complying with the Financial Administration and
Audit Act but also highlight to us where he thinks public moneys may be misused or
wasted. Even if an authority is complying with that Act, it may be that the Auditor
General is of the opinion that moneys are being misused. I hope the Auditor General will
have the authority to come to the committee and to say that a certain area should be
looked at so that we can try to salve problems before they occur.
We are a reactionary committee in that we react to requests from Parliament and the
Auditor General. In my view we should be a committee which tries to pre-empt
problems and look into situations and thereby save the Government of the day
embarrassment in relation to the misuse of money. More importantly, we should advise
this House of potential problems that we see, and offer solutions which hopefully will
stop that waste of money and encourage greater accountability in the agencies at which
we look.
The first point I want to raise relates to the concern of the Auditor General about the
appointment of board members and the like to various boards and committees under
Goverrnment control. He highlighted the fact that a number of those boards and
committees were operating without a full complement of board members. The Auditor
General expressed concern that some actions might have been contrary to the Act and
that the boards and committees were making decisions which had no legal standing and
might have left the State liable to prosecution for decisions implemented on behalf of
boards which were unconstitutional or ultra vires.
T'he worst of the examples given by the Auditor General was the Industrial and
Commercial Employees Housing Authority. It highlighted the problems the Auditor
General found in all the errant - for want of a better word - boards that he identified. The
examples he gave enabled us to point out to inisters the need to look at all boards and
authorities under their control and make sure they are correctly constituted and that the
legislation under which they operate gives them power to operate only when they are
correctly constituted. It is my hope that once boards and committees ame appointed a
mechanism will be put in place so that before anyone retires an appointment can be made
to fill the position before the retiring member leaves, If the vacancy is caused by death it
willbe filled withn astrict time period so that aboard will not be left inthe invidious
position of not wishing to break the rules but being forced to do so because of inaction by
the Government or a Minister. I urge all Ministers to look at the recommendations on
page 4 of our report which state -
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The committee endorses the Auditor General's recommendations stressing that
delays in the appointment of board members to the agencies is unacceptable and
recommends that:

Each Minister should urgently undertake a review of the boards of the
statutory authorities under their control, detailing:
(1) the legislative status of the boards;
(2) legislative amendments proposed to remedy the areas of concern

identified by the Auditor General;
This puts each Minister on notice that we have identified the problem and it should be
looked at urgently. The report goes on to say - and some Ministers may have a problem
with this but the committee thought there was a need to emphasise the urgency of the
situation -

Each Minister shall report to Parliament within six sitting days of the
commencement of the 1994 Autumn Session.

Thai puts Ministers on notice that the committee is serious about the concerns raised by
the Auditor General and hopes that each Minister will look seriously at the committees
under his or her control and remedy the situation.
The next area of concern relates to the Port Hedland Port Authority. This aspect is not
the one which was subject to a separate inquiry by the committee. In this case, the Port
Authority gained a legal opinion in reference to a joint venture which it and Conaust Ltd
were about to enter into. It was told certain things in that legal opinion. Later, a different
legal opinion was given to the authority and the Government which stated virtually that
the authority had no ability to enter into a joint venture agreement. We ame now advised
that that advice has been overturned and the entering into an agreement was in fact legal.
It emphasises the fact that legal advice is an opinion, and quite often, as we know here,
legal opinion from one side can change depending on which company is engaged to give
the opinion and for what purposes. I want to emphasise in reference to our dealings with
this concern of the Auditor General that it has highlighted a problem with legal advice.
The authority had done all it could to make sure it was acting correctly - in fact, it did act
correctly - subject to the advice it was given which, at the time, was the best advice it
could lay its hands on.
The next area of concern relates to what I call the ridiculous situation created under the
Financial Administration and Audit Act whereby groups of boatd and committees, such
as fruit fly baiting boards, are listed in the first schedule of that AcL. All such boards and
committees listed in that way are required to lodge a financial return each year. That
seems reasonable, but many of those boards and agencies have not received any
Government money for many years. Some have never received it. It may seem a trivial
matter to this House that a group which may not even exist must put in a return to the
Auditor General. The fact that no moneys have been received means that those baiting
boards or authorities have no financial ability to employ people to fill out a nil return.
The Auditor Genera] must waste his time and that of his staff investigating agencies
which may not even exist.
Treasury has said it requires those boards and committees to continue to lodge a nil
return, and the Government has advised us that it is taking steps to remedy the situation.
Our recommendation is a sensible solution; it leaves bodies which may be able to be
funded on the first schedule but removes their obligation to report to the Auditor General
unless they have been financed in some way. The recommendation is that the FAA Act
be amended to require the reserve boards to be audited only if they have had financial
transactions during the year. That recommendation should not be difficult to implement.
It is a sensible compromise for those groups which may be able to receive funds and
become active if, for example, there was an outbreak of fruit fly in the south west.
It would simply mean that they then became active and would be required to lodge
financial returns. The sole purpose of the Act is to make sum that Government moneys
when expended are spent correctly and in accordance with the rules.
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The next section I wish to look at briefly is the section which indicated that the licensing
section of the Police Department had been somewhat derelict in collecting fines for the
non-return of vehicle number plates. It was indicated in the report that some $l.6m was
outstanding through fines owed by people who had not returned number plates, and
vehicles had become unregistered and the number plates disappeared. This is a problem
which has a rater impact on the lawless element in our society than the loss of $1l.6m in
revenue. The potential for the criminal element to use unregistered plates on stolen
vehicles and on vehicles to be used in die course of other criminal activities is
unacceptably high. Steps should be taken to make sure that as few as possible of these
plates are floating around the State to avoid any temptation by people who might wish to
use them for illegal purposes.
The collection of $l.6m in fines should not be as difficult as some in the Police
Department may think. It is a simple process of trying to link the vehicle licence plates
details to the owner of the vehicle or the person who registered the vehicle. That
information should already exist on the police computers, and it might be linked also
with the motor driver's licence details. If the plate is not returned and the registration has
expired, then the person's motor vehicle licence should not be renewed until the plates
are returned or a satisfactory explanation as to their whereabouts is given. This would
put the emphasis back on the person who registers the vehicle, to ensure that the plates,
which are not the property of that person but of the State of Western Australia, are looked
after until they are no longer used and then they are returned to the State of Western
Australia, the rightful owners. That computer system could easily be put into place. The
data required to put that in place already exists, and if some alteration is required to the
computer system, the $1.6m of outstanding fines should be sufficient to pay for the
installation of the new system.
The next area I wish to touch on quickly is the Rottuest Island Authority. I also went to
Rottnest to have a look at what could be described as the holiday playground of Western
Australia, certainly the most webl-known holiday destination in this State. I was quite
appalled at the condition of the existing sewerage system, which Mr Back had the great
common sense to show us just before lunch. He put us into a very small bus, so the
impact of the smell lingered until we got to the lunch, which meant we probably did not
eat quite as much as we normally would have eaten. However, we found unacceptable
the condition of many of the assets on Rottnest Island and they obviously had been
unacceptable for some considerable time.
It would appear that the main problem of the Rottnest Island Authority is its inherited
debt of several million dollars that has built up over the years. The essential works that
need to take place on the water system and the sewerage system, which are the two main
problems, cannot take place because the authority is spending too much money on
servicing the debt. I hope the Government will look at the possibility of extinguishing
the debt which has built up and thus enabling the authority to get on with the job of
ensuring that Rottuest Island is available to all people in Western Australia as a cheap
holiday destination on a daily or short term basis. I agree with the member for Morley,
who indicated some of the structural problems. Some of the internal audit functions were
highlighted. and the solution given of putting on more staff. I do not think necessarily
that is the right way to go. The system is cumbersome, as are many of the systems the
Rottnest Island Authority currently practices within.
MR BOARD (Jandakot) [ 12.07 pm]: I will not take a great deal of the time of the
House because I think most of the report is self-explanatory and the recommendations
clear. As a new member of the committee, however, and as a new member of
Parliament, I would like to make some observations about the importance of the Public
Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee. I compliment the committee in its early
days on the number of meetings it has had, its diligence and the make up of the
committee. We are very fortunate that we have a comnmittee working closely together
and chat we have a mixture of new and energetic members and experienced members,
who can guide the new members on their way. Like the member for Morley, I am also
very happy that we have not had any conflici I am confident is will stand us in good
stead through the three years we will be sitting.
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As is set out in the standing ciden, the function of the Public Accounts and Expenditure
Review Committee is to review most aspects of Government finance, and as this is the
first report that has set down recommendations of the Auditor General, I would like to
talk to the House for a little while about the importance of taking heed of the
recommendations of the committee. The Auditor General, through his efforts, time and a
great deal of money spent auditing the general accounts of Government departments and
authorities, makes a great number of recommendations. It is really the committee that
gives those recommendations some teeth, and unless this House and the Ministers
responsible for the various portfolios take heed of the recommendations of the
committee, much of that work on public accounts and of the Auditor General comes to
nil.
As a new member, I am very keen to see that committee not only work well together but
also become pro-active rather than reactive in its work. I would like to see the committee
not shut the gate every time after the horse has boltedl, as it would appear may have
happened over the last few years, but look at ways in which we can pick up difficulties
that are happening in the financial area of the public sector and recommend changes and
see them come to fruition before we have a great many problems. If the Public Accounts
and Expenditure Review Committee had been pro-active over the last few years, it may
be that Government would not have found itself in some of the difficult positions it has.
With those few words, I compliment the work of the committee.
I would like to endorse this first iepart of die committee. I thank the hard working staff
of the committee, particularly Mr Michael Baker and Ms Jill Pyvis who spent a great
number of hours putting reports and recommendations to the committee to discuss. They
have made our work very easy. I compliment them for nvt only their energy but also the
accuracy of their reports. I compliment the chairman whc has managed to keep a good,
friendly, working group together. We met for long hours, and often. In that environment
sometimns it is not easy, particularly after late nights, to keep everybody working
together, but the chairman has managed to oA, that. I look forward over the next few
years to learning a great deal about the workings of Government agencies. I can only
hope that my role on this committee will add to the workings of this Parliament and I
hope that I am developed as a result of that.
MR BLAIKIIE (Vasse) [12.10 pm]: At the outset I join with other members in
complimenting the staff members of this committee for their diigence and endeavours.
The committee's powers and functions ame to inquire into, a'-nsidt'r and report to the
Parliament on any proposal, matter or thing connected wit the rn. cipt and expenditure of
public moneys, including moneys allocated under the annual Appropriation Bill and the
Loan Bill. Moreover, the committee is empowered to inquire into and report to the
Assembly on any question which it deems necessary to investigate and to consider
whether the objectives of public expenditure are being achieved or may be achieved more
economically. Those are the reasons for which the committee has been set up as the
watchdog of the Assembly in the interests of the people i~f %:.stern Australia. This
committee goes back to the core of what the royal commission report pointed out about
having an effective accountability of Government to the Parliament and the people. If
members take the trouble to read the committee's firs: report, they will see that that is
where the committee is heading.
I have appreciated the opportunity to serve on the committee. As a person who has been
in this Parliament for longer than most, it has certainly been an excellent committee upon
which to serve. It gets down to the nuts and bolts of public expenditure and
accountability by Government agencies. While we deal with expenditure and the review
of expenditure, there is a need to focus the committee's attention further on the public
interest in the not too distant future.
While we review the Auditor General's report and moneys that have been spent, in the
future we will need to become more involved in assessing programs and ensuring that the
programs that ame presented by Government represent fair value for moneys that are
claimed. The committee must ensure the achievement of the best value practices and the
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best value for the dollars that are proposed to be spent, irrespective of the paths the
various Government agencies go down.
I will refer, by way of example - this is a matter that the committee will look at in due
course - to comments that were made about the Fremandle Hospital's computers. There
needs to be some overriding review of purchases by Government agencies to ensure that
the best value is obtained for the funds that are spent. It is pointless ensuring that the
books have been kept correctly if we do not get the best value for the money spent. This
Public Accounts Committee will need to review its role in that area.
Mention has already been made of the police licensing service. The Auditor General
identified $l.6m of uncollected fees for the non-return of licence plates. More
importantly, provisions within the Act were not being complied with. Recommendations
have been made by the committee in this area. In a year 46 000 vehicles are delicensed.
It is not known how many number plates from those vehicles are returned, but it is a
substantial number. It was also revealed char the practice of seeking recovery of fines
and dues, and for that matter outstanding licence plates, cased 20 years ago because of
costs. While the Auditor General raised his concerns about it, the Public Accounts
Committee has also looked at this matter.
The committee was concerned in the first instance that the law was not being applied;
secondly, that $l.6m of revenue has been lost to the State; and, thirdly, that the
unrecovered licence plates, whatever their number, could be used for illegal activities.
Another recommendation in the committee's report is that this matter could be further
looked at by the Select Committee on Road Safety to ascertain how to ensure that those
plates are brought back and whether they are being used for illegal activities.
I refer also to the Government Employees Superannuation Board in connection with the
fit outs of buildings within the city area, especially Central Park and Westralia Square.
The Auditor General reported that, for the two recent leases, asset registers were
incomplete or inadequate in providing satisfactory control of the lessees' fit out of the
property. Further stockrakes had not been carried out as at 30 June 1992. We understand
that some improvements have been made since then. However, a huge benefit from
taxpayers dollars could have been lost.
When the Government Employees Superannuation Board was questioned about why this
had occurred, its officers cold the committee that the two lease arrangements in question
were put in place in Central Park and Westralia Square. They were the first lessee fit
outs that the board had provided as part of an incentive package. Thbe committee
questioned the board's contention that such incentives offered due to the depressed state
of the marker were new not only in Perth but also in the Eastern States and that there was
no experience on which to draw.. The Government Employees Superannuation Board
argued that its lack of experience in such arrangements was a contributing factor to the
Auditor General's unsatisfactory findings.
The committee's recommendation about this matter basically says that agencies of
Government should not enter into arrangements of which they have no previous
experience. If they do, there could be a substantial loss of benefits to the State's
taxpayers. That recommendation appears on page 14 of the committee's report.
Another matter to which I will refer concerns the Rottnesc Island Authority. A number of
other members have spoken about this authority so I will not go down the same path,
except to say that I concur generally with most of what the other members have said.
Because it was not within the committee's terms of reference, the committee did not raise
the matter of the entrepreneurial activities of the Rottnest island Authority. While the
authority carries our a series of enterprise operations, such as bike hire and
accommodation, the responsible Minister should look to see whether the island is better
administered by the board's simply being anr administrative body rather than its being an
entrepreneurial body on the island.
We must see how that stands up and whether it is the best way in the intersts of not only
the island but also its wider management. If one follows that further to sy it is okay for
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the island to become involved as it does with bicycle hire and accommodation, then the
island management may as well run the charter services to and from the island.
However, it does not and there is a good reason for that. I am not suggesting that is a
path that should be adopted McCarzty-style, but an analysis should be made to ensure
that the best functioning operation is available for the board, for the island and for the
future benefit of Western Australians.
I have appreciated the opportunity to sit on the committee. More importantly, there are a
number of matters which the Auditor General has raised and the committee will be
introducing another report to the Parliament next week. The committee investigates
matters of financial concern to the people of Western Australia and it carries out an
important role, one which the report of the Royal Commission into Commercial
Activities of Government and Other Matters said should be carried out.
Question put and passed.
[See papers Nos 635 and 636.J

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
Coroners Act, Review

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [ 12.22 pm]: I take this opportunity
to infonn the House of the circumstances regarding the Government's position on the
review of the Coroners Act, and in particular public concern over the removal of body
parts during autopsies. Claims that I have been "sitting" on the report specifically dealing
with the issue of body parts - prepared last year by the committee of inquiry into aspects
of coronial autopsies chaired by Dr Colan Honey - are wrong and I will now detail the
true position.
There have been two reviews of the Coroners Act: A 1989 review by an ad hoc
committee comprising the Perth Coroner and representatives from the Law Society and
the Crown Solicitor's Office: and the 1992 review relating to, among other things, the
removal of body parts.
This Government took office in February, and in August Cabinet approved the drafting of
a Bill to amend the Coroners Act. At the same time Cabinet approved the release of the
1992 Honey report for public comment for six weeks. Advertisements were subsequently
placed in The West Australian newspaper and the report was released in late September
with submissions to close on 6 November. Initially, only the main report and findings
were released.
However, I received some approaches from the public, in particular Brorn the group
Compassionate Friends regarding the need for the appendices and attachments to be
released. This could not occur immediately as it was necessary to resolve legal issues
and to obtain the consent of named contributors of major components of the 1992 report
before publicly releasing their contributions. This has now occurred, and at the request
of Compassionate Friends I agreed to extend the deadline to 31 December.
Subsequent to reports in the media regarding the concerns of M~r and Mrs Smith about the
release of the report, my executive diretor spoke with Mr Smith and I spoke with
Mrs Smith. As a result of our discussions I have agreed to extend the deadline to
20 January 1994 to take into account any problems posed by the Christmas/New Year
period.
At no stage was there any attempt to limit public access to the report; however, matters of
confidentiality had to be addressed. This is highlighted by the fact that the five pages
listing the names of members of the public who made submissions to the 1989 ad hoc
committee - which is included in the 1992 report as appendix 1 - will still not be released
because of confidentiality concerns. Those persons already in receipt of the released
sections of the Honey report will automatically be sent copies of the appendices and
attachments. An advertisement to this effect will appear in this Saturday's The West
Australian.
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MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - BY THE MINISThR FOR LABOUR
RELATIONS

Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Amendmnent Rill, Journey Claim

MR KIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Labour Relations) [12.26 pm]: It is necessary
for the Government to clarify the situation surrounding the elimination of so-called
journey claims as contained in the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation
Amendment Bill. This clarification is needed because of the fear and uncertainty which
has been created through the deliberate campaign of misinformation being conducted by
those opposite, aided and abetted by their masters in the union movement and the legal
fraternity.
As members are await the definition of disability under the Workers' Compensation and
Rehabilitation Amendment Bill requires work to be a significant contributing factor in
order to obtain workers' compensation This means that workers involved in an accident
while travelling to or from home to their normal place of work will not be compensated
as in these circumstances work is not a significant contributing factor. Obviously an
employer should not be responsible for a worker's careless or irresponsible actions while
privately travelling to or from the workplace. As indicated in my second reading speech
the Government's intention is entirely consistent with the Commonwealth taxation
legislation, which does not provide for travelling to or from work as part of earning an
income and does not, therefore, allow taxation deductions for train, bus or car expenses
for travelling to or from work. The Federal Labor Government's Industry Commission
also endorses removal of journey claims from workers' compensation legislation.
The State Government can assure members that workers who suffer a disability while
travelling in the course of their employment and/or under the direction and control of
their employer will not be affected by this amendment. The definition of disability
reflects this coverage of a worker acting under the employer's instructions.
Since the legislation was introduced to the Parliament, outrageous statements have been
made on the impact of this provision. It is not possible to cover all situations, but the
following examples relate to the more pertinent cases that have been raised. If a worker
is involved in a fly in, fly out operation, where the worker has been directed to catch a
specific flight, or in the case of a commercial airline the ticket has been purchased by the
company, he or she is under the control of the company and is, therefore, in the event of
an accident, covered by workers' compensation.

Point of Order
Mr RIPPER: A ministerial statement has been circulated for the benefit of members, but
it is different from that which the Minister is reading. Can that be rectified?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): The Minister's statement is what is recorded
in Mansard; that is the official record of what the Minister says. Anything that the
Minister circulates may or may not relate to what he is saying. That is not a point of
order.
Mr Catania: So we do not believe what is contained in the circulated statement - we
should believe the Minister!
The ACTING SPEAKER: The Minister can circulate information on any matter, but it
does not necessarily have to go hand in hand with what he is saying.

Ministerial Statement Resumed

Mr KIERATH: I circulated a copy of my statement as a courtesy. I did not examine the
document that was given to members. The solution is simple: I will not circulate
documents any more. I have not circulated documents before and I will not do it again.
Similarly, if a worker is being caried for the purposes of employment in any employer-
controlled bus and there is an accident the worker is covered A worker travelling from
home to a site on work related business would be covered if he or she is under a specific
instruction by an employer. Likewise, the many workers required to carry out work
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duties at sites on their way home would be covered, If a miner is on company property
and is injured, he is covered. He does not, as has been suggested, need to descend the
mine before cover commences.
The reforms to journey provisions are an integral part of the Government's package to
return the workers' compensation system to a no-fault system, and fulfils the
Government's pie-election pledge to create a fair, cost-efficient and effective scheme.

MATTER OF PUBLIC INTEREST - ABORIGINAL PEOPLE, VIOLATION
OF RIGHTS

THE ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): Honourable members, I advise that today I
received a letter from the Leader of the Opposition seeking to debate as a matter of public
interest the violation of the rights of Aboriginal people.
If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it.
[At least five members rose in their places.]
The ACIING SPEAKER: In accordance with the sessional order, 30 minutes each will
be allocated to members on my left and to members on my right for the purpose of this
debate.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [12.28 pm]: I move -

That this House expresses its outrage at the Government's corruption of the
processes, traditions and conventions of our system of democracy to violate the
civil and property rights of the Aboriginal people of Western Australia.

The Opposition brought on this motion today for a number of reasons, not least the
events in the Legislative Council last night which continued into the early hours of this
morning and which are likely to be repeated later today. We have watched in this House
and the other place as the conventions of our parliamentary system are set aside one after
the other. We have watched too as the Government has behaved in ways that are without
precedence in relation to the use of propaganda and taxpayers' funds.
We have seen a systematic dismantling of the conventions we have come to accept that
protect this Parliament and the people of Western Australa from undue interference by
anyone - the Executive Government or other forces. We have seen our system of
democracy steadily unravel. We have seen an example in the other place, after 103 years
of history, of our so-called House of Review, the Legislative Council, being decimated1
and I do not use that word lightly. It has been decimated by the deceitful and arrogant
tactics on behalf of the Court Government.
Despite having a very clear majority of members of Parliament in both Houses to control
this House and the other place, the Government has rammed through highly controversial
legislation, the Land (Ttdes and Traditional Usage) Bill, in the dead of night. Last week
it rammed it through in the early hours of the morning in this place and last night it did
the same in the Legislative Council, despite the fact that the majority is enjoyed in both
Houses of Parliament.
For the first time in the history of the upper House the device which was used to ram it
through was the guillotine. T1he guillotine is not necessarily understood by the
comimunity at large, but it is clearly understood by members of this House and
increasingly by the community. It is a device which limits the opportunity of members of
Parliament to speak, to analyse Bills and to say in a public way and under parliamentary
privilege what they believe the Bills to contain and what the limitations or strength of any
piece of legislation may be.
Members in this place are privileged to speak and they have a responsibility to ensure
that pieces of legislation, particularly those which are controversial, are given proper
treatment. The use of the guillotine by either House is a travesty. Earlier in the session it
was applied in this place and it has been consistently applied. T'he gag has been
consistently applied. In this place and the other place the gag has been used more often
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in the six months that this Parliament has been sitting than in the last three decades
combined. This has occurred in die face of the fact that this Government has the
numbers, which is a position the Opposition has never enjoyed in the upper House.
The Government does not have a threat to its legislative program because it controls the
numbers in both Houses. Apparently it will not tolerate proper debate and is prepared to
use any tactic to curtail debate. A double sham occurs in die case of the upper House
because the Leader of the House in that place clearly indicated that this Bill would not
come on for debate until next week, having been second read the day before yesterday.
Members were given an assurance that it would not be debated and the Committee stage
would not be Proceeded with until next week. That was specifically requested by the
Opposition because it knew that Hon Tom Stephens had been removed from the House
for four days for a trivial matter about which he had apologised. The Opposition knew
he would not be available and so, obviously, did the Government. In the dead of night
last night it moved to prevent Hon Tom Stephens handling the Bill for the Opposition.
He has considerable expertise and passicn about the question of native title and
Aboriginal rights. It was a quite delibeam~ ploy in part to prevent Hon Tom Stephens
from handling the eml. Those assurances wiere set aside, for what reason? They were set
aside because the Government claimed that otherwise the Federal Parliament would rush
through its Mabo legislation. It claimed at various times that the Greens (WA) had
introduced a Bill which would be rushed through the Federal Parliament, despite the fact
that both the Government and the Opposition in that Parliament had indicated that they
would not support the Greens' Bill. In other words, it was going nowhere and nowhere
fast. I do not know where this group got the view that the Greens would push through its
legislation with the support of the Labor Government. It was never true and it has been
repudiated by a number of people, including by the Greens this morning. When it started
to look like a somewhat shaky justification for overturning 100 years of history and
betraying confidences given to Opposition members, the reason was suddenly that the
Labor Government was going to rush through the legislation. This is the view that the
Premier has put from time to time, "That dreadful Paul Keating will push through the
legislation."
It is obvious to everybody in this community that the Government in the Federal
Parliament does not control the numbers. It cannot push through any Bills without the
agreement of either the Opposition, its political opponent, or the combined forces of the
Democrats and the Greens. Given the nature of this debate neither of those groups would
allow the emls to be rushed through the Federal Parliament. It has always been a lie and
it was one which was perpetrated again on the upper House members. No-one in his
right mind would believe either of those justifications. Quite clearly, it was always this
Government's intention, no matter what the obstacles or the opposition, to push through

tis legislation as soon as p sil. A p r nl ith ds m pev se i w t at t wo d

gve t he legislatingetrcuLAltelglavcIhaehadiththtisboue
nonsense. HoweveritdegieteGvrmnthcaaiytseupisliltono
that it will be knockedoe yteHg or rteFdrlGvrmn.M or
wants his legislation to be law in this State and then to have the Federal Government or
the High Court inevitably overturn it so he can say that the unelected High Court judges
or the big bad Federal Government has intervened in the affairs of Western Australia. As
I said yesterday, that is what the Premier wants and that is precisely the situation he has
set up. If he wanted to protect Western Australia's interests he would not have proceeded
in the way he has. That has never been his agenda.
I thought we reached new depths yesterday in the way this Government has proceeded on
this matter when I saw the questionnaire that the Government has had undertaken on its
behalf. This is the low point, but it follows a period of six months when the Government
has engaged in the most blatant propaganda. It has taken material to the community
which is wrong in fact and it has repeated it over and over again to seek to persuade the

ple fgWestern Australia on matters that are not true. I remind members, if they need
remndigof the statements that have been made about the Mabo question; for example,

the threat to one's backyard. That had a little currency for a while. It was deliberately
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engineered by Mr Hassell and dhe Premier. People were told that their backyards would
be threatened and maps were passed around the media, but the Opposition could not get
copies of them. Lists of suburbs which were supposed to be under threat were also
passed around. Ihe Premier knew then, and it is interesting that he has stopped repeating
it, that both the Federal and State Governments had the power and bath bad indicated that
they would use it to confirm existing tides, including people's backyards, right through to
pastoral and other leases. It was never true and the Premier knew it. I think he was
operating on the same principle that Adolf Hitler used when he was engaging in
propaganda and I quote directly from Mein Kwnpf -

The great masses of the people ... will more easily fall victims to a big lie than to
a small one.

The Premier has always been inclined in this propaganda exercise to tell the big lie that
people's backyards were at risk. He went on to say that 80 per cent of the State was
under threat. That is also totally false and the Premier knows it. It was never the case
and it is not now the case.

Withdrawal of Remark
Mr COURT: Did I hear the Leader of the Opposition say that the Premier told the big
lie? I would like the comment withdrawn.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): The Premier is correct in saying that that was
the term used. It was used in a broader context rather than in a personal way. The
Leader of the Opposition started off by using the term "lie" in a more general sense about
a proposition that had been put and she did not attribute it to a particular person. She
then narrowed it down to the Premier. Therefore, the Premier is correct and the Leader
of the Opposition was being specific about him. I ask the Leader of the Opposition to
withdraw.
Dr LAWRENCE: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Dr LAWRENCE: However, I repeat the quote -

The great masses of the people ... will more easily fall victims to a big lie than to
a small one.

I was quoting directly from Mein Kwnpf and I am indicating that this Government has
used the same techniques of propaganda that were used by that totalitarian regime and
many like it.
To mislead people about their backyards and about 80 per cent of the State being
claimable, when the Premier knows, and every decent and respectable citizen in this State
who has bothered to find out knows, that that is not true, that pastoral leases are not under
threat, and that most of the Crown land that is unalienated will not be accessible to claims
of native title, arnd to perpetrate that piece of misinformation time and time again -

Mr Court: I do not know that at all.
Dr LAWRENCE: If the Premier believed it, his legislation should have corrected that
anomaly. Clearly, the Premier does not believe it. We now see the final insult, following
the full page newspaper advertisements that have been provided by the Government and
supplemented by the mining industry, where the same misinformation is included in this
pamphlet on the threat to pastoral leases. Both Governments, State and Federal, and both
parties, conservative and Labor, have indicated that they will not allow threats to pastoral
leases. Therefore, that was a lie when it was first perpetrated by whoever perpetrated it,
and it remains a lie.
I must say, as a former psychologist who has a considerable knowledge of questionnaire
construction, that the information provided in this so-called questionnaire prepared by
West Coast Field Services, in consultation with AMR:Qunntum, is an absolute disgrace.
A questionnaire with very many of the same questions was also prepared by
AMR:Quantum for the Australian Mining Industry Council and the Chamber of Mines
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and Energy of Western Australia. If one lines up those two questionnaires, one finds a
considerable similarity in the questions that were asked, the size of the sample, the people
who were questioned, and the time frame under which it occurred, to the point where I
wonder whether they might not have been piggybacked one on the other. They share the
same weaknesses. Apart from the fact that the sample is clearly distorted so that the
views of young people are not included - the Premier will rue that - because young
people do not share some of the mome conservative fears of the older members of our
community, so it is a biased sample to start with, the questions are designed more to
persuade and to cajole and to tell people what they are supposed to believe than to elicit
information. Question 8b states -

Keating's legislation allows for expensive court appeals which could bog down
for years the economic development of these lands.

That is an opinion, not a statement of fact. It continues -

Future investment in wining, AustalWia's largest export earner would be
discouraged as a result.

Again, that is an opinion. it continues -

Akre. you happy with this to go on or would you oppose it?
Is that a fair question? It is an extraordinary question. If we asked people whether they
would like to be bashed over the head, of counte they would say no. What an
extraordinary act of bastardry to spend taxpayers' money to ask the people of Western
Australia and the whole country a series of totally loaded questions.
Anotier example is question 8a, which states -

All Australians could be denied the benefits of future economic development such
as mining and grazing on these lands. Are you in favour of this or would you
oppose it?

Would members say that is a fair question, designed to elicit information from the people
of Western Australia? One must have rocks in one's head to say that one is in favour of
slowing down economic development or giving away 8O per cent of the State's land.
These are all matters of opinion. They are not the proper subject of a survey. This
survey is about not assessing community opinion but persuading people of the great lie,
the great divider in the Australian community. This is all about setting citizen against
citizen. If the Premier really wanted to know what the people of Western Australia
thought, he would ask them straight questions instead of this garbled nonsense.
Taxpayers are footing the bill for the Government's political propaganda - the same
political propaganda, the same questions and the same polling organisation used by the
mining industry. Itris time in this State for the Premier to assess what he is doing, not
just to the institution of Parliament but also to the institution of Government, in his
obsessional need to deny to our indigenous people a simple set of rights. What we have
here is justice denied. The Premier is prepared not only to deny that justice but also to
destroy totally the institutions of our Parliament and Governiment. I will not stand by
silently and watch this Premier or any other destroy our system of government.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) [12.45 pm]: I once witnessed a very heated discussion
between Mir Bill Brown, the former head of the then Confeeration of Industry of
Western Australia, and Hon Norman Moore, the present Minister for Education, where
Hon Norman Moore put forward the proposition that the end justifies the means, and Bill
Brown, a man of principle, vigorously opposed that Proposition. The individuals who
now run this State think the end justifies the means. They do not understand that politics
cannot be conducted in a moral vacuum. They believe that politics can be conducted in a
moral vacuum. Last night, we saw only too clearly that members opposite lack morality
and principle, and believe they. can do anything. When people think they can do
anything, they really are swimming in the sea of moral decay.
There are five parts of our political system which defend the rights and liberties of
people, and four of those are under attack in this State. The first defence of liberty is the
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institution of regular and free elections. The system of malapportionment that exists in
this State means chat we do not have free elections. Thai is reflected clearly in the
composition of the upper House of our Parliament. The second defence of liberty in this
State is the system of parliamentary privilege that allows members of Parliament to come
into this Chamber and to speak freely about issues. That institution has been inverted so
that the parliamentary majority at any point in time disciplines and punishes those who
exercise that right to free speech. I refer to the fact that Hon Tom Stephens has been
thrown out of the Parliament in the very week when he would have exercised his freedom
on this major issue of State. That joke of a President in the other place, who -

Withdrawal ofRemark
The ACITIG SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): Order! Before I take what I am sure will be a
rush of points of order on this matter, I do think it is improper for you to reflect upon the
integrity of the Presiding Officer of another Chamber, and I ask you to withdraw.
Dr GALLOP: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Dr GALLOP: I ask you, Mr Acting Speaker, to read Hansard in respect of the decision
that was made to throw out Hon Tom Stephens and to find out what was said to Hon Tom
Stephens.

Poims of Order
Mr COWAN: Mr Acting Speaker, you may be able to rule that that, too, is a reflection
upon -

Mrs Hallahan: No way!
Mr COWAN: There is no question in my mind that that reference is a reflection upon a
decision made by a Presiding Officer in another place, and it also should be ruled out of
order for that reason; but I make the point also that it has nothing to do with this motion.
Mr RIPPER: The motion is that this House expresses its outrge at the Government's
corruption of the processes, traditions and conventions of our system of democracy, so I
am sure the member for Victoria Park's arguments relate to that part of the motion. I do
not believe that in his last one or two remarks, the member for Victoria Park made any
reference to the Presiding Officer in the other place; that is, following that withdrawal
which you last ordered, Mr Acting Speaker.
Mr Trenorden: What nonsense!
The ACTFING SPEAKER: Order! Member for Avon. I believe that in general it is
unparliamentary and improper to reflect upon either the operations of or individuals in
the other place. However, given the nature of the motion before us, I appreciate there is
some degree of what we might call a crossover between the two areas. Having allowed
you a little bit of liberty to do that, member for Victoria Park, I ask you to not transgress
again; but I am prepared to leave that one go for the moment.

Debate Resumed

Dr GALLOP: Mr Acting Speaker, I ask you to read the Hansard and in particular the
section where Hon Tom Stephens referred to the fact that on the day before he was
thrown out of Parliament he was threatened in the corridor. I also refer you to the person
who threatened him.
The third defence of the tights and liberties of people is the system of checks and
balances that exists through the separation of the Executive from the Legislature. What a
joke we have in this Parliament today! The Executive with its numbers in the upper and
lower Houses just runs everything through the Parliament, and if it cannot run the
legislation through in the time it wants, it utilises the gag and the guillotine. What sort of
defence of the rights and liberties of the people is that?
The fourth defence of the rights and liberties of the people is the common law and the
liberties contained therein; it is particularly active in the area of criminal justice, but also
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in the area of property law. We have seen a brilliant exposition of the common law
doctrine in relation to the Mabo decision. What has this Government done? It has
extinguished, or is in the process of extinguishing, dhnt common law right to land enjoyed
by the indigenous people of the State and the community of Austraa. These are rights
they should have under common law.
There is a fifth defence of die rights and liberties of the people, and that is our
Constitution and the system of judicial review that goes with it. This Government has
managed to make a mockery of elections, of the system of parliamentary privilege, of
Executive and Legislature relations, and of the common law; but there is one thing it
cannot touch - the Constitution under which we all live.. The Constitution, and the
system of judicial review that goes with it, is still there. That system of judicial review
will protect the Aboriginal people in this community and, I might add, when it Finally
gets the case, it will protect the rights of voters in the State of Western Australia.
This Premier and the Crichton-Browne faction that gives him instructions every day
believe theft are people in the community whom they call treacherous centralists. They
believe these treacherous centralists represent evil and that everything should be done to
stop them. It does not matter what means one chooses, those treacherous centralists
should be stopped! Once people start operating in that sort of political universe, once
they believe the end justifies the means and that they ae in a grand struggle of good
versus evil in which anything is possible and anything can be done to preserve their side
of the argument, democracy is gone. I am pleased to say we still have the High Court
and the system of judicial review. I am also pleased to say we will be going to that High
Court to protect our rights and chose of Aboriginal Australians against this tyrannical
Government.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) [12.53 pmj: Two things are quite false in what
members opposite have said. The first is a repeat of something they put out in a media
statement today. They said that the Government rammed through the highly
controversial Land (Titles and Traditional Usage) Bill in the dead of night. Then they got
up today and said we rammed it through in die dead of night. They know only too well
that that legislation is still being debated in the Legislative Council.
Opposition members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ainsworth): Order!
Mr COURT: That legislation has gone through the second reading stage, but the
Opposition said in a press statement -

Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! Members, I know that like me you are waiting for
lunch and getting upset as a result, but I ask you to tone interjections down a little. I, for
one, cannot hear the Premier, and I certainly desire to.
Mr COURT: Members opposite think it is appropriate to put out a press statement which
says the legislation was rammed through the Parliament. It is still being debated in the
Parliament. It may well be that it will still be being debated this time next week in the
Parliament.
Dr Lawrence: Not when you use the guillotine again.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: Why would the Opposition put out a statement which says that this
legislation has gone through the Parliament? It is misrepresentation; that is what it is
about. It is typical of the way the Opposition does things. Members opposite make
things up if it suits them. T'he Leader of the Opposition go: up in this Parliament half an
hour ago and said that the legislation had been rammed through. She knows exactly what
the situation is. The second point in the motion which is completely false is that it says
the legislation violates the civil and property rights of the Aboriginal people of Western
Australia.
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Dr Lawrence: It certainly does. I suggest you read the Law Society's view of your
legislation.
Mr COURT: Legislation is before the Parliament which, for the first time in this State's
history -
Dr Gallop: It does not. That is completely false.
Mr Taylor: Will you explain to us why it was necessary to rain it through the second
reading stage in the Legislative Council?
Mr COURT: AhM The second reading stage! The debate is still going on.
Mr Taylor: Explain why that was necessary.
Mr COURT: I will cover the reasons why. It is interesting that we never bear a word
said about the way these matters are handled in the House of Representatives, for
example. At six o'clock tonight, bang, that legislation goes through the House of
Representatives. I will explain in detail why it is important that this legislation should go
through before die Federal legislation goes through. How can we have a rational debate
when an Opposition puts out false press statements and its leader gets up in this
Parliament and repeats chose falsehoods?

Sitting suspended from 12-57wt 2.00 pm

[Questions without notie taken.]
Mr COURT: Just Prior to lunch we had the Leader of the Opposition again making
comparisons with Hitler. She is not the first member opposite to make these
comparisons, and I find it quite disgusting. If there is one thing that the Labor Party and
Hidler have in common, it is that they fear free thinking people. The Leader of the
Opposition demeans the people of this State by saying they ame persuaded by lies. They
are persuaded by the truth, and the Leader of the Opposition knows it. The people of this
State are fair and reasonable people and will listen to the facts and not be persuaded by
lies. The legislation that we have put forward, which the members opposite are tryring to
misrepresent, has had widespread support from many parts of the community.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Cockburn will not interject out of his place.
Mr COURT: The Leader of the Opposition asked me, "Have you seen the advice put out
by the Law Society today?" Yes, I have seen the advice put out by the Law Society. In a
free society it is the society's right to put out die views of that society on this legislation,
but I have to say that I considered die advice document put out by the society as highly
political. I would certainly lie to question who prepared the report and whether it was
objective. In many cases there are some quite blatant error in the report and it will
certainly be the Government's responsibility to reply in detail to those views of the Law
Society. In many places it is wrong. If there is one thing we want, it is an informed
debate on this legislation.
I am told that the three members who put this advice together - and I would like this
confirmed - were Ian Viner, Michael Barker and Stephen Churches. The first two, to my
knowledge, have already come out quite strongly against the position the Government
has been taking in relation to this legislation. If those people have been responsible for
preparing this advice, I would question its objectivity, because already they have
expressed their concern by being outspoken in the Press, with letters to the editor, etc. I
am looking forward to the Law Society explaining who put the advice together. We will
certainly present to the Law Society a very detailed report as to why we see its comments
as wrong, in some cases quite blatantly.
What we see in both Houses is the Labor Party quite determined diat our legislation fail
and that Mr Keating's legislation succeed. Yesterday, as I mentioned during question
time, there was talk in Canberra of the possibility of introducing status quo legislation, a
holding Bill; and legislation was drafted. Negotiations were carried out between the
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different parties. The Greens made it clear yesterday, and again today when I spoke with
one of their members, that they had put forward that particular proposition yesterday, and
their main concern in doing so was to make sure that the Western Australian legislation
did not rake effect; and at the same time they would have the opportunity more fully to
debate the Federal legislation. If it had worked, that would have had the effect, on the
advice we have had. of imposing an injunction on this State's legislative process. That is
something we certainly would not want to sit back and see allow happen.
As I understand it, that particular proposal has failed, and the Legislative Council here
will move into the Committee stage of debate on our Bill. I hope the Council can have an
extensive debate without the threat of die Federal House of Parliament trying to come in
over the top of this State. It is no secret that the Western Australian position is
strengthened if the legislation is on the Statute and we are able to get our legislation up
and running. For some reason the members opposite do no: want to support'what we are
doing in this State.
One of the other reasons why we are pretty keen for the Federal legislation to be more
fully understood is spelt out in a letter we sent to the Premiers over the last week. We set
out in that letter a number of serious constitutional concerns, which members opposite
seemed keen to support. It was interesting that The Austalian Financial Review today
took up one of the areas we mentioned in relation to the proposed requirements in respect
of the Federal Court, including the role of assessors and where the Bill requires the court
to be bound by the rules of evidence. The article goes on to explain the judicial
procedures that legislation would introduce. It would appear that the members opposite
are quite blindly prepared to go along and support those proposals.
The Leader of the Opposition stated the other day, "I am an Australian first and Western
Australian second." She then went on to say. "As long as this Government is in power
Aboriginal people are far better served by the Commonwealth Government in
administering land title in this State than the State Government." So we have a Leader of
the Opposition who is not prepared to put the interests of this State ahead of what is
being promoted by Mr Keating in Canberra.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: As Leader of the Opposition, her first priority should be to protect the
interests of the people of Western Australia and not to kowtow to what Mr Keating is
trying to do federally.
Today, the Prime Minister has created a climate of total mistrust The one thing that he
has shown is that he certainly cannot be trusted on this very serious issue. He has chosen
to ignore Western Australia completely. It might not come as any surprise to members to
know that over the next two days the Prime Minister has called meetings with
representatives from all of the States to discuss his legislation. Only one State was not
invited to be part of the discussions on this matter, as has been the case month after
month. We are not even told about these meetings. The Prime Minister takes it upon
himself to go on his merry way and ignore the one State that is most affected. Let us
make that clear.
Dr Lawrence: interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr COURT: The Leader of the Opposition should get her facts right.
Dr Lawrence interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Leader of the Opposition for the
second time.
Mr COURT: The Leader of the Opposition knows that we wrote to the Prime Minister
asking him to assure us that he would not try to push his legislation through ahead of
ours. Mr Walker then appeared in the media and said that it was absolutely crucial that
the Federal legislation had a swift passage before the Western Australian legislation went
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through. It is not our preferred position to have a situation where there is this type of
pressure on very important legislation. The ball has always been in Mr Keating's court -
as the Prime Minister of a Federation - to ensure that he carries out proper negotiations
with the Stares.
Yesterday the Legislative Council moved to debate the second reading of that Bill. We
said all along that we would debate this legislation in this Parliamnt as quickly as we
could. That has never been a secret. For the members opposite to be running around
saying that it was brought on last night when Hon Tom Stephens was not there is beyond
me. I cannot answer for the behaviour of Hon Tom Stephens. What be. does in the
Legislative Council is his business; but as a Government we have made it clear that this
State's position will be severely jeopardised if we do not tackle head on the approach
being taken by the Federal Government. flat is why yesterday we were not prepared to
put this State's future in the bands of what, for example. a minority party in the Federal
Parliament may choose to do, and may choose to do in conjunction with the Federal
Government.
It is also interesting to note that the members opposite who have spoken quite
emotionally in this debate have not worried too much about the derail of our legislation.
In the Committee stage of the Bill members opposite starred off dividing an the clauses,
yet at the end of the Committee stage they did no: divide. Why would they not divide on
the legislation? They would not divide because hardly any of them were here. That is
why they would not divide. Thai is how seriously they rook this legislation. The
member for Peel did not even vote for die third reading of the Bill. When it came to the
third reading, the member for Peel was in the House and he abstained from the vote.
Mr Pendal: And two others went missing.
Mr COURT: That is right. Yet today members opposite get up and talk claptrap about
how the Parliament has been misused. No-one has misused this Parliament more than the
members opposite.
In my 11 years in Parliament. the Mabo decision has been one of the most difficult and
most extraordinary issues I have been involved in. I have witnessed a High Court
bringing down a decision which many have seen as being well beyond its role. I have
seen that decision leaving a huge amount of uncertainty and the need for Govemnments -
State and Federal - to introduce legislation to enable major changes to the way in which
land and mining management takes place in this country. I have seen a Federal
Government at its worst, simply ignoring die State most affected Then the Federal
Government brought in legislation designed to ride roughshod over that State. I have
seen a State Opposition show its true colours where it will do anything to support Mr
Keating's proposal at the expense of the long term interests of this State.
I have used the words "treacherous cenatralists" because in relation to this legislation that
is what members opposite are. They know that our legislation is fair. They know it is
workable. As far as I am concerned, they should be ashamed of the tactics that they are
using.
Dr Lawrence: The Law Society does not think it is workable; neither does Crown Law.
Mr COURT: I will be very interested to see just how objective the advice of the Law
Society has been.
Dr Lawrence: Crown Law does not think it is workable.
Mr COURT: The Leader of the Opposition can speak later, I have only a couple of
minutes left. At stake in this State is the authority of this Parliament. Members opposite
are prepared to ailow Mr Keating, the Prime Minister, and the Federal Government to
bring in legislation that will rake away the ability of this Scare to carry out its normal
responsibilities. It will make redundant many of the laws of this Parliament.
Mr Ripper: Are you going to guillotine passage in the other place?
Mr COURT: That is a decision that will be made in the other place. If we were to do
what the Leader of the Opposition has advocated and accept Mr Keating's legislation, we
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would accept the primacy of the Commonwealth Parliament over the State Parliament;
the Parliament will be transformed from a sovereign body that can make valid laws into
an expensive debating society. That is what the Leader of the Opposition is supporting in
Mr Keating's legislation, and we will not sit here and allow that to happen. We will
make sure that this State Parliament, inrspective of whether the Labor Party is in
Government, whether the coalition is in Government, or whether anybody is in
Government -

Dr Lawrence interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition will come to order.
Mr COURT: - whoever is elected by the people - has an opportunity to make laws and
to ensure that those laws are properly carried out. The Labor Party has shown that it-is
now prepared to sacrifice the sovereignty of this Parliament to appease Mr Keating.
Those opposite are quite prepared to allow the transfer of powers from this Parliament to
Canberra. We will simply not allow that to occur. Before members opposite start trying
to talk about the high moral ground, I will return to my initial comments. The State
Labor Party did not even have the decency to put out a true Press release. Members
opposite started off on a false premise about this legislation, and that has continued.

Amendnwns ro Motion
Mr COURT: I move -

To delete all words after "outrage" and substitute the following -

at the Opposition's support of die unconstitutional, centralist,
undemocratic, separatist, ineffective and harmful proposed Federal Mabo
legislation which will act against the rights and interests of all Western
Australians.

Dr Watson: You are all a miob of racists.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Kenwick. Her actions
are not appropriate. She is not to interject when I am on my feet.
Mr Mc~inty interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Fremantle for the third
time.
MR MINSON (Greenough - Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) [2.49 pm]: I second the
amendment. As far as I am concerned, when we look at the original wording which
speaks of outrage, the only outrage is the Opposition's absolutely gross and crass double
standards in the way it has used this Parliament. The wording speaks of the violation of
civil and property rights of Aboriginal people in Western Australia. Over the past three
or four weeks a couple of matters of public interest have been moved which affect
Aboriginal people. I have given almost the same speech on each, and I am tempted to
bring in a tape recorder and replay it; however, if members are interested they could look
in Mansard to see what I said.
A couple of questions arise from the motion. Firstly, how can this Government be
violating the rights of Aborigines when it is passing legislation in this House which
guarantees traditional rights and usages which are in addition to the rights that Aboriginal
people enjoy along with other Australians? Not only do they have the rights and
privileges afforded to all Western Australians by virtue of the system under which we all
live and are governed, but also we have considered legislation which guarantees in a
statutory sense the traditional rights and usage they had before Europeans camne to
Australia.
Mr Bridge: Do you seriously believe that?
Mr MINSON: Come on member for Kimberley! How can we have done that in this
place yet be accused of violating their rights? Has die member read the motion?
Mr Bridge: I do not know about the motion; I know what the Government's native tidle
legislation does.
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Mr MINSON: How can the member for Kinmberley support Federal legislation which
allows only Aboriginal corporations to have native title? That seems a btstrange to me.
I do not know how many corporations there were before Europeans came here. The
member for Kimberley supports die Federal legislation over the Western Australian
legislation that gives individual rights. I do not understand how the member can support
the legislation put forward in the Eastern States over this legislation. The Federal
legislation rides roughshod -

Mr Ripper: That is a crass argument.
Mr MINSON: The member for Belmont better look up the word crass. The Federal
legislation rides roughshod over most Aborigines, and unfortunately over most
Australians.
Mr Bridge: How can acknowledgment of native title be riding roughshod over
Aboriginal people? What a joke.
Mr MINSON: Prime Minister Keating's solution puts black against black. I dislike it
intensely for that. It puts black against white - I dislike it for that - and Australian against
Austalian. It is divisive legislation and I cannot support the motion put forward by the
other side. Let us look at the wording of this motion. It talks of the Government's
corruption of the processes, traditions and conventions of our system. Let us look at what
the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters had
to say. Paragraph 27.2.2 of its report states -

At the very least, it must be said that the Parliament, the public's representative
forum, has failed to provide an effective check on the executive arn of
government. The Parliament, no less than the public, was kept ignorant of many
of the matters which led to the establishment of this Commission .. .

This Leader of the Opposition was in the Cabinet and kept silent. She has the gall to
come in here and say she is outraged at the Government's corruption of the process. It is
unbelievable. The royal commission report goes on to say -

Ministers have elevated personal or party advantage over their constitutional
obligation to act in die community's interests. Public funds have been
manipulated to partial ends.

That is interesting. Members opposite do not understand that. On the other side of
Australia we have been watching what Roe Kelly has done for party ends with
Government funds. Members opposite do not understand that, Let us read what The
West Australian had to say at the time about the now Leader of the Opposition. It states -

Her decision to prorogue Parliament weeks before she needed to do so to
accommodate the coming election is another example of the executive imposing
its will on the institution which is supposed to guard the public interest.

It goes on to say, "Dr Lawrence's decision to suspend Parliament showed contempt for
the institution." How can members opposite come in here with these stupid motions in
the face of that? The West Australian goes on to say -

Dr Lawrence has played base politics in shutting down the committee to avoid
further political discomfort in the run to the election.

That is referring to the Western Women inquiry. It continues -

No matter how hard she tries to explain away the decision as one merely
following convention, that argument does not stand scrutiny. Her dismissal of the
Pike committee as lacking credibility confirns the blatant political nature of her
action.

The motion expresses outrage at corruption of the processes and conventions of our
system. Members opposite are pretty silent now.
Mr Ripper How many times has the guillotine been used by this Government compared
with the whole period of Labor Governments?
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The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr MINSON: I support the amendment to the motion.
The SPEAKER: Order! I was about to say to the Minister that this debate at this precise
time must be about the question of the deletion of words and not the motion.
MR McGINTY (Fremanitle) [2.57 pm]: It is obvious that this Parliament is not
working. A casual observer would be able to tell from the unprecedented and historic use
of the guillotine in the upper House in order to stifle debate in what is supposedly a
House of Review. It is absolutely amazing. I ask members to reflect -

The SPEAKER: Order! The remarks I made to the M~inister for Aboriginal Affairs apply
to the member for Fremantle as well. We have before us the question to delete certain
words - I presume you might be debating the question that the words should not be
deleted - and that is what debate should be about. Although you have spoken previously
and I did not pick up your first remarks, the debate is about the precise question of the
deletion of words.

Painz of Order
Mr RIPPER: Would you not regard an MPI as being an unusual form of debate in this
House where such a stringent requirement to adhere to the terms of an amendment would
not apply?
The SPEAKER: I do not accept that point of order, and I am sure the member for
Fremantle will show the member for Belmont shortly how one can speak about the words
to be deleted and make the points that are required.

Debase Resumed
Mr McGIN4TY: [ oppose the move that the words be deleted and in so doing I wish to
promote an argument to support the original proposition and show that it should remain
intact. In so doing I want to draw the attention of the House to the amazing scenes in this
Parliament, particularly in the past three or four months and last night, which is
something which will go down in the history books of this State. The guotine was
applied for the first time ever in the upper House. The point I was making is that a
supposed House of Review - one about which the Premier has said several times today, "I
do not control it. They are people unto themselves. They will decide the way in which
they will conduct themselves" - for base parry political reasons, to get through a Liberal
Parry Bill, for the first time in the 100 year history of that House - perhaps even longer
for the history of that House if one goes back prior to responsible Governiment - invoked
the guillotine to stop members of Parliament from scrutinising and discussing legislation
and fulfilling their basic function as a House of Review. A House of Review which
denies its basic reason for existence can have no validity. That is particularly so when it
is elected on the basis of an electoral system which is condemned by world standards.
Mr Court: Which you introduced.
Mr McGJN4TY:, We have vote weighting in the order of 350 per cent in the upper House.
It is an absolutely amazing system and it is designed - and it has achieved its objective -
to maintain unbroken conservative dominance in that House via a system which is
condemned throughout the civilised world. It is a system that will not survive and it is to
the Government's eternal shame that it has not been prepared to address that system in
the forthright and principled way that it should have done. A 350 per cent vote weighting
guarantees the Governiment's permanent control of that House.

Points of Order
Mr BLAIKIE: Mr Speaker, you made a ruling earlier that the debate was to be about
whether the words to be added should be added. I suggest that the member speak to the
amendment and not canvass the matter of the Legislative Council.
Mr RIPPER: The question before the House is the amendment moved by the Premier to
delete all words after the word "outrage" and the member for Fremantle is directing his
comments to that part of the amendment. He is arguing that the words should not be
deleted for very good reasons.
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The SPEAKER: The member for Fremantle's comments ame directed at the amendment
before the Chair.

Debate Resumed
Mr McGINTY: This Parliament is in disrepute. If members have any doubt whatsoever
about that they should read Saturday's newspaper and heed what commentators and
people in the community are saying. The Parliament is in disrepute for two simple
reasons. The first reason relates to the way the Government does business, including the
application of the guillotine. The Government is killing freedom of speech in this place
and it will be condemned for that. More important than the process by which the
Government gets these unprincipled laws through this Parliament is the content of the
laws. It is bad enough that the Government has bad laws, but the fact that it gets them
through the Parliament by processes which amc to be roundly condemned as being
undemocratic is an additional reason that the Government should be condemned.
The Opposition thought earlier this year when the Government introduced the workers'
compensation legislation which takes away the accumulated rights of citizens of this
State, and did so retrospectively, that it had hit the bottom of the barrel. The Mabo
legislation which was dealt with by the upper House by the most undemocratic and
unprincipled of procedures really takes the cake. It is accepted throughout the civilised
world that a Government, as a matter of fundamental human rights, cannot arbitrarily
deprive any human being of the property he has a right to own. It is beyond any doubt
that in this State some Aboriginal people have an ownership via the mechanism of native
title over certain land. What does this legislation do, which we spent so much time last
week and earlier this week debating? Clause 7 arbitrarily, and without due process and
adequate compensation, deprives those people of their interest in the land for one simple
reason; that is, because they are Aboriginal. The Premier will stand condemned for this
legislation because of that essential fact.
Mr Court: We have done more for Aboriginal people than you did in 10 years.
Mr McGIN[TY: Absolute rubbish! This Government is driving them off their land;- it is
stealing their land from them. That is the only thing this Government can say it has done
for Aboriginal people in the nine months it has been in office. The native title Bill
appropriates the land of Aboriginal people. It is bad law and it is achieved by means
which prostitute democratic principles. That is the only way in which that Hill can be
described and for that reason I am more than happy to oppose the amendment and
support the original motion. We argued about this matter last week and the Premier was
dismissive in an arrogant way, saying, "I am right; you are wrong."
I suggest to the Premier and members opposite that they look at what the Law Society of
Western Australia said about the Land (ides and Traditional Usage) Bill. The Premier
spent some time during his speech denigrating the former president of the Liberal Party
and other conservative lawyers in this State. One could hardly say that the people at the
Bar and those in the legal profession in this Stat are a mob of radicals. They
overwhelmingly supported the Government side of politics, but I do not think they do
any more. The Law Society, in denouncing the Government's legislation, said -

The statutory rights of traditional usage am clearly not, in any sense, paramount
or given any special protection in the State's land management system.

It also said -
... statutory rights of traditional usage which:
(a) are declared, in a number of instances, to be extinguished, and
(b) fall, in any event, in the face of competition with the rights of holders of

tidles and decisions made by the Mister ...
Further on it states that the rights created by the BW are -

;... likely to be limited and of limited utility to any Aboriginal group able to assert
them. They are rights far removed from the concept of native title declared by the
High Court.
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The Premier is misleading this House by saying that they are equivalent. We spent last
week talking about equivalence. The legal profession in Western Australia says that the
Government is wrong. The legal profession obviously understands legislation better than
the Premier. The society also states -

The Society is concerned about the substitution of a system of rights protected by
the rule of law with the system of entitlements only to be enjoyed at the discretion
of a Minister, not subject to appeal or judicial review.

A fundamental denial of the rights that people have to enjoy the judicial process. It
continues -

Additionally, the legislation ensures that any right to compensation is limited and
may be given in a form no different to what the deprived Aboriginal people might
expect to receive as citizens ...

This independent comment from the legal profession in Western Australia is as clear a
condemnation of the Government's law as one can get.
When people say chat the electoral system should be reviewed along the lines
recommended by the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and
Other Matters, we have the silly Premier coming out full of invective and saying that the
Opposition members are suddenly treacherous centralists. It appears that the Premier has
a new speech writer who specialises in adjectives.
Members should look at the nonsense in the amendment before the Chair -
unconstitutional; centralist; undemocratic; separatist; ineffective and harmful. It is a load
of claptrap and the Government knows it. The Premier, with the assistance of his new
speech writer, is throwing around a few adjectives. It is a pity he did not address the
principle of equal and universal suffrage as is required throughout the civilised world.
The Government offends that principle; it denies that principle in exactly the same way
as it denies the principle that people have a right to own property and the right not to be
arbitrarily deprived of it.
MR PENDAL (South Perth) [3.09 pm]: One of the instructive things about coming
from the other place into this place is to sit and watch some of the so-called great Labor
legends, particularly the Leader of the Opposition. As soon as these legends are put to
one side one is confronted by people who are led by a person who is easily excited and
whose level of agitation actually begins to take away from her presentation. In the course
of the extravagance of her language, the Leader of the Opposition talked about the so-
called corruption and abuses of the system.
One is reminded of how little memory the Leader of the Opposition or any of her
colleagues have, particularly when those people suffered from the same disability when
they appeared before the royal commission. It is worth mentioning a few things, one of
which has been mentioned by the Premier. No greater abuse can be heaped on this place
than a failure to do the job that we are sent here to do - that is, to vote - yet in one of the
most crucial votes that we have seen in this House since I have been here, on the Mabo
legislation, three Labor members of Parliament went missing. It is interesting that not
one line about that has appeared in the media.
The SPEAKER: Order! I had occasion to speak earlier, once as the Moinister was
concluding his remarks, and then to the member for Fremantle, and I now address my
remarks to you. The question before the Chair is the deletion of certain words, and I
direct you to relate your comments to the question of deleting the words, which may
include the Opposition deleting them.
Mr PENDAL: The words need to be deleted, because I will give a second example of the
abuses that we have seen condoned and, indeed, encouraged by the Labor Party in this
and the other place. Do members recall the amount of debate that took place in late
March 1989 for that now notorious Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd legislation? I
remind members that that Bill - a Bill that will follow members opposite to their political
tomb.- went through all of its stages up to the Committee stage in one day. If that is not
an abuse, what is? I give a third example of an abuse. I was a member of the other place
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when on two occasions the whole of the Parliament was prorogued by the then Premier,
Brian Burke, because upper House committees were getting too close to the truth. What
greater manifestation of abuse can one find than to close down the Parliament because
someone is getting too close to the truth? The final example of an abuse was when the
member for Victoria Park was on his hind legs today and alleged chat Hon Tom Stephens
was threatened.
Dr Gallop: He was!
Mr PENDAL: The obligation is on the member for Victoria Park to go to the police,
because that is an offence under the Criminal Code. That underlines the reason that this
motion must be defeated.

Division
Question (words to be deleted) put and a division taken with the following result -

Mr Ainsworth
r Ci. Barnett

Mir Blaikie
Mr Board
Mr Bradshaw
Dr Constable
Mr Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Day

Mr 14 Barnett
Mr Bridge
Mr Brown
Mr Catania
Mr Cunningham
Dr Edwards
Dr Gallop

Ayes (27)
Mrs Edwardes
Mr House
Mr Johnson
Mr Kierath
Mr Lewis
Mr MNes
Mr Minson
Mr Nicholls
Mr Omode

Noes (21)
Mrs Hallaha
Mrs Henderson
Mr Kobelke
Dr Lawuence
Mr Marlborough
Mr Mc~inty
Mr Riebeting

Mr Osborne
Mr Pendal
Mr W. Smith
Mr Strickland
Mr Trenordn
Mr Tubby
Dr Turnbull
Mrs van de Klashorst
Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)

MrRipper
My D.L. Smith
Mr Taylor
Mr Thomas
Ms Warnock
Dr Watson
Mr Leahy (Teller)

Question thus passed.
Division

Question (words to be substituted) put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (27)
Mr Ainsworth
MrCJ. Baielt
Mrfllaikie.
Mr Damn!
Mr Bradshaw
Dr Constable
Mr Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Day

Mr M. Barnett
Mr Bridge
MrfBrown
Mr Catania
Mr Cunningham
Dr Edwards
Dr Gallop

Mrs Edwardes
Mr House
Mr Johnson
Mr Kieat
Mr Lewis
Mr McNee
Mr Minson
Mr Nicholls
Mr Omodei

Noes (21)
Mrs Haflahmn
Mrs Henderson
Mr Kobelke
Dr Lawrence
Mr Marlborough
Mr Mc inty
Mr Richeling

Mr Osborne
Mr Pead"
Mr W. Smith
Mr Strickland
Mr Trenorden
Mr Tubby
Dr Turbuil
Mrs van de Kiashorst
Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)

Mr Ripper
Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Taylor
Mr Thomas
Ms Warock
Dr Watson
Mr Leahy (Teller)

Question thus passed.
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Motion - as Amended

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (27)
Mr Ainswortih Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr House Mr Pendal
Mr Blaikie Mr Johnson Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Kicmath Mr Stricklanid
Mr Bradshaw MrT Lewis Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Mr Court Mr Minson Dr Turnbull
Mr Cowan Mr Nicholls Mrs van de Klashorst
Mr Day Mir Omodei Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)

Noes (21)
Mr M. Banett Mrs Hallahan Mr Ripper
Mr Bridge Mrs Henderson Mr D.L. Smith
MrBrown Mr Kobelke Mr Taylor
Mr Catania Dr Lawrence MrThornas
Mir Cunningham Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Dr Edwards Mr McGinty Dr Watson
Dr Gallop Mr Riebeting Mr Leahy (Teller)

Question thus passed.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION - BY THE MEMBER FOR PEEL
Mabo Legislation, Missing a Division

MR MARLBOROUGH (Peel) [3.20 pm]: I seek leave to make a personal explanation.
Point of Order

Mr C.J. BARNETT': The Government is prepared to allow the member to make a
personal explanation, but I draw attention to standing orders which state clearly that
personal explanations must be for that purpose, particularly to explain something where a
member feels he has been impugned in some way. I miust the member for Peel will use it
in that way because we had a recent example where fairly wide use was made of a
personal explanation. Given that the member for Peel, I am sure, will use it as standing
orders intend it should be used, the Government will agree without hesitation to his
making a personal explanation.
Leave granted.

Personal Explanation Resumed

Mr MARLBOROUGH: I thank the Leader of the House for those guiding words, they
will help me. I will stick to the facts. I am very hurt by today's events, particularly those
of the last half hour when the Premier indicated that because I missed a division on the
Mabo legislation that somehow was a measure of my views. Let me make it quite clear
that it is nonsensical to use the fact that I missed a division as a measure of my views on
the Mabo legislation. A reading of Hansard this week would have demonstrated quite
clearly what my position has been on the Western Australian Bill moved by the Premier.
It has been one of absolute opposition, and I am on record as being one of the members
on our side of the House who was here until 5.00 am when the legislation was
guillotined. The member for South Perth touched on that without naming me as one of
three people who missed the division. I do not know about the other two, but I want to
say to the member for South Perth that the reason it did not get a mention in the media as
being a measure of how the Labor Party views the Government's legislation is because
the media are far more intelligent than is the member for South Perth.
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The SPEAKER: Order! The member will resume his scat. Obviously, you are quite
welcome to make a personal explanation but you cannot debate any issue while you are
doing so. It seemed to me you may be getting close to debating the matter of Mabn,
which is not relevant in my view. It is a matter for you to make a personal explanation.
Mr llaikie: He could have brought up all of this on the matter of public interest.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It was appropriate to make those comments about the member
for South Perth -

Mr Blaikie intetjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I will not take too long. Just before this division was taken the
member for South Perth stated, and it will be recorded in Hansard, that three members of
the Labor Party had missed a division. I am awart that he was referring at least to me as
being one of them because the Premier in his speech named me as having missed the
division. His purpose in doing that was to try to show that it supported the position he
held on his own Bill. So it is appropriate for me to say, because he made the point -
The SPEAKER: You cannot debate it.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I anm not debating it, I am just making a point.
The SPEAKER: I am advising you.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am making a point to the member for South Perth so it is
clearly in Hansard and so that my reputation is not dragged down on this issue.
Mr Day: You should apologise for your disgraceful comments yesterday when there
were school children in the gallery.
MrT MARLBOROUGH: What was that about?
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask you to direct your explanation to the Chair.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I anm trying to do that. I am surprised that Government members
are so upset at comments I made yesterday about the Premier. I thought all I was doing
yesterday, without using any vulgar language -

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member will resume his seat. I advise you to direct your
remarks to the personal explanation and not go back to the question of what the*
interjections might or might not have been.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Thiank you, Mr Speaker. I am big enough to look after myself,
but on this occasion I do need some protection because members opposite have been very
rough with me! They are attacking me while I am trying to explain my position over
today's events. I am presuming what they axt upset about in relation to yesterday -

The SPEAKER: I do not wish you to go into that. I will sit you down if you continue on
that line. Please continue your personal explanation related to today's matters.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am happy to do that. I want to explain to the Premier, and to
the member for South Perth in particular -
Mr Court: That you forgot to get in!
MrT MARLBOROUGH: I did not forget to get in at all. I will give my explanation as to
why I was not here when the vote was taken. I will give it to the House today. So that
the record is clear for both the Premier and the member for South Perth, as I said earlier
in relation to the point made by the member for South Perth, the reason the media did not
pick it up as a measure by which the Labor Party views this Bill - because three people
were not here - is because the media look at all the other evidence and are able to weigh
it up. Members opposite are not able to weigh it up. I am surprised the Premier would
try to score such a cheap point. If he feels so strongly about his Bill, why go to this
length -
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Point of Order
Mr C.J. BARNETT: As you are well aware, Mr Speaker. Standing Order No 117 says
that in a personal explanation a member may explain matters of a personal nature. They
should not be debated. I put it to you that the member is now debating the matter rather
than making a personal explanation. The standing aider also says that a member should
not raise new material. If the member wishes to explain why he did not vote, that is
appropriate and he can do so. A personal explanation should not be used as a debating
point.
The SPEAKER: The member for Peel has been speaking for approximately five minutes.
I ask him to do two things: The first is to speak specifically to the matter before us, and
the second is to begin to draw his remarks to a conclusion.

Personal Explanation Resumed
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I intend to do that. I said at the outset I would not take long. I
want the record set straight I am surprised the Premier should name me as missing a
division and claim it as being a measure of support for his Bill. If he feels so strongly
about his Bill, he does not need to draw me into that picture of support. I put it on record
now that I do not come anywhere near supporting the Premier's Maba Bill. My position
is quite clear: I believe the Federal legislation is the appropriate legislation and that it
will be cardied by the High Court.
I think why 1 have been selected by the Premier is that today and as each day goes by he
is facing ever increasing evidence from independent groups of opposition to his
legislation, and he is willing to attack anybody who gets in his way.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr MARLBOROUGH: On Tuesday evening, when I was late, I had a family
commitment with my young son Patrick, who, as some members will know, has not been
too well lately. As a result of that commitment I was unable to get away on time. Three
year olds are as predictable as this Government. They are uncontrollable. I thought it
was a priority to stay with my three year old son, and it is unfortunate that I missed a
division.
Mr Cowan: He sounds as though he is a chip off the old block.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: That should not be seen as my support for this legislation - quite
the opposite.

ADOPTION BILL
Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Nicholls (Minister for Community Development), and
read a first time.

ACTS AMENDMENT (DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT) BILL
Second Reading

MR LEWIS (Applecross - Minister for Planning) [3.35 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The Minister for Transport, when tabling a report entitled "A Plan for the New
Department of Transport", indicated to Parliament that this Governiment has decided to
amalgamate the Department of Marine and Harbours and the Department of Transport
Since taking office, the Government has become even mom convinced that an efficient
and effective transport system is essential to the economic and social development of
Western Australia. To ensure that this occurs, it is imperative that the State be equipped
with the necessary expertise to coordinate the development and implementation of
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transport policy. We can no longer afford the luxury of two separate agencies in the
portfolio providing partial, and sometimes conflicting, advice on these matters for the
Minister for Transport. Amalgamation of the two departments will ensure that the
Minister is equipped with a single overarching agency to assist Government in all aspects
of transport policy development and implementation.
The Bill contains three major policy initiatives. First, the Bill enables the formal
amalgamation of the two departments to occur by removing reference to the Department
of Marine and H-arbours from t Marine and Harbours Act The Marine and Harbours
Act, together with the Transport Coordination Act, wil then be administered by a single
department. To assist the amalgamation the Bill amends the provisions of the Marine
and Harbours Act relating to ministerial delegations to bring them closer in line to those
which apply under the Transport Coordination Act. The Bill also amends section 62 of
the Transport Coordination Act to enable the amalgamated department to operate a single
accounting system utilising the existing transport coordination fund. It is intended that,
in line with Government policy, the amalgamated department will report its financial
outcomes on accrual accounting lines.
The second major initiative contained in the Bill relates to the establishment of a special
purpose trust fund for the development and maintenance of particular port and harbour
facilities. The Government firmly believes that, given the opportunity, together with the
legislative fr-ame work which will protect their investments, local industries will be more
than prepared to contribute to the maintenance and development of particular port and
harbour facilities. Such investment will not only enhance the profitability of their own
business operations, but will also benefit the community as a whole. Clause 22 will
provide the assurance to industry that funds which it contributes will only be used for the
purposes for which they were originally intended. This Government will actively pursue
the participation of industry in the maintenance and development of the infrastructure
which is essential to ensure commercial viability of our maritime industry.
The third major initiative concerns the formation of business units. As foreshadowed in
the report "A plan for the new Department of Transport", the department's construction
and maintenance workshop, together with its consulting engineering and hydrographic
survey and cartography branches will be formed into business units. These business units
will provide products and services to internal and external customers on a user choice and
full user pays basis. To ensure that they compete on a level playing field, the normal
overheads of private organisations will be factored into the business units' pricing
structure. The units will operate initially for a two year period, during which their long
term commercial viability will be assessed. Clause 21 of the Bill gives the business units
the ability to compete with the private sector with the provision of products and services
under terms and conditions as agreed by the parties. Nevertheless, I should stress that
fees and charges for traditional marine and harbours services, including berthage and
wharfage fees, will continue to be prescribed by regulation.
Clause 22 of the Bill will allow the business units a measure of financial independence
by allowing them to operate wider trust accounts, which will be established under the
terms and conditions agreed by the Minister for Transport and the Treasurer. These trust
accounts will be subject to the normal requirements of the Financial Administration and
Audit Act, but to ensure that the business units have the ability to forward plan, these
trust funds will be exempt from the general power of the Treasurer to transfer excess
funds to the consolidated fund. However, the approval to operate these trust accounts
will contain specific diretions as to the level of any dividend to be paid to the
consolidated fund, and may in addition limit the amount of revenue that can be retained.
The Bill also makes the necessary administrative amendments required to enable the
transfer of responsibility for the administration of the Acts currently administered by the
Department of Marine and Harbours to the Department of Transport.
I commend t Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Ripper.
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CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 3 November.
MR McGINTY (Frenmantle) [3.38 pm]: There are five matters I particularly want to
draw to the attention of the House with these amendments to the Department of
Conservation and Land Management Act. The first is that, as a matter of principle, the
attention of the House should be drawn to retrospective legislation when it is before this
House, and this Bill is retrospective in its operation. It does not cause sufficient concern
for me to vote against the Bill, but it causes some concern because some provisions in the
legislation relating to retrospecflvity are cast in what appear to me to be unduly wide
terms. I refer to the final page of the Bill and the heading "Part 4 - Validation" over the
subheading of "Validity of past acts'. Clause 10 provides that anything done under the
principle Act before the commencement of this Bill is declared to be and to have always
been as valid and effective as it would have been if at the time when it was done the Act
had come into operation. We are making this Bill retrospective in its operation,
particularly relating to past illegal Acts. That is something conceptually that ought to
worry this Parliament.
As a general principle this legislation should operate with prospective effect and not be
retrospective, but there appears to be a recognition in this Bill that the Department of
Conservation and Land Management has broken the law and not conducted itself in the
way it should, and it now seeks, without specifying those past illegal practices, to seek to
validate those acts and to treat them as though they were valid.
As a matter of principle that is an issue of considerable concern and I would certainly
appreciate it if the nature of the acts which this Bill seeks to validate were explained to
the House because they have not been explained by the Minister in his second reading
speech. I do not believe, as a matter of principle, that something done illegally should be
retrospectively remedied unless there are sound social policy reasons for taking that
course of action. I ask the Minister during his response to this debate to explain to us the
nature of the past omissions that the final clause, clause 10, of this Bill seeks to remedy.
The second point is that the Bill envisages that the commercial exploitation of native
species wil be allowed within the boundaries of a national park. In itself, that has been a
cause of concern given the recent history of this Government in its treatment of national
parks, nature reserves and marine national parks. It is the view of the Opposition that
national parks are national parks because they represent the cream of our conservation
estate, and that they should be accorded a very high priority in conservation in Western
Australia. Any proposal for commercial exploitation of the resources in a national park,
whether it be minerals or oil under the ground or the plants that exist within that park -
or, for that matter, something that was a factor in the past and has not ceased to be; that
is, logging in national parks - causes the Labor Party some concern.
Earlier this year we had the prospect of oil exploration and oil extraction within the
boundaries of the Ningaloo marine park. There was widespread community upset at that
proposition because the community perception is that national parks should be no go
areas for developers in this State. At best, where there is no prospect of any significant
or any reasonable damage to the park, only then could one contemplate any sort of
commercial exploitation of the resources of that park. It is quite clear that part of the
cause of the outrage concerning the Ningalco marine park was a widespread concern that
an oil spill could have had a very detrimental effect on the national park and on the
nearby prawning industry, and it would certainly have detrimentally affected the tourism
industry in the Exmouth area generally. There is justified and reasonable community
apprehension about the adverse effect of commercial activity occurring within the
boundaries of a marine national park.
An amendment to section 99A of the principal Act wil allow access to our national parks
for the purpose of exploiting the flora of the national parks to extract pharmaceuticals
from them. Section 99A(2) of the principal Act presently provides that the Executive
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Director of CALM may grant a licence under and in accordance with regulations made
under section 130 for a person to take foxest product for scientific purposes. Under this
Bill flora may be taken for therapeuwic, scientific or horticultural purposes. We see a
very significant expansion of the reasons for which a national park arid its flora might be
exploited. I have indicated that there is broad community concern. We axe seeing an
increase in commercialisation in national parks as a result of this Bill.
The ocher reason that I am particularly anxious about this matter is chat the Minister in
recent days has moved to reconstitute the body which is responsible for looking after our
national parks and nature reserves in Western Australia. In my perception the Minlister
has removed a number of people who were outspoken - at times critical of his actions as
the Minister for the Environment, but always spoke from a perspective of what is in the
best interests of the national parks, nature reserves and conservation issues in Westerni
Australia - from the National Parks and Natur Conservation Authority and replaced
them with people whose interests would not be as stringently pro-conservation as those of
the people they are replacing. The National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority
which will be established under this legislation consists of I11 appointed members. It also
will have four directors from CALM who will sit on the authority in an ex officio
capacity. Of the 11I appointed members, the Minister has just replaced eight, leaving
only three members continuing in their former capacity.
Mr Minson: Because their appointments expired.
Mr McGIhJTY: I am not saying that the Minister has sacked them; I am saying that the
measure of the turnover where eight members of the authority axe being replaced with
eight new members -

Mr Minson: The reason is that they were nil appointed at once. That is very bad
management. They should have been appointed as I have now done, for varying terms.
Mr MeGINTY: I do not tink that is right. I appointed Jill Reading, for instance, to the
authority only 12 months, ago, and she has now been replaced.
Mr Minson: Why did you only employ her for 12 months?
Mr McGINTY: That was the balance of the term for which she was appointed to enable
some ongoing rotation of members on the authority. This is the same argument as we
had with the Environmental Protection Amendment Bill. In that case we were looking at
an acceptable principle which was recommended by the independent review of the
Environmental Protection Amendment Act, where members of the authority should be
serving in rotation so that completely new board members would not come in at once.
Presuming that the Environmental Protection Amendment Bill is passed in the
Legislative Council, the Minister has sacked all of the members of the EPA and we will
have all new members appointed to the board of that authority at once. The notion is
similar here. People who were strong advocates for the environment - all eight of them -
have gone and a new eight have been appointed. I want to be critical of a number of the
appointments that have been made, and this is for very good reason. Dr Elizabeth
Mattiske is an eminent consultant botanist in Western Australia.
Ms Minson: She is a good lady.
Mr McGI[NTY: She is a top lady and the sort of person that most people would walk
over hot coals to get her to serve on a committee where her expertise would be utilised.
She has been a professional botanist - arguably die best in Western Australia - and has
been replaced by the Vice President of the Western Australian Farmers Federation, a
beekeeper. The Farmers Federation does not have as good a track record when it comes
to conservation and protection of our environment In fact that group could be said to be
the cause of the biggest environmental disaster in Western Australia.
Mr Minson: You are walking on pretty thin ice.
Mr McGINTY: I put that to one side, and I do not blame Mr MacMenemny for that
Mr Cowan: What specifically are you referring to here?
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Mr McCJINTY: The point I am making here is that the Farmers Federation -

Mr Cowan: What environmental disaster are you referring to?
Mr McGfNTY: The clearing of land for agricultural purposes throughout the State and
the resultant salinity and soil erosion that occurred within the State. That is the issue. I
will make some points about the replacement of someone of the eminence of Dr
Elizabeth Mattiske with someone like the beekeeper, who happens to be the Vice
President of WA Farmers Federation. Firstly, this is a position which is reserved to
represent conservation professionals in Western Australia. I would be very interested to
hear from the Minister this man's professional qualifications. If the Minister is
suggesting that a beekeeper is a professional and therefore represents conservation
professionals in Western Australia, the Minister might well find this appointment is
invalid and would be determined to be so. It is an insult to conservation professionals in
Western Australia to replace Dr Mattiske with the Vice President of the Farmers
Federation in Western Australia.
When one turns to the representative of employees engaged in national parks and nature
reserves, there has been for a number of years now a representative of the "hands on"
conservationists working in our national parks; that is, a national park ranger who has
been on the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. He has been replaced by
a Department of Conservation and Land Management regional operations manager. We
see the department fuarther increasing its control over what should be an independent
body recommending a strong environmental line to the Minister. The Minister already
has four Department of Conservation and land Management managers as ex officio
members on the board and to appoint a fifth is in my view an example of the Minister
being snowed by the executive director of CALM to ensure a more compliant National
Parks and Nature Conservation Authority.
To remove the "hands-on" national park ranger from that authority is a backward step if
one is interested in looking after the conservation values of our national parks and nature
reserves. Those are two appointments I am particularly critical of. The third I want to
criticise is the removal of the former Exmouth Shire President, Doug Bathgate. Most
members in this House have been at one stage or another to Exmouth.
Mr Minson: His term has expired, he has not been removed.
Mr McGINTY: He has made a tremendous contribution. The Minister removed him
frm the board because he has given the Minister a hard time over the activities in
Ningaloo. He has had a great responsibility to the people of Exmouth to stand up and to
defy the Government on the question of mineral exploration, particularly petroleum
exploration, within the boundaries of Ningaloo national park. He has been solid in
advocating the interests of the people of Exmouth. For his efforts of standing up for the
environment he has been replaced by a Liberal Party activist from Carnarvon whose only
track record I am aware of, and I have had a long interest in environmental questions -

Mr Minson: He has been the Shire President of Carnarvon for ages.
Mr McGINTY: What are his environmental credentials?
Mr Minson: He is representing the shire.
Mr McGINTY: His environmental track record is of opposing the protection that World
Heritage listing gave to Shark Bay which was near the general boundaries of his shire.
His only claim to fame in terms of our national parks and nature conservation areas is
that he has opposed the protection that would be afforded to Shark Bay as a result of
World Heritage listing, which is the greatest conservation and heritage accolade that can
be given to any place. Shark Bay is the jewel in the crown in Western Australia as far as
our natural environment is concerned, and he did not want to see it protected The
Government has taken out someone who stood up for the Ningaloo national park and
protected it and argued the point with the Minister, and replaced him with one of his
mates whose only track recod in the conservation area is to seek to deny protection to
the Shark Bay area. How can the Minister expect those three people - the Vice President
of the Farmers Federation, one of the Minister's mates from Carnarvon who is
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anti-environment, and a manager from CALM - to be independent in their approach to
their duties on the National Park and Nature Conservation Authority? Previously we had
a recreation angler representing fishing industries. Suddenly we get this industry flavour
in appointments to a body which is responsible -

Mr Cowan: The member for Fremantle knows I do not interject without some reason.
What Bill are you talking about?
Mr McGINTY: The Bill to amend the Department of Conservation and Land
Management Act which is the Bill under which these people are appointed. I pointed out
at the beginning of my speech, Deputy Premier, that this Bill expressly gives a greater
power to CALM to commercially exploit national parks. That was the point I made at
the outset of my speech.
Mr Cowan: You are drawing a very long bow.
Mr McG[NTY: No I am not. Perhaps I will repeat the point I made.
Mr Cowan: Please, you do not have to. I heard you.
Mr McCINTY: There is no long bow. This Bill enhances CALM's right to
commercially exploit national parks. The body which oversees our national parks and
makes sure they are protected and will have to approve any commercial activity taking
place in the national parks is the body the Minister has just reconstituted. With these
appointments, the Minister has taken away the strong environment conservation
emphasis that the NPNCA has been renowned for in recent times and replaced it with a
far more compliant body. That is the nature of my criticism and it is valid to raise that in
debate on this Bill.
The final criticism I was in the process of making in relation to these appointments was
about the fishing interests represented on the board of the NPNCA. The appointee of the
former Government is a recreational angler who obviously has a strong interest in the
preservation of the fishing stocks. It is very interesting that the new appointee, who is a
professional fishermen, has been described in the material that has gone out from the
Minister's office as a nominee of the WA Fishing Industry Council, which is the industry
body. We are seeing all the way through this greater departmental control, greater input
by industry and a significantly diminished input from conservation-minded people. All
of that will be very much to the detriment of our national parks and nature reserves in
Western Australia and it continues the pattern that was established by this Minister in his
assault on the Environmental Protection Authority, and the great saga we all lived
through in this House over many months earlier this year which helped to stamp indelibly
on the minds of the people of Western Australia this Government's conseration
credentials.
Mr Thomas: He still has not told us how he worked out Barry Carbon's salary.
Mr McGINTY: He confessed he got it wrong.
MW Minson: No I did not.
Mr McGIN4TY: The Minister gave us an answer, and he confirmed it was $172 000 all
up including everything.
Mr Minson: Plus benefits.
Mr McGINTY: What benefits?
Mr Minson: I do not know what they are.
Mr McGINTY: Cut it out Minister. The Minister is straining everyone's credulity. The
Minister made it up. He made up this magnificent figure of $202 000 a year and he was
wrong.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Let us get back to the Bill.
Mr McGINTY: The first two matter were the questions of the retrospective operation of
this Bill and its operation in national parks in Western Australia. The tird matter I
wanted to raise was the question of the Stare's sovereignty over its native flora. The Bill
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does not go far enough. The Opposition is happy to support it as far as if goes, but as we
see it, the State has a right and it is the sort of right that the Minister is trying to assert by
giving the Executive Director of CALM the power to enter into contracts and licence
arrangements, in particular to enter into exclusive licence arrangements with particular
individuals. Ridden in there in a confused sort of way is an assertion of State sovereignty
over die native flora of this State. The Minister should give consideration to asserting in
an unequivocal way State sovereignty over the native flora of the State, and to provide in
a comprehensive way for the rights of the State to deal with the native flora in this State.
There is a very interesting analogy between this Bill and the very fiery debate and the
important principles that have been raised during the course of die Mabo, debate. We had
there the resumption without due process and in my view without adequate compensation
and arguably without any compensation of the proprietary rights of the race of Aboriginal
people in Western Australia. It is very interesting that on the day that the native title
issue is shrouded in so much controversy in the Legislative Council we should be
debating a provision which continues to give absolute deference and respect to the
interests of white farmers because of the plants that grow on their farms. if the
Government was really concerned - referring back to the Mabo debate - about the rights
of the State in the interests of developing the State it would have been quite open in
saying that the resources associated with the land axe the resources of the State. The
Government was happy to assert that when the children found die elephant bird egg at
Cervantes that it was the property of the State. It was happy to assert that the Aboriginal
race does not have a Fight to any propriety interest in the land, notwithstanding its 40 000
year association with it. However, when it comes to white farmers, particularly in the
south west of the State, there is a grave deference to the preservation of their rights in
respect of the plant species which grow on their properties.
If plants are important for their chemical products and pharmaceutical and therapeutic
value, those plants, being native species, should be the property of the State. It is
interesting to note that by amending section 33 of die Act, the Government will provide a
protection of the property rights of private landowners to retain the rights to the native
flora growing on their properties. It is a remarkable contradiction to the way in which the
Government has addressed the extinguishment of Aboriginal interests in land. The
Government is asserting the State's interests in control of sovereignty over the flora of
this State, but it is preserving the interests of private landholders in respect of the native
flora growing on their properties. I draw that to the Minister's attention because the
interest in important flora species such as die smoke bush, which may produce products
which have very important pharmaceutical or therapeutic value, should belong to the
State regardless of whether they are found on private property or Crown land, In that
sense, this legislation does not go far enough, but to the extent that it does, the
Opposition supports the assertion of State sovereignty over those matters.

Apart from those three matters - retrospective operation, the effect on national parks and
the question of sovereignty - effectively two matters are dealt with by this legislation.
Firstly, the question of giving the executive director of the Department of Conservation
and Land Management the right to enter into contrcts and licence anrngements in
respect of exporting native flora for pharmaceutical and therapeutic purposes; and,
secondly, to clarify the legal rights of CALM, particularly the executive director and the
Minister, to enter into contracts dealing with tree plantations.
It is not my intention during this debate to address the technical amendme.nts in the
legislation, suffice to say that the Opposition supports the removal of possible legal
doubts about the capacity to enter into those contracts. The Opposition has already
expressed some reservations about the retrospective effect of the legislation. It is worried
about retrospectively validating acts which were committed by CALM and which did not
comply with the law when they were committed. The Opposition would certainly
appreciate from the Minister some indication of the nature of those acts which the
Government is seeking to remedy by clause 10 of the Bill, which gives it retrospective
effect
When the Labor Party was in Government it was very supportive of the creation of
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hardwood plantations. Members opposite would be aware that the Opposition, when in
Government, was very concerned about the impact of excessive extraction for
woodchipping purposes on this State's native forests. The plantations which have been
created are substantially for woodehipping-related purposes, particularly the Tasmanian
blue gum which, now that it has been modified genetically in Western Australia. is
referred to in Western Australia as the western blue gum, because of its high fibre
content.
I refer to the share farming arrangement with farmers. When trees are planted on a farmn
a proper sharing arrangement is arrived at, and that is a good way to go. The plantation
must always be on existing cleared agricultural land. Any suggestion of clearing native
vegetation for the purposes of establishing plantations should be vigorously resisted;
there is well and truly sufficient cleared vegetation. Certain benefits flow from planting
plantations on cleared agricultural lands; for example, reversing some of the damage
which has been done over the years by the over clearing of the land for agricultural
purposes. The Opposition supports the notion of facilitating tree plantations.
I will make two other comments about tree plantations: Firstly, the Government should
be looking to plantations as a substitute for the exploitation of this State's timber
resources in the native forests, particularly in the old growth native forests. It is clear that
CALM and the Government sees the establishment of plantations as supplementing, but
in no way replacing, the reliance which has been placed on the native forests in the south
west of the State. In the long term, we must move beyond plantations for woodchipping
purposes and consider plantations for hardwood purposes. The sooner this is commenced
in earnest, the sooner we will be able to relieve some of the great stresses placed on our
south west native forests.
I was disappointed, and I am not saying that in an unkind way, to hear the executive
director of CALM on the radio this morning joking with the radio interviewer over the
question of whether tree plantations should be a substitute in the long ternm for extracting
timber from this State's native forests. The executive director considered this would
complement the existing extraction of timber and woodchips from the native forests. I
hope that very soon we will be able to move to a situation of no woodchipping, except
from tine waste products from the sawmilling process. I hope there will be a far greater
reliance on tree plantations.
One of the difficulties with the big plantations announced in 1992 is that they are
expressly for export purposes to existing overseas companies. I have no objection to that,
but I hope that significant plantations will be designed to replace the current
woodchipping which occurs in the native forest within a relatively short period of time.
Members are aware that it takes about 10 years from planting to the first exploitation of a
plantation of blue gumns for woodehipping purposes. There is a need to move now to
relieve some of the stresses placed on the native forests, not only for woodchipping
purposes but also for hardwood purposes.
I have stated the strong principle which the Opposition supports; that is, that the native
plant species belong to the State and they should be protected accordingly. The State
should be given sovereignty over them and the executive director of CALM4, the
responsible agency, should be given the power to enter into relevant contracts to secure
the interests of the State for chemicals which can be taken from native species in Western
Australia because they can be of great benefit to this State.
We are worried about the retrospective effect of this legislation. We are worried about
the intrusion of these commercial activities into our national parks and the effect that may
have on the conservation value of national parks. We are worried particularly because of
the activities that we have seen take place by this Government in diluting environmental
input into matters affecting our national parks. We am worried also that this legislation
does not go far enough to assert State sovereignty over our native flora. Otherwise, we
support the legislation, particularly in respect of the pharmaceutical and tre plantation
questions and the removal of any legal doubts over the validity of past actions in this
amea
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MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [4.11 pmJ: I do not think it would surprise the
Government that the Opposition supports this Bill, seeing that this initiative commenced
when the current Opposition was in Government. We support the main effect of this Bill,
which is to clarify the capacity of the Department of conservation and Land
Management to engage in commercial arrangements and activities. In fact, we claim a
lot of the credit for introducing initiatives which are being reinforced by this legislation.
Members would be aware that the Department of Conservation and Land Management
replaced the Forests Department, the National Parks Authority and the Wildlife Authority
in the earlier 1980s. Most of the resources that went into the new Department of
Conservation and Land Management camne from the old Forests Department. The Forests
Department had a long history of engaging in what was essentially a commercial
operation. Throughout most of its history, the raising of royalties from the sale of timber
paid for the department's operations, and it was not a net call upon consolidated revenue.
As the department's responsibilities expanded beyond simply providing timber for the
timber industry, it incurred other costs, and eventually it did become a call upon
consolidated revenue. Therefore, there is a long tradition behind the commercial activity
in which the department engages in order to raise funds, and that should be supported
because it is able to return revenue to the State.
One of the problems, which was alluded to by the member for Fremantle, is that now it is
no longer simply the land that was formerly State forest that is within the purview of
CALM but also what is described in the vernacular, if not in the legislation, as the
conservation estate; that is, national Parks, nature reserves, and land that is reserved for
the purposes of conservation in various forms. We need to be very careful when we
propose commercial activities in and around those lands, because there can conceivably
be a conflict of interest and management objectives if, on the one hand, there is an
interest in making money out of that land and, on the other hand, the purpose of that land
is to conserve the flora and fauna. I do not know that it is necessary to provide for that
legislatively, and I do not think we can. It simply requires that the managers, and
ultimately we as the Parliament which oversees those managers, should have regard to
the potential conflict and ensure that the primary conservation objectives are not
contaminated by commercial objectives. I am not saying that there should not be
commercial objectives; far from it.
I am very excited about some of the possibilities that arise from pharmaceutical and other
materials that are able to be developed from plant species in Western Australia. As the
Minister indicated in his second reading speech, flora in Western Australia is unique.
The vast bulk of the species and genera which occur in the State are endemic and have
evolved here in isolation from flora in other parts of Australia. As a consequence, it is
quite prospective to contain unusual materials and substances which could have
pharmaceutical and other uses. The Minister refrred to one plant species that contains a
material which has good prospects for the treatment of cancer. Therefore, apart from that
being for the good of humanity, it is also likely to be for the good of the State from a
commercial point of view. I understand that chemical is being developed by Amrad
Corporation. I was interested to read that, because earlier this year I attended a speech by
Sir Gustav Nossal, who spoke about the great prospects for the development of a
pharmaceutical industry in Australia. He referred to Amtrad Corporation, with which he
has had substantial involvement. The establishment of Amrad Corporation in Victoria is
a credit to John Cain, and it is playing a role in the commercialisation of this chemical.
That raises a question which we need to look at in die State. and it is one in which the
Select Committee on Science and Technology, which I chair, has taken a passing interest;
namely, the transfer of technology and the protection of intellectual property rights.
There is a well established pattern throughout the world that when new substances which
have a commercial pharmaceutical application are devised, they are manufactured by one
of the pharmaceutical majors, and the people who develop them collect royalties. Our
committee has been given examples of chemicals that have been devised in Britain and
manufactured by pharmaceutical companies in other parts of the world but which have
paid substantial royalties back to Britain and, in fact, funded a substantial part of their
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scientific research over many years. If that can happen here, that will be good. However,
I hope we can go one better than that and have the materials manufactured here.
Sir Gustav said that there are great prospects for the development of a pharmaceutical
industry in Australia. A pharnaceutical industry can be located anywhere. It does not
have to be located in any particular State because its materials are very portable. It can
be established here, as well as in Victoria. While I understand that Ainrad Corporation in
Victoria is being used as the vehicle for this current exercise, I hope that in the long run
we will be able to develop an industry here so that in addition to getting the royalties, we
will get the jobs that result from it. There are great prospects for that.
We need to be vigilant when it comes to the protection of the State's intellectual property
rights. The member for Fremantle referred to that when he spoke about the State
asserting sovereignty over our native flora. I am constantly surprised when I travel
overseas to see the number of eucalypts that are grown in different parts of the world. If
we could get a dollar for every eucalypt that is grown in other parts of the world, we
would be a rich counry. Of course, we would have no more right to do that than would
the people of Iraq to charge us for growing roses in our gardens, because I understand
that is where roses came from originally. However, there is a precise field of law in
regard to the protection of intellectual property as opposed to plant species. We must be
very vigilant and ensure we have the capacity to protect our interest in any discoveries
that are made in relation to plants grown in this State.
We support very strongly the provisions in the Bill which clarify the capacity of CALM
to enter into agreements to create plantations. Indeed, the plans for widespread
establishment of plantations on land already cleared for agriculture had its genesis in the
early 1980s with the election of the Labor Government. Prior to that the Liberal
Government had a policy of clearing native forest and planting exotics - pine trees.
There was a plan in the late 1970s and early 1980s to clear 60 000 hectares in the,
Donnybrook sunlands for pine plantations. The, Labor Government was strongly
opposed to that, and those plans were abandoned when the Burke Government was
elected to power in 1983. The Burke Government also had a commitment to greatly
extend the area of native forests in national parks, contained within the conservation
estate. That placed a resource conflict between that objective and the objective of
protecting the timber industry and the jobs that go with it. That had to be resolved., and it
was sorted out by establishing plantations, not at the expense of native forests, but on
land already cleared for agricultur. That achieved the twin objectives of providing a
resource base for an industry and helping to ameliorate soil and water degradation. We
think they are very desirable objectives.
The number of plantations which will need to be planted is very substantial, and we could
probably use all that are able to be planted- When the Labor Party came to power in
1983 its objective was to increase the area of native forests contained in the conservation
estate. The main instance of that was the Shannon River basin, which had been
recommended for creation as a national park by the conservation through reserves
committee some years beorehand. When we came to power, only four per cent of the
karri forest was contained in national parks or reserves. It is now approaching 50 per
cent if we count road and streamn reserves and other areas. There has been a marked
improvement in the proportion of karri forests in particular and native forests generally
contained in the conservation reserves. Despite that, the demand for more native forest
reserves continues to grow inexorably. I thought when we created the Shannon River
national park and other areas as secured conservation reserves, most of which had been
recommended as management priority areas by the old forests department, that would
satisfy conservation interests. However, the conservation movement wants more native
forest areas placed in reserves, and it must be expected that that attitude will receive
widespread public acceptance. Ultimately we will reach a situation where it Will be
unacceptable to log the timber in native forests and they will all be protected for
conservation purposes. For that reason there will be substantial demand for plantations.
Plantations have a number of advantages, one of which is that they ane much more
readily able to provide the resource base for a pulp industry. I hope that in this decade
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we will see the creation of a pulp industry in this State. I have long been offended at
seeing this State export unprocessed woodchips. We export unprocessed materials of
many types but to export unprocessed woodchips for manufacture into pulp and paper
elsewhere, to me is anathema. By far the greatest number of jobs in the paper creation
process come in the latter stages of manufacture. If we could establish a pulp, and
preferably a paper, industry in this State it would be all to the good. It could be based on
plantations; the sizes and types of wood which can be precisely determined by the
plantation program are much more suitable for a pulp and paper industry than native
forests, and much less wasteful in terms of the conservation estate. For all those reasons
I support the Eml.
MR MINSON (Greenough - inister for the Environment) [4.25 pm]: I thank
members opposite for their comments and I will try to address the queries which were
raised. As with any dynamic organisation that operates under an Act in such a specific
way as does the Department of Conservation and Land Management, it is inevitable from
time to time that technical adjustments must be made to the Act. One can look back over
the last few years and see that a number of amendments have been made to the Act, but
rather than casting a slur on the parent Act it is probably indicative of the huge amount of
activity and lateral thinking that goes on inside what I believe to be an excellent
department. It is a department of which I am very proud to be the Minister, for the
moment.
Mr Thomas: You will not be there for long.
Mr MINSON: I reckon I will be Minister for the Environment for a lot longer than the
member for Cockburn.
The retrospectivity referred to in the eml removes at the suggestion of Crown Counsel
any doubt that exists about any activity that has taken place to date. I understand also
that it applies only to those activities which am specifically mentioned in the Bill, and not
to the parent Act. Something that was done illegally eight years ago would not be
covered by that clause. It refers specifically to any activity undertaken with respect to
research in the area of pharmaceuticals, and the signing of agreements to allow the
planting of trees for share farming and for purposes of profit. There is no intention to
make valid something which was not valid before.
I understand from the Opposition spokesman that the Opposition does not intend to take
the Bill into the Committee stage. That being so, I want to refer to the clause notes for
clause 10. Clause 10 states -

Anything done under the principal Act before the commencement of this Act is
declared to be and to have always been as valid and effective as it would have
been if, at the time when it was done, this Act had come into operation.

The explanation provided by Crown Counsel in the notes given to me is as follows -

To remove doubt regarding arrangements for works already undertaken. Note
that this clause is limited to the scope of the Amendment eml and does not
remove any doubt which may exist regarding actions undertaken under other
sections of the principal Act
To allow rebuospectivity to the arrangements for works already undertaken under
the old Act prior to amendments. These include more than 150 sharefarming
agreements. With respect to the amendments designed to permit the
pharmaceutical potential of native plants, five patents have been taken out by
CALM to protect unique chemical extraction and synthesis techniques developed
by CALM and scientists working with CALM. This clause will ensure that these
patents will not be challenged.

What we have not been very public about with respect to the work that has so far been
done on conocurvone is that the work done by the Department of Conservation and Land
Management scientists in Western Australia has led to huge increases in productivity and
yield over and above the technique that was developed by Ammad Corporation in
association with the National Cancer Institute. It is particularly important that we
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understand that all the Government is doing with clause 10 is validating those things
which are necessary, and they include any agreements entered into, either vith respect to
conocurvone itself or die parents relating to further developments of coniocurvone or its
production and also uece farming operations.
The member for Fremantle made some comments regarding national parks and, as is
usual in second reading speeches, he managed to stray quite a way from the parent Act
and the Bill before the House. That is something which is traditional in this House and
also somnething which should continue. In transgressing he also perpetuated a number of
myths which I wish to address during my speech. Initially, there is the question of the
commercial use of any forests. I want to make it clear that we are not going to see
logging in forests, certainly not as a result of my signature on a permit. We are not going
to see the wholesale clearing or any clearing a: all of CALM lands to satisfy a world
hungry for pharmaceuticals; rather we can use it as a genetic store and source, taking a
very small amount to enable us to clone and to experiment. Unfortunately, we need to
have this power within the Act because, as I understand it, our Act and our State
Constitution do not give us the security of sovereignty that some Acts in other States do.
I seem to be working in reverse on this legislation, but we are now referring to clause
99A, and I wanted to reinforce that what we are specifically looking for is to be able to
access forest and CALM reserves for genetic material. As the question of national parks
and nature conservation authority has been raised, I think in a somewhat inappropriate
way, I will address some of the things that were said and also correct some
misconceptions that members might have, or anyone who bothers to read Hansard
outside this place. The functions of the authority are not as broad as many people may
think. The functions of the authority are really as a vesting body, and one must have a
body or person in whom public lands are vested We could have picked any one of a
number of individuals - the Governor, Minister, Premier or anybody - but we happened to
choose under this parent Act an authority which consists of 16 members and is known as
the National Parks and National Conservation Authority. Section 22 of the Act states -

(1) The functions of the Authority are -

(a) to have vested in it national parks, conservation parks, nature
reserves, marine nature reserves, marine parks and relevant land
referred to in section 5(g) and to have the joint function provided
for by section 7(4).

It then goes on for the next two pages to outline how that authority might advise the
Minister and might participate in the advising on the management of those parks. It is
important we understand that matter, because there would seem to be some
misunderstanding as to the basic functions of the NPNCA, as if it needs to be full of
people who have PhDs. That is not the function or the need.
If one looks at the media statement that was released by the member for Fremantle one
will see that it talks about replacing somebody with very high qualifications as a
professional consultant with somebody who, the member for Fremantle says, has no
professional qualifications. I made the choice some three months ago but I cannot
remember any appointee's academic qualifications. I want to bring to the attention of the
House what the Act actually says about the make-up of the authority. There are the four
ex officio members, being the executive director, the director of conservation, the
director of national parks and the director of forests. It then states in section 23(l)(b) -

(b) I I persons appointed by the Governor on the nomination of the Minister
of whom -

(i) 2 shall be representative of voluntary organisations having a
special interest in conservation, being organisations that are
affiliated to the Conservation Council of Western Australia Inc.;

(ii) 2 shall be representative of voluntary organisations having a
special interest in the use of land, flora and fauna for recreation
purposes;
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(iii) one shall be representative of tertiary educational institutions in the
State and shall be a person with special knowledge of, and
experience in, a discipline relevant to nature conservation;

One would expect that person to be very highly qualified.
[Quorum formed.]
Mr MINSON: The section continues -

(iv) one shall be representative of bodies of persons the members of
which, by reason of their profession, are concerned with nature
conservation;

I wish to dwell on that for a moment, because the member for Fremantle has recently put
out a scurrilous press release that tries to make out I kicked off someone with very high
qualifications and put on someone who was not qualified and not up 10 scratch. This
must be the clause that he is upset about. I have not met the appointee Mr Kevin
McMenemy many times.
He is a beekeeper. Within my area many beekeepers, particularly on a seasonal basis, are
to be found and are very interested in nature conservation because the unique blends of
honey that they are interested in producing very much depend on the availability of
native flora. Consequently, Mr McMenemy, as a professional apiarist, is a very well
qualified person. Having made inquiries into his background and his involvement in his
own organisation, I understand that he is particularly interested in nature conservation
and also has the added benefit of being a vice president of the Western Australian
Farmers Federation. It needs to be remembered that one of the by-products of CALM
now having 19-odd million hectares of conservation estate under its control is that it is a
neighbour to a huge number of people, many of whom are Canners. While the Act does
not provide for it, it is a bonus chat Mr McMenemy happens to be the vice president of
the WA Farmers Federation.
Mr Thomas: You do not understand the role of the national parks and nature
conservation authority.
Mr MINSON: The member is wrong; I do understand it.
Mr Thomas: I claim responsibility for its creation.
Mr MINSON: The member had better go back and read what be has created.
Mr Thomas: It has responsibility to ensure that when you have the combination of
production and conservation in the one organisation, the authority has the responsibility
for the conservation estate, although services of the same department could be different
from those provided by dhe people in the production area because of the potential for a
conflict of interest. By putting essentially departmental employees on it, you are
diminishing its capacity and creating a conflict of interest
Mr MINSON: Either the member must have missed something or I am not speakting
clearly enough. I am talking about the person who shall be the representative of bodies
of persons who, by reason of their profession, are concerned with nature conservation. I
do not see any problem with the appointment of Mr McMenemy. I am proud to have
appointed him and, as far as I am concerned, he will do a good job.
Mr Thomas interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr MINSON: Good; then the member will be good enough to let me continue. Two
members shall be representative of local government and shall at the time of nomination
be elected members of a local authority. One shall be a representative of fishing interests
and one shall be a person employed by the department, not being an officio member
whose duties relate principally to the management of land vested in the authority. I have
chosen Professor Arthur McComb; councillor Tom Day, Shire President of the Shire of
Carnarvon; councillor Don Paterson, Shire President of the Shire of Esperance;
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Mr Graeme Rundle, WA National Parks and Reserves Association; Mrs Marion
Blackwell, the Wildflower Society of WA; Mr Steve Wilke, president of the Four Wheel
Drive Association; Professor Brian Collins, member of the Royal Australasian
Ornithologists Union; Mr Kevin McMenemy, whom we have already discussed-,
Mr Terry Adams, WA Fishing Industry Council; Ms Judy Murray, community worker,
Cosnio Newberry, a representative of Aboriginal interests and a lady for whom I have the
greatest respect; and Mr Kelly Gilen, regional operations officer, a CALM employee
with duties relating to the management of land vested in the authority. They are all very
capable people. On behalf of those people I feel a little upset that a member of this place
would decide to release a media statement which slurs their ability to perform their
function on the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority.
Mr Leahy: Why did you dump Mr Bathgate, whom everybody said was doing a
wonderful job? He had attended 34 out of 36 meetings. He was recommended by
WAMvA.
Mr MINSON: I advertised very widely for people to nominate. I have no problem with
the work that Doug Bathgate has done. Until I was informed by the member for
Fremantle - I assume that he is telling the truth - I had no idea that Mr Bathgate or any
other member of this body had said anything about me at all.
Mr Leahy: I know that he said things about the Government and its exploration of
Ningaloo Reef.
Mr MINSON: I do not think he said deirogatory things; he certainly has a strong point of
view. I want to go on the record in this place as saying that, as far as I am concerned, he
performed extremely well on the NPNCA.
Mr Taylor: Why did you drop him off then?
Mr MINSON: His term expired andlIdo not think it agood thing for people to remain
cast in concrete in these places for all time. Let us take Angus Horwood for example. I
have known him and his wider family for many years. Th1ey farm close to my property. I
would regard him as a friend of mine; but I have chosen not to reappoint him to the
NPNCA. He has served, and served well, but I think it is tine for fresh blood to be
appointed. For members opposite to come into this place and cast slurs upon the people
who have been appointed, who can do the job very well, is a disgrace.
Mr McGinty: Tell me what Tom Day's conservation credentials are, apart from his
opposing the World Heritage listing of Shark Bay.
Mr MINSON: Tom Day is one of the nominations from local government. World
Heritage listing had nothing to do with conservation; it was about a transfer of power,
and the member knows iL. We already had in place a Shark Bay plan. The Labor Parry
was so serious about World ileritage listing that once it got a few lines in the newspaper
and Bob had done his deal with Ros - dear old Ros, whom we know about, the one who
doles out the dough - the Labor Party did not even bother to progress the agreement; it
did not even bother to develop the back to back legislation that was required.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! We have had a very wide ranging debate on the
second reading. The Minister is taking the opportunity to address points raised by other
speakers. However, it is about time that we returned to the Bill.
Mr MINSON: By way of explanation, one of the things that has upset me since I have
been in this place is the way in which private individuals continually get dragged through
herm and have their reputations impugned.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr MINSON: On our way through, it is not a bad idea to get the record straight.
I want to talk about a number of other things that were raised by speakers, one of which
was the right of the executive director to enter into agreements, contracts and the like. I
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wish to bring to the attention of members that, as is the case of the NPNCA, these rights
have to be vested in, somebody and it is simply expedient to have the words "executive
director". That does no: mean the executive director, Dr Syd Shea; it means the
executive director, whoever that person may be. It could well have been some other
person, but we believe the executive director is the appropriate person who may be able
to enter into agreements and cannot do so without the imprimatur of the Minister and
Cabinet.
The question of ae plan tations has arisen. I will dwell on that for a moment. A number
of points were made, one of which was that we should be establishing tree plantations
only on cleared agricultural land, that we should not be looking at clearing forests and
then planting trees. I concur. I do not have any intention of clear-felling the forests,
ripping out all of the stumps and planting a different species of tree. I further say that in
the planting of agricultural land with trees, CALM will be looking from the beginning of
the maintenance of the social integrity in those areas so that areas will not be empty of
people by virtue of the fact that plantations are involved and there will be only a
percentage of each farm planted. Many farmers, particularly in the colder and wetter
regions of the south west, have found that by strategic planting of 10 per cent to 15 per
cent of their property very often they do not find a decrease in productivity at all; rather,
animals can get shelter there and, with their metabolic rate falling as a result of their
being under shelter, their food consumption decreases in a commensurate way. Planting
hardwoods on a large scale for furniture grade timber has been done to a limited extent.
The problem, of course, with all plantations is that they must be commercially driven.
The indications are that the economics of plantation hardwoods for furniture timber is
pretty tenuous to say the least.
Mr McGinty: If he Government increased the cost of the native forest timber it would
make plantation timber very attractive.
Mr MINSON: The price must be responsive to world markets because we must compete.
I am committed to investigating the question of the broad scale planting of timbers; they
need not be native timbers. In fact, they probably will not be, because many of the
overseas hardwoods grow and mature much more quickly. Therefore. plantation
hardwood for furniture making would almost certainly be an exotic rather than a native
species. I have heard people say that jamba grown commercially for timber production
would lead to bankruptcy in a very short space of time.
I will address research on the establishment of hardwood plantations for high grade
furniture. I asked the Conservation Council at our last meeting whether it would be
prepared to provide me with the names of some people who would be able to undertake a
research project on this matter. Unfortunately, to date as far as I am aware - and I am
aware that things can come into a ministerial office and by-pass the Minister - it has not
replied even though some 10 weeks have passed
I believe I have addressed the concerns that members raised and I thank them for their
support. I am concerned about some of the comments that were made about matters to
which this Bill does not pertain. Nevertheless, the Speaker has allowed both sides to
tranisgress enough to get those matters on the record. The Bill as it stands will correct the
problems that now exist with the sovereignty the State has over native flora. It will also
allow and make sure that what has already been done is validated, and make sure the
Executive Director of the Department of Conservation and Land Management can enter
in a profitable agreement which will stand the test of law. I thank the members for their
support of the Bill and I commend itto the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Minson (Minister for the Environment), and
transmitted to the Council.
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PUBLIC AUTHORITIES (CONTRIBUTIONS) AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 21 October.
MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [4.54 pm]: This Bill concerns the Opposition. It is
essentially taxation by stealth. The Government has been misleading the public and was
deceptive prior to the election. It was elected on false premises and subsequently the
people of Western Australia have been taken for a ride. This eml is a means of doing
that. It is essentially a tax grab by stealth The Government is putting up taxes for
ordinary Western Australian families white claiming not to do so. One of the most
transparent ways in which this is happening is through the Water Authority of WA. This
Bill will have the effect of increasing the contribution which the Water Authority makes
to consolidated revenue from four per cent to five per cent. That is a 25 per cent increase
in the dividend which the Water Authority must pay to consolidated revenue. That 25
per cent increase must be paid for by someone and that will be the people who consume
the services of the Water Authority.
Earlier this year the Minister for Water Resources was caught out when the Government
decided chat what has been called the free water allowance would be abolished. It was
not a free water allowance; it was an allowance of water that people were able to use
without incuning any additional charge over and above the fixed charge. The fixed
charge was around $120 and when the Labor Party was in power last year one paid one's
water rates of $120 and was connected to the service and given an entitlement to 150 Ui
of water. Earlier this year the Minister for Water Resources announced that that amount
was being reduced to 75 Id. I challenged him in this House and said, "I don't trust you. I
think this is the thin end of the wedge, and I think you will get rid of it altogether." The
Minister fudged it. He did not give a straight answer. When asked whether he was going
to reduce the free water allowance to zero, he was very evasive. He was not game to
make an announcement. Once people became aware of the charge - when notices were
sent out by the Water Authority warning consumers there would be no water allowance
from 1 January - I asked the Minister when he had announced this increase. He said that
it was back in June. I looked at Hansard. I had asked him this question in June and he
evaded the subject I asked three questions on notice for the Minister to give me a
specific time and place or a page reference when he had announced that water allowances
would be abolished altogether. He has not answered the question. That is in Hansard for
anyone who cares to look.
The metropolitan consumer has discovered he will no longer have the 150 I allowance
of water which was provided under the Labor Governent. What does that mean? It is
difficult to say, because when I asked the Minister how much the consumer would have
to pay for that 75 hI from 1 January. he would not answer the question. The Minister
implied that it will be the same as the amount currently paid for the second 75 ki; that is,
191t per kilolitre. If we assume that the Minister is not going to change the table, it will
be 19c per kilolitre for the first 150 I of water consumed-, that is, $30 per household. It
is really a consumption tax.
Mr Bradshaw: You should be supporting it from a conservation point of view.
Mr THOMAS: The member keeps saying that about a range of subjects and I will
continue to refer to it as a consumption tax in the hope that the member will understand.
Mr Bradshaw: You are trying to be political; we are being sensible.
Mr THOMAS: I am not trying to be political. When the Labor Party was in power $120
bought connection to the infrastructure, plus 150k1 of water. When that was the case the
Water Authority of Western Australia was a profitable organisation and it was paying a
dividend to the Government. Now there is no water allowance and fromn 1 January 1994
the consumer will pay for the first 150k1 of water used.
If this were a genuine attempt by the Government to restructure the rating system to
encourage people to consume less water it would reduce the fixed charge at the same
time, but it has not done that. The Government cannot have it both ways. This is a tax
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hike. The Government is using cte Water Authority to launder money. It ls similar to
money trails which have to be followed to find out where people have hidden their
money. This Government has said that it will slug each household $30 for water
consumption; it is a consumption tax. It then said that it would increase the levy from
four to five per cent and take it through to consolidated revenue. By doing that it can say
it is not increasing taxes. What it has done is to increase the water rates.
This legislation increases the levy from four per cent to five per cent which will raise
approximately $4.5m. At the same rime as water consumers are contributing the extra
$4.5m to consolidated revenue, the Water Authority is being screwed. In the Water
Authority's most recent annual report the managing director said, among oter things,
that the Water Authority's staff had been reduced by 250 in recent years. He then said
that there was scope for further reduction in staff. His statement is causing a rat deal of
concern among Water Authority employees. These people have been the subject of those
comments by Mr Cox and throwaway comments in this place by the Minister about their
efficiency. Earlier this year they were the subject of comments in the McCarrey report. I
do not have the references with me, but anyone who wants to read the answers to
questions on notice over the last couple of weeks will be aware that I have asked a
number of questions about the cost of the Water Authority's projects.
The McCarrey report said that it would be cheaper for the Water Authority's construction
work force to be disbanded and for the work to be put out to contract. It cited four
examples where the Water Authority had quoted on projects, sonic of which were private
contracts to private developers, and said that if the work had been undertaken by a private
contractor it would have been $x cheaper. I have asked questions on notice about the
actual quotes and costs. The questions to which I have received answers show that the
McCamry report was very wrong. In each case the price quoted by the Water Authority
was less than the McCarrey report stated and the cost of getting private contractors to do
the work was more. The differential was exaggerated by using false figures. I do not
know how or why that was done. I assume there were no malicious motives. I wonder
about the value of the consultants the Government engages when they produce spurious
figures. In any event, the figures were used and the recommendation in the McCarrey
report was dhnt the Governmnent should get rid of the day labour work force at the Water
Authority. That caused concern among the Water Authority employees and they want to
know what will happen to their jobs. They take pride in their work and in the Water
Authority.
The Water Authority was actually created by the amalganmation of the old Metropolitan
Water Board and the country water supply section of the old Public Works Department,
under a Labor Government. Prior to the amalgamation the board had been a staid and
tird organisation, but following the amalgamation there was a substantial change in the
c-, Jture of the authority. If members speak to employees at the Water Authority they will
learn that they take great pride in the organisation. They are organised into what they
call business centres, which would be profit centres if the authority were a private
corporation. They take pride in the centres in which they work - the irrigation, drainage,
sewerag,- or water supply areas - but they are very concerned about their future job
security and the organisation they work for.
On Tuesday I asked the Minister a question on notice in which I referred to the statement
made by Mr Cox in the Water Authority's annual report that the size of the work force
would be reduced further. I asked the Minister when he would make an announcement to
that effect so that the Water Authority employees would know whether the erroneous
McCarrey report would be acted upon and whether there would be slash and burn
through the day labour force. The answer I received from the Minister contained some
cute words which basically said that I would find out when he wanted to tell me. It is
essentially the same reply I received to a question I asked earlier this year about whether
the Government would take away the free water allowance of 75 kI. I can only advise the
people at the Water Authority who have been in contact with me, because they are
worried about their jobs and the organisation, that I do not know the answer. I can tell
them I have asked the Minister and done all I can to find out the facts, but he will not
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provide a straight answer. The Minister did not give a straight answer about the 75 I
allowance and he will not give an answer on the reduction of jobs. It appears that the
prognosis is not good. The public servants employed by the Department of Land
Administration are finding out that their jobs are being abolished. I suspect that the jobs
of many people in the Water Authority will go the same way as those at Robb Jetty and
the Midland Workshops.
That is a cause of great sadness to me and a cause of a great deal of insecurity for a
number of my constituents and a number of people who contact me because of my
shadow portfolio responsibilities. That is relevant to this Bill in the sense that the
recurrent costs of the Water Authority are being reduced. The Water Authority is
reducing its work force, so its wages bill will not be as high. It is a lean, efficient and
profitable organisation, to use the fashionable jargon. Therefore, there should be no need
for the Water Authority to slug householders an extra $30 a year. I suggest that the only
reason that the Water Authority has put up its rates is to pay a dividend to the State. The
Government is using the Water Authority to tax by stealth by abolishing the free water
allowance. That will raise about $12m a year, of which $4.5m. will go to consolidated
revenue. I can tell members that the remainder will go to subsidise Liberal Party voters
in rural seats.
Mr Bloffwitch: You are getting us mixed up with Ros Kelly.
Mr THOMAS: "Ros Omodei"!
Mr Shave: What did you think about Ros Kelly's donations to those marginal seats? Did
you think she was biased?
Mr THOMAS: I didunot get any.
Mr Shave: No, but you have a very safe seat. That was very crass behaviour.
Mr THOMAS: I do not know, I have not read the details. If the member thinks that is
crass, how about the Minister for Water Resources, the member for Warren, within
weeks of being elected abolishing drainage rates in rural areas?
Mr Nicholls: You know that was coalition policy that was published before the election.
Mr THOMAS: The coalition said it would do it, and it did it -honest thieves!
Mr Shave: You know that farners contribute a bit to the economy.
Mr THOMAS: I asked the Minister a question on notice about that matter. I was a bit
concerned that almost the same week that the Minister abolished drainage rates for his
constituents and those in adjoining Liberal seats, he imposed them on mny constituents in
Bibra Lake, South Lake and part of the electorate of my colleague, the member for Peel,
in Yangebup. I asked the Minister did he not think it was a bit rough to take it off one
group of people and impose it on another? His reply to my question was, "Well, farmers
are productive. They contribute to the economy." I wrote to my constituents, some of
whom had signed a petition that I tabled last week, and told them that I had tabled the
petition in the Parliament, and I said they would be pleased to know that the Minister
thinks that his constituents are more worthy than they ame because those constituents are
more productive.
Mr Shave: Why do that? They are already voting for you.
Mr THOMAS: I want to keep it that way. I found that insulting. Will the Mlinister tell a
person who operates a store in South Lake that he is less productive than a person who
operates a dairy farm in Capel? It is quite wrong to suggest that. It is part of a myth that
is usually perpetrated by the National Party, but now seenms to be perpetrated also by the
Liberal Party; namely, that people on the land, and in some cases miners, are more
productive than other people. That is not true.
Mr Shave: Where do you think the majority of our export income comes huom? It comes
from mining and farming.
Mr THOMAS: I could niot agree more. I am a great supporter of rural industries and
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mining. However, it is a fundamental economic fallacy to suggest that the farmer who
grows the wheat is any more productive than the waterside worker who loads it on the
ship.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Terrible example!
Mr Shave: The farmer works 140 hours a week and the wharfie works 14!
Mr Bradshaw: You should have picked any step in the production chain other than that
one.
Mr THOMAS: flat is my favourite example. In fact, the productivity rate on the
wharves is pretty good now compared with what it was; I think that has been
acknowledged by the National Farmers Federation.
Mr Shave: There are no wharfies left! When I had my pub on the waterfront, there were
2 300 blokes, and when I left there were 275.
Mr THOMAS: Yes. I remember it well. I remember the wharf and the pub. The
economic fallacy to which I alluded is that people who work on farms to produce rural
produce are more productive than other people in the economic process.
Mr Shave: Are you saying that in the economic process, everyone does the same amount
of work for the same pay?
Mr THOMAS: They are all necessary.
Mr Court: Do you not support the abolition of country drainage rates?
Mr THOMAS: What is good for the goose should be good for the gander. If country
drainage rates are to be abolished, then metropolitan drainage rates should be abolished
too. Why should my constituents in South Lake have to pay drainage rates, which are for
the good of everyone, when others do not? The Minister for Water Resources is saying
that farmers, who operate a business for their own reasons, and good on them, should
receive a subsidy from the rest of us because their farms are more productive, yet my
constituents, who might run a business or have their homes in those areas, have to pay
drainage rates. I cannot see why some should have to pay and not others. There are only
two conceivable explanations why the Government has undertaken that course of action.
Either the Government believes the economic fallacy, which is normally attributed to the
National Party, but is now being picked up by rural Liberal Party members, that people in
country areas are more productive than those in the cities, or it is a political ploy to curry
favour with its constituents. It is most unjust.
Mr Blailde: The real facts are that the Labor Government abolished the Preston drainage
district for a blatant political reason and let the r .st of the country drainage people hang.
It also left the legacy of over $lm of unpaid back dues.
Mr THOMAS: Go and collect them! I do not want to rake over old coals.
Mr Blaikie: You sure do not want to debate it, because you are on thin ice.
Mr THOMAS: I want to talk about what is happening now in South Lake, Bibra Lake
and Yangebup, where people have to pay drainage rates.
When my constituents ring the Water Authority and ask why they must pay this drainage
rate they are told -
Mr Omodei: Because we built a whacking big drain last year.
Mr THOMAS: They are told it is because of the development that has gone on which has
raised the watertable. Their roofs and driveways have contributed to the rise of the
watertable.
Mr Omodei: It is subject to flooding as well.
Mr THOMAS: Exactly. More to the point, and this is the reason that is usually cited it
affects the Beeliar wetlands. I do not know whether the Minister is aware of Bibra Lake;
it is a major recreation area, a showpiece of that regional park and an important part of
my electorate. The watertable rose quite significantly in the winter before last and the
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grassed recreation areas were about a foot under water in places. That recitation area
was useless for six or seven months because of the rise in the wazertable. That also
affected adversely the conservation functions of other areas of the wetlands generally.
Obviously it had to be drained, I do not dispute that fact However, it was drained partly
to protect the conservation values of the Beellar regional park and partly to protect the
recreational values of Bibra Lake and other parts of the regional park. Those
conservation values are important to the whole State, not just to the people who happen
to live around the lake. The recreational facilities are used by many people; some of
them come from a great distance. I was there on the weekend before last and spoke to
people who had conme from Wanneroo. They were enjoying the recreational and scenic
facilities that are available around Bibra Lake. In order to protect those recreaadonal and
scenic facilities it has been necessary to drain the lake. The question I keep raising with
the Minister, and I never seem to get a satisfactory answer, is why my constituents should
have to pay for it. The people from Wanneroo who come down and use the facilities are
benefiting from the drainage as much as the people who happen to live nearby.
Mr Strickland: The people who live nearby are there every day. The others might come
down occasionally, but there is a big benefit for those who live there all the time.
Mr THOMAS: A greater benefit perhaps, but everyone benefits. The conservation
values are inherent and people benefit all the time from the protection of that part of our
conservation estate. In any event, my constituents will have to pay drainage rates in
addition to the extra $30 they have been slugged by the Minister with the abolition of the
so-called free water allowance, whereas his constituents have had their drainage rates
removed, I cannot see any fairness or consistency in that.
Mr Blaikie: None of the Minister's constituents was paying drainage rates.
Mr THOMAS: Are they all in the member for Vasse's area?
Mr Blaikie: The Minister acted in a statesmanlike way, not in a self-interested way.
Mr THOMAS: I had better blame the member for Vasse.
Mr Blaikie: Blame the member for Mitchell for setting a precedent which was wrong in
principle right from the start.
Mr THOMAS: As I said earlier, what is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. If
the constituents of the member for Vanse do not have to pay to have their properties
drained, I do not see why my constituents should pay to have their properties drained. It
is as simple as that. We will talk about it at some other time.
This is a tax impost by stealth because the Government -

Mr Omodel:- What is a tax impost by stealth?
Mr THOMAS: The Minister has slugged every metropolitan household $30.
Mr Omodei: Not that again!
Mr THOMAS: The Minister will not tell mue what he will charge. I presume it will be
190 a kilolitre; if it is, the figure will be $30. The Minister is laundering that money
through the Water Authority.
Mr Omodci: Laundering!
Mr THOMAS: Yes, the Minister is using the authority to launder rnl-gotten gains.
Metropolitan households have been slugged $30 and it is being laundered by the Water
Authority through this provision which increases the contribution from four per cent to
five per cent. That will be paid to consolidated revenue - a tax increase by stealth - and
the rest of the money which is being held in the Water Authority, the money laundering
organisation, is being used to abolish drainage rates in country areas. It is a proposition
that it not worthy of support, and I will oppose it-
MR KODELKE (Nollamara) (5.26 pm]: This Bill sets out to increase from four per
cent to five per cent the statutory corporation levy from the State Energy Commission,
the Waxer Authority, and the Bunbury and Busselton Water Boards. When the
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Government increased the charges that those authorities were levying there was no
suggestion at that stage it was to increase the income to the consolidated revenue, but that
clearly is what it is all about. The Treasurer, in intoducing this Bill, said the increase
was considered to be justified on the basis of improving the Government's return from
those enterprises. That may be true, but no justification was given for that. I want to
take this opportunity to discuss some of the issues involved in providing such a
justification because an argument can be made for ix, but it has not yet been made by this
Government. If it does, it may be one we will agree with. At this stage the Government
has simply increased the level of charges to the ordinary householder and businesses and
used that as a means of ripping money out of these authorities to increase the revenue and
general tax take of this Government.
There is a good argument for an increase in the level ofincome to Government if it is
properly accounted for and the expenditure is justified. I would like to take up that
discussion with the Government. However, that is not what we have seen. The
Government is doing it by stealth. For some reason this Government says that the
charges must go up, and they clearly will be above the inflation rate. Then the
Government says it will take some of that increased revenue and place it into general
Government revenue.
What did the coalition promise prior to the last election? It certainly was very skilful in
avoiding the issue. The coalition gave a clear undertakting that there would be no new
taxes. That undertaking has been broken, particularly with the levy on motor vehicle
third party insurance. The Government parties avoided any close scrutiny of what they
proposed to do with the general level of taxes and charges. On the basis of having
avoided answering the question they can now increase a whole range of Government
taxes and charges to swell the coffers. flat is what they have done. If members look
across the whole range of taxes and charges they will see that the Government has
increased them in most cases by well in excess of the inflation race.
Mr Strickland: Do you know anything about the vacuum you left and all the debts?
Mr KOBELKE: The member may like to make a contribution to this debate. I would
certainly welcome it. I would like to compare this with what was done in the previous
four years of Labor Government. The Labor Government has a very proud record in this
area because a promise was made and kept. The Labor Party's platform leading up to the
1989 State election, under the heading "Family Pledge on Family Living Standards"
stated -

The most important action a Government can undertake for families is to protect
their standard of living and to work to improve it.
The real cost of Electricity, Gas, Water, Driver's Licences, City and Country Bus
and Train Fares will be cut to below the inflation rate for the next 4 years.

That promise was kept, and quite clearly so. What we found was that in the last four
years of Labor Governmnent we were able to go to the people, make a clear promise and
see that it was carried out, not just for one year but across the whole four years. Mr
Acting Speaker (Mr Johnson), I seek your approval to incorporate two tables into
Hansard, which I would like to refer to.
[The material in appendix A was incorporated by leave of the Rouse.]
[See page 8230.]
Mr KOBELKE: The first table relates to the Family Pledge to keep Government charges
below the inflation rate, and shows that for the four years of the Labor Government the
level of the charges to which I have just referred were all kept below the inflation rate.
That happened even when the inflation race fell to about one per cent in 1992-93. Even
with such a low level of inflation, the Lawrence Labor Government was able to keep that
commitment and restrain the increase in costs and charges below the inflation race.
Mr Court: Tell us about third party.
Mr KOBELKE: The real savings that were passed on to the people of this State over
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chose four years from 1988 were across a whole range of Government services. In real
terms there was a decrease in electricity charges of 5.9 per cent in cost to an avenage
family, which represented a saving of $33.80 a year. Over the same period there was a
reduction in real terms of six per cent in gas charges, a saving for an avenage family of
$19.20. In Transpert fares there was a real reduction of 2.7 per cent, a saving of $3.10.
In waxer, which is directly concerned with this piece of legislation, over those four years
we found thac the real cast to an avenage family fell by 3.1 per vent. a saving of $6.80 a
year. Charges for sewerage and drainage were also reduced by three per cent, a saving of
$7.80 a year. Drivers' licences were held at the inflation rate. The Family Pledge which
related to electricity, gas, waxer, drivers' licences, and bus and train fares as a composite
figure fell by 4.9 per cent in real terms or a saving of $70.70 a year.
Mr House: You should get into a bit of discussion about the petrochemical finance and
tell us how its debts ran up from $2b to $11 lb.
Mr KOBELKE: The Deputy leader of the National Party by his response is clearly
confirming what I am saying. He cannot accept the fact of' what we did with the costs
and charges contained in this legislation and, therefore, goes off this piece of legislation
onto another piece of ground where he chinks he might have something in his favour.
Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Order!
Mr KOBELKE: I must admit that he does have something in his case, but that is not the
legislation we arm discussing today. I take it that the Deputy Leader of the National Party
is an honest and upright person, who would have to acknowledge that in this area of
increases of taxes and charges the Labor Government has a proud record, in stark
contrast to the record of this Governent in its short time in office. All we have seen is
the ordinary people of this State being bashed from pillar to post with increases in taxes
and charges. Members opposite may wish to get up and justify that.
Several members interjected.
Mr KOBELKE: They can take the opportunity if they feel so inclined and make a
contribution. I am willing to rake inteiections, Mr Acting Speaker, if I get tern one at a
time, but with this constant cackle from everyone opposite it is very difficult for me to
hear what they are saying. The fact is that we have seen across a whole range of
services -

Several members interjected.
T'he ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr KOBELKE: I will certainly take the Deputy Premier's interjection if all the other
members do not interject at the same time.
Mr Cowan: Do you want some note paper to write it down and give me an answer? How
do you deal with the fact that when your people were in Government they lost over a
billion dollars of taxpayers' money? How can you look me in the eye and say all that
rubbish without your conscience pricking somewhat? How can you say those things?
Mr KOBELKIE: I will look the Deputy Premier right in the eye and he can get up and
attempt to say that what I have said in my speech is rubbish. He might like to drag up
other issues, but I challenge him to get up in this debate and debate the issues I have
raised on taxes and charges and their contribution to Government revenue, which is what
this Bill is all about. If he is so embarrassed by this Bill let him not get up.
Several members interjected.
Mr Cowan: We are paying back the debts you incurred.
Mr KOBELKE: Again, the Deputy Premier will not take up my challenge. He is more
of a man than that, and I am sure he will be able to get up and debate this and not sit and
hide behind the Premier and others. If he seeks to make that contribution by way of
interjection, I will leave it at that. I can look bimi in the eye and say that mistakes were
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made by the last Government, but they were no bigger or different from the mistakes
made when the present Government was last in Government. We are still wearing an
approximate $4b debt on SECWA because of the bad deal made with the finance of the
gas pipeline.
Several members interjectedt
Mr KOBELKE: They can go on as much as they like, but I invite the Deputy Preie r to
join in the debate and make a contribution. Members opposite might like to compare the
losses that occurred to Government in the last 10 years in this State, with what has
happened in other States around Australia.
Mr Cowan: That excuses it, does it?
Mrt House: All by Labor Governments!
Mr KOBELKE: What has happened in our private companies and with the once
President of the Liberal Party? What about the huge losses he incurred with Elders DCL?
Several members interjected.
Mr KOBELKE: The fact that the State Government got caught up in the same problems
as the corporate sector is certainly a matter we can debate.
Mr House: Can you remember which Bill we are debating?
Mr KOBELKE: The fact that in this case it is necessary for members opposite to try to
raise other issues not directly related to the BiUl before us here today is obvious testament
to the fact that they are embarrassed by this little shonky deal they have pulled on the
people of Western Australia. I say that, giving consideration to the fact I put earlier, Mr
Acting Speaker, it would not be a matter I would argue against if this Government
decided to increase its take from public utilities and put that on the record as part of its
policy. But that is not what it is doing: It is doing it by stealth and upping the charges to
the ordinary family in Western Australia, and out of the back door of these utilities they
are taking money to put into the consolidated revenue fund.
If I may return to the comments I was makdig with respect to the Family Pledge, I
indicated the reductions in real costs over that whole range of services over the last four
years. If we look at the inflation rate of Western Australia compared with other States,
we will see very clear evidence of management by the Labor Government over the last
four years to keep down taxes and charges. For sonic years now in Perth we have had the
lowest inflation rate of any capital city in Australia. We see that has jumped up a little of
late, and I suspect it will go further because of the large hike which this Government has
put on different charges. In this case one can only reflect on the fact that the approach
the Government is adopting is a rerun of what the coalition Governments did up to 1982.
A graph of the annual increases in the standard charges for electricity and water etc. will
show a regular pattern of making a large increase in such charges in the first year of a
Government and then letting them slow down so that in the year prior to an election,
prices and charges can be maintained with minimal or no increases. That is simply a
political tactic. What the Government has done would seem to indicate that it will
continue the same pattern over the next four years. That is very different from what we
saw in the past four years where a clear undertaking was given by the Government at the
outset, which was followed through so that there was a reduction in real tenns in the
charges of Government utilities.
If this Government is about better management, one would hope that it would make
public its policy in this area. If better management is to mean that the Government will
control these public utilities, increase their efficiencies and ensure that their costs are kept
to a minimum, one would hopefully be able to see evidence of that reflected in the price
increases over the four years of this Court Government. I challenge the Premier to lay
down a policy for the next four years with respect to these utilities.
Mr Court: Electricity has already gone down.
Mr KOBELKE: That was in line with the policy already put in place by the last
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Government which gave an undertaking with a forward projection to reduce electric ity
charges -
Mr Cowan: Are you saying that separate rates have not gone down?
Mr Catania: After the I11 per cent for small business there would appear to be no
reduction at all in real terms.
Mr KQBELKE: The point is that when we look back in a few years' time and are able to
judge more dispassionately die levels of charges for electricity and other utilities, I
strongly suspect that we will find that this Government will not have done anywhere near
as well as the Labor Government did in the past four years. Thai is a challenge and we
will see whether this Government proves me to be right or wrong. So far we have seen
its failure to keep the reduction in electricity prices going, according to the schedules that
we had laid down.
This Government has said a lot about better management. We are yet to see it deliver on
that. We are a long way shont of seeing any real benefit produced with respect to the
prices which are charged by utilities such as SEC WA. As in so many things, this
Government's rhetoric does not match its actions. It is very strong on saying that it will
do one thing or another or it will take a certain direction, but when we look at the
outcome of its decisions we find that it is quite the opposite. We have one very clear
example which relates to the promise that was made to small business about water
charges. The Government said, "We will fix it up for you; we have been talking about it
for years in Opposition; we have given this iron clad undertaking chat we will deliver
reductions in the system of rating and payment for use of water charges." This year there
was a small reduction in water charges, but the Government increased the collection from
sewerage rates so that small businesses in general had a very large increase.
Mr Cowan: Do you agree that there is a backlog of sewerage that needs to be caught up
with in this State?
Mr KOBELKE: T he Deputy Premier likes to change feet. I must really be getting
through to him tonight. When I mention one thing, he dives off in a different direction. I
first became aware of how bad small business was being hit by this Government's
decisions at the Morley and Districts Business Association, which the Deputy Premier
addressed at about the time these businesses were getting their water rates. They were
very irate because they were told one thing by this Government and when the bills
arrived in the mail those businesses found chat it was a different story altogether.
Mr Cowan: They had had their bills. I told them that we, at least, had the guts to do
exactly what you did not do, and that it was time to get on with the sewerage
requirements of this State and this city. You people did not have the guts to do that. The
people at that meeting accepted that I gave them a reasonable answer.
Mr KOBELKE: I am making this speech. I do not mind interjections; however, the
Deputy Premier has indicated that this Government has been willing to take up the issue
of backlog in sewerage. I ask the Minister for Water Resources what increase was made
in the infill sewerage program in this Budget?
Mr Oinodei: It is about $16m in the current year.
Mr KOBELKE: Last year it was about $19mi.
Mr Omodei: Last year it was $13m.
Mr KOBELKE: When we take into account die money from the Commonwealth's better
cities program, it was about $19m, with $13m coming ftrm the State. This is the Deputy
Premier who says that this Government has made the hard decisions to address the need
for sewerage. It is clear from what has just been said -
Mr Cowan: Your hard decision was to do whatever the Federal Government told you to
do. Unbelievable!
Mr ROB ELKE: It is clear from the figures available that we have seen a drop in the total
amount allocated to infili sewerage this year. From what the Minister has said, if we
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break up that amount to give an honest picture, we wil find that there has been a small
increase in the State's contribution of about $3m which will go into infill sewerage, and
the Deputy Premier indicates thax this is die hard decision made by this Government.
Mr Cowan: You could not make it.
Mr KOBELKE: It has put an extra $3m into mnill sewerage. I hope that the Government
makes lots of these hard decisions. This State will forge ahead in leaps and bounds with
the "hard decisions" made by this Government. Money can be found for its mates at the
drop of a hat but when it comes to infill sewerage and the hard decisions, the
Government can find $3m.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Order! I am not having too much trouble
hearing the member for Nollamara because he has a very strong, powerful voice; but I am
aware that Hansard may well be having difficulties because there are multiple
interjections continuing from members on both sides of the Chamber. The member has
made it quite clear that he is happy to accept a single interjection but when there is more
than one interjection it makes it difficult for the member and for the Mansard reporter.
Mr KOBELKE: I am happy to respond to interjections; but I do have the problem, as
you have indicated, Mr Acting Speaker, that even though the interjections might be of
low quality, I cannot answer them all at the same time.
Mr C.J. Barnett: They match the speech.
Mr Omodei: You should be on stage. Have you tried out for South Pacific?
Mr KOBELKIE: I am getting so distracted from my speech that I am not even halfway
through it. This Government does not match its actions with its rhetoric. There has been
an increase in the number of fuli time employees in the Budget and the expenditure on
the public sector. This is the Government that indicated it would have a smaller public
sector, that has gone on for months and months about cutting Government expenditure,
and that has delivered a Budget that increased the size of the public sector. I make no
comment about whether that is good or bad; it is simply a fact that this Government does
not take actions which in any way match its rhetoric.
I will move on to the fundamental issue of the role that Government wading enterprises
play in our community and their contribution to the revenue of the Government. When
we look at public utilities, it is important to judge them on a case by case basis. Today
we hear an ideological line that suggests that public enterprise is bad and private
enterprise is good. Such a narrow and unrealistic assessment of our public utilities will
do no service to those utilities and will give no benefit to this State. We must look to
each utilty in terms of the functions it performs within Western Australia and whether
the Government and the people served by that utility are getting the best value from the
current arrangements. In the past four years we saw a wilingness by the Labor
Government to address some of those enterprises and take a position where in some cases
we saw advantages in moving towards commercialisation and privatisation and in other
cases we felt they should remain as Government departments.
The Government must address a range of issues when it tries to improve the delivery of
services through these enterprises. because in most cases they are monopolies. There is
no simple answer to taking a public monopoly and turning it into a private monopoly
because the reality is we are dealing with a corporate structure. Whether that corporate
structure is owned by the Government or shareholders, it has a life of its own. It has
problems of management and inefficiency. Those people who say we should go to the
forces of the marketplace, to a private enterprise type approach, to get greater efficiencies
are not reflecting the facts. Although there are many cases of inefficient public sector
enterprises being improved by having private enterprise involved in or controlling them,
there are also plenty of cases where private enterprise is totally inefficient and does not
deliver the goods. If the Government privatises an enterprise and expects it to be more
efficient, and it is not - if it falls over - at the end of the day the owners do not necessarily
pick up the tab; it comes back on the public sector. The Government cannot allow water
services not to function or for people to be without electricity. Whatever the service is, if
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it plays a crucial role in the economy or the welfare of the State, the private companies
know the State will have to back them up. Th1ere are many cases where private
companies have been able to call on Government moneys to back them up. That is a fact
of Life not only in Australia but internationally.
Mr Omodei: Give us some examples.
Mr KOBELKE: What did we find with the US car industry about five years ago?
Mr Omodei: We are not talking about America.
Mr KOBELKE: I can give the member an example, for when one looks to the free
market there are many examples. In the United States a large motor corporation was
going to fall over a few years ago and the US Government poured billions of dollars into
it to maintain it. We can go all around the world and find examples.
Mr Omodei: Don't talk about the United States.
Mr KOBELKE: I have only a little time left. The Minister for Water Resources should
have listened to what I said. I said that if private corporations play an important part in
the economy of a State, Governments generally cannot stand by and allow those private
enterprises to go to the wall, so they will have to find some method of suppon.
Sometimes that is done well; sometimes it is done by a means which people find
disreputable.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: Why did you support Rothwells?
Mr KOBELKE: Why did this Government support Western Women? It goes both ways.
Several members interjected.
T1he ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Order! Multiple interjections are not
acceptable. If one person interjects it is normally acceptable, but multiple interjections
make it difficult for the member on his feet, Mansard and me to hear.
Mr KOBELKE: The point I was trying to make is that when the last Labor Government
stepped in to support Rothwells it did nothing more nor less than what this Government
did with Western Women. This Government moved in and backed up Western Women
because it saw that it was in its political interest to have pay outs to the people who had
money invested. There was no judgment as to whether people had some call on the
Government;, die decision was to move in and back it up. Even this, Government in its
short time in office has had one example which proves the case I was making.
Government needs an overall policy that addresses the role that public utilities will play
with respect to the conclusions of the finances of the State.
I seek leave to have incorporated in Hansard a table which is the historic overview of the
components of CRF revenue in Western Australia.
[Thie material in appendix B was incorporated by leave of the House.]
[See page 8232.]
Mr KOBELKE: I will refer to one line of figures from that, representing the contribution
made by public utilities front 1910 through to 1990. In 1910 the contribution to CRF
from our public utilities was 56.8 per cent, by 1950 that had risen to 57.9 per cent, and
from there on we find a decline whereby, in 1980, 11.1 per cent of the State's CRF was
contributed by public utilities and in 1990 that had fallen to 5.7 per cent. One could
make an argument on those figures that the public utilities should remain publicly owned
and should give a larger contribution based on die capital investment contained in them
to the revenues of the Governmen That is certainly an argument I hope this
Government might take up so we can see in what direction it is going and take up a
rational debate on the merits of any such proposal. We have seen quite a drastic decline
in the contribution to CRF made by our public utilities.
Today's The Australian Financial Review indicates that the tide has tured in Australia
with the view taken by the various Governments towards the contribution which these
enterprises are making to their consolidated revenue funds. The headline of the article is
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"Why the $25bn privatisation party is over". The article clearly indicates that State
Governments realise that, currently, the return they will get - as we have in this Bil -
from those trading enterprises to Government is far better than wlying to sell them off, to
privatise them and use the funds that way. In privatising, a large amount of the money
that will be returned is used to retire debt and therefore not help the revenue of the State
in any given year. I am not saying that retiring debt is not a good thing, but it needs to be
taken in balance with the needs of the annual Budget.
Mr Omodei: How do you retire debt if you don't have revenue?
Mr KOBELKE: Debt can be retired by selling assets. When members opposite rave on
and on about the level of debt they totally omit any discussion of the assets of this State.
Just the straight built assets that can be sold off, if one wishes, far exceed the debt.
MR CATANIA (Balcatta) [5.57 pm]: I suggest to members opposite that perhaps if I
were to take more than five minutes they might lean something, especially if they stayed
in the Chamber and did not go out for a snooze as they normally do.

Sitting suspended from 5-58 to 7.30 pm
Mr CATANIA: The second reading speech of the Bill to increase the statutory
corporation levy from four per cent to five per cent presented by the Premier is an
example of what we can expect from this Government over the next three years and
certainly an example of what it has done in its first year in office. The Premier said in his
second reading speech -

The increase will also help address the current low growth in consolidated fund
revenues without resorting to increases in the State's narrowly based taxes.
Importantly, the increase will not result in any consequential lift in charges to
consumers by the agencies.

The Premier has made that statement, even though Government members often state that
their knowledge of business is quite extensive and accuse members on this side of the
House of being amateurs. How can the Premier make that statement when any person
knows that if a tax is imposed on any business that situation will ensure that that impost
is passed on to consumers? It is worrying to think the Premier could make that
statement.
Mr Bradshaw: It could mean it does not lead to a reduction in prices.
Mr CATANLA: The member should not say that, because people are already cynical
about statements made by politicians. When statements like that axe made that cynicism
is justified. Thte Premier should state quite honestly and clearly up-front that we are
requiring an increase in return from our public authorities from four per cent to five per
cent. As a consequence of that, consumers may expect an increase in charges from the
utilities affected. That is what should have been stated. Governments must make
decisions like that even though we in Opposition say they are not necessary.
Nonetheless, decisions must be made; they do not need to be hidden. The Premier does
not have to say misleadingly, and I must say, dishonestly, that these increases will not be
passed on. Of course they will be passed on.
Mr Bradshaw: Last year you put it up one per cent. Did that have an increased effect on
the price to the consumers?
Mr CATANIA: The member for Wellington is proving that what I am saying is correct.
There is no possibility that an increase will not be passed on to consumers. However, in
his second reading speech the Premier stated that the increases would not be passed on.
Members opposite know they have been. By taking away from consumers the 150 kI
water allowance an increase has been passed on. Imagine the effect that will have on
pensioners. I have a petition in my electorate on which is a high representation of
pensioners and which I hope I will present within the next week. It asks the Minister
responsible for the Water Authority to reconsider the allowance to pensioners because
they will find, over the next few months of wanner weather, that their usage of water will
increase and, consequently, so will their water charges. The pensioners are already
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suffering and this is an added impost It is no wonder petitions like that are presented to
members. We hope the petitions are considered by the Ministers to whom they are
directed.
I heard the Minister for Energy stare previously that the State Energy Commission of
Western Australia has reduced energy costs to small businesses. However, there is
another impost in that electricity charges to householders have increased
Mr C.J. Barnett: They have not
Mr CATANIA: The combined bill for unit gas and electricity costs has increased.
Mr C.J. Barnett: No change in gas or electricity.
Mr CATANIA: Members will find that those household charges have increased, as well
as sewerage rates, which die Minister has admitted. They now face an increase in water
charges. Why is that not made clear? Why is the Governiment doing it? It has increased
tobacco taxes which will result in a windfall of approximately $200mn aver the next two
years as well as a levy on motor vehicle licences. In addition to the increased sewerage
charges, various taxes have increased. Why is this Government doing that? There is no
necessity for most of these increases. It is bad government when a Government is
obsessed with ensuring that every service must pay its own way. Good government
comes from managing revenue properly.
The Leader of the House asked how we would do it. As I said, the only way to govern
properly is to ensure the revenue the. Government receives is managed properly. Some
utilities and services should show as losing items in a Government Budget. It is wrong to
be obsessed, as is this Government, with ensuring that every dollar is taken from the
consumer to ensure that the services provided to them pay for themselves. I do not call
that good government or making difficult decisions. In fact, they are easy decisions. The
easiest thing in the world in the first year of Government is to impose taxes, especially on
essential services which consumers need in order to meet everyday living requirements.
The Premier has referred to the Opposition following centralist lines. I will examine
what the Government's whole financial and budgetary consideration was predicated on
before the last election. Thbey were predicated on the Federal Liberal Party winning
Government and the OST coming into being. When that did not occur, this Governent
had to revise its financial rnodus operandi. It had to ensure that the services it was going
to provide were taxed. Twenty-five per cent of what is now the State Budget would have
been returned through the GST. The Government would have had to depend on its
Federal colleagues for that 25 per cent When members opposite accuse us of following
our Federal colleagues, they should think back to 10 or 11I months ago when they nailed
their colours to the sanme mast as the Federal Liberal Party by supporting the OST.
Mr Shave: Are you a fortune teller or something?
Mr CATANIA: No, members opposite did not tell their own fortunes very well when
they nailed their banner to Dr Hewson's mast and it fell over. That gross error has cost
members opposite dearly.
One area that I am particularly interested in is the Police Department and the budget
under which it operates. It received what the Premier and the Minister for Police said at
the time was a windfall for the department However, police officers are now telling us
that they cannot operate under that budget. After having a look at the budget and
studying the answers that were given to me during the Estimates hearings, I predict that
by March of next year the Police Department will require further funding to the tune of
$20m. They will have spent $20m more than they have been allocated to provide their
current services. The reason for that is that, by necessity, the Government is having to
make these decisions.
I said at the beginning that perhaps Governments have a right to make those decisions.
However, the Government has turned around from telling us that it was not going to
impose any more taxes or charges and is increasing the return it receives from public
authorities by one per cent; but it said it would not place any rater burden on the
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consumers of Western Australia. The Premier made the following very telling statement
in his second reading speech -

..the increase will not result in any consequential lift in charges to consumers
by the agencies.

The Premier knew that there had to be an increase that would be passed on to consumers.
That is the sont of arrogant treatment of the people for which this Government is now
known. We were told during the election campaign that Western Australians would get
better management and more jobs. However, we are seeing worse management and an
increase in the burdens having to be borne by the people of Western Australia.
Law and order - the Police Deparment - is something in which I am very interested. In
that case also, the Government was promised and received support and is now dumping
the people from whom it received that support. This Bill and the second reading speech
are prime examples of what this Government is prepared to dish out to the people of
Western Australia. Governments are entitled to make these decisions. However, they
should be honest when they make them and the Premier was not being honest when he
read his second reading speech on this Bill. I am very disappointed that the Government
has introduced the Bill.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Before I give the call to the member for Victoria
Park, I indicate to the House that I have a copy of the Bill in front of me, While I will
allow a fairly wide ranging debate in the second reading stage, comments must relate to
the Bill. The Bill is very short and specific. I remind members that I will be listening
closely.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) [7.46 pm]: This Bill increases the statutory corporation
levy on the Stare Energy Commission of' Western Australia, the Water Authority and the
Bunbwry and Busselton Water Boards from four per cent to five per cent. The issue I
want to address tonight relates to the State Energy Commission and the relationship
between this measure, the overall situation being faced by the State Energy Commission
and what I believe to be the proper strategy that should be adopted in Western Australia
in the 1990s.
This Government was very fortunate because, when it came to office in February of this
year, it inherited a State Energy Commission with very strong books. Th1e financial
position of the SEC was radically different from that which existed when the Labor
Government came to office in 1983. 1 will come back to that a little later. SECWA's
annual report for 1992-93 indicates three very significant aspects of its financial
performance. The first is that it earned a profit last year of $101m. That was up by 43
per cent from 1991-92 - clearly a very strong profit performance. Secondly, its debt had
been reduced. The interest expenses being paid by SECWA as a percentage of its total
expenditure has fallen from 36 per cent six years ago to 25 per cent this year. Thirdly,
there has been a substantial elimination of SECWA's exposure to foreign exchange
movements. The unihedged foreign debt as a percentage of total debt has fallen from 26.5
per cent in 1989 to 3.6 per cent in 1993. Therefore, the financial position of one of the
major statutory authorities inherited by the Government was a healthy one. As a result of
that healthy financial performance by SECWA last year it sustained a $166m capital
expenditure program without borrowing any money and paid $1l00m off its debt. The
Government also inherited a SECWA which had been engaged in a tariff reduction
campaign and, in 1992, savings from tariff reductions, most importantly for the small
business sector in our community, amounted to about $46m overall. That was a result of
the concerted campaign within SECWA to reduce its overall costs.
SECWA had an increase in its statutory levy in 1991. I will refer to the debate that
occurred in 1991 and particularly to the comments by four members opposite to see if
they wil make the same contribution tonight.
Last year SECWA also paid a Government loan guarantee fee of 0.2 per cent, which is a
good practice. If we are to move to corporatisation of Government trading agencies, that
type of measure is justified. However, it cost SECWA sonic money which it paid across
to the consolidated revenue fund.
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Also, SECWA continued to meet its community service obligations, which amounted last
year to $80m. The authority also received $6m less than expected last year from the
Commonwealth under the agreed statement of principles, which relate to the
renegotiation of the North West Shelf contract in 1985 to avoid the horrendous
implications of the take or pay contract entered into by conservative Governments from
1974 to 1983. Of course, each year SECWA must meet the losses on its gas business,
which amounted last year to $70m and $83m in the previous year. Those gas losses are
subsidised by the electicity profits of$17l1m.
Therefore, SECWA's books were so good in the last few years it has been able to meet
these commitments and bring about a significant reduction in small business tariffs, as
well as a capital expenditure program funded without any borrowings at all. That is the
situation inherited by this Government.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Don't forget to include the $6m we had to use to settle your Spedley
mess for you!
Dr GALLOP: That was a decision made by the Minister. I am not sure that he received
that advice.
I now compare this Government's inheritance with that of the new Labor Government in
1983. That Government inherited a massive take or pay contract commitment involving
massive State support given to the project, so the argument goes, in order to make the
LNG gas investmnt -

Mr Court: Still knocking the old project.
Dr GALLOP: I am not knocking it
Mr C.J. Barnett: You were in Government for 10 years and did not get one project off
the ground.
Dr GALLOP: That is wrong.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You have nothing to compare with the North West Shelf project.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The member for Victoria Park wishes to give us the
benefit of his address.
Dr GALLOP: The Labor Governiment in 1983 inherited enormous commitments through
the take or pay contract, and also had to fund the 1 500 kmi gas pipeline. What happened
to electricity tariffs in Western Australia during that time? It was not possible for the gas
prices to carry the cost of the North West Shelf commitment. Had that been necessary,
we would not have been able to sell any gas. As the Carnegie report indicated, the
pressure was taken off the gas price by pumping up electricity prices. From the late
1970s an increase occurred in the relative differential in electricity prices between
Western Australia and the Eastern States. 'The Energy Policy and Planning Bureau
annual report, on page 18, contains an interesting table which indicates that throughout
the 1970s the price differential for electricity, generally speaking, was between 10 and 15
per cent. When we enter the early 1980s we see that the differential more than doubled
to 30 and 40 per cent as a result of that massive commitment and degree of State support
given to the North West Shelf project. It had been necessary to jack up electricity prices
in this State. Interestingly, Governments of different persuasions tried to deal with that
problem in different ways.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Are you going to talk about David Parker and how your Federal
colleagues intervened?
Dr GALLOP: David Parker renegotiated the contract. Give him some credit for that.
Mr C.J. Barnett: He could have invoked the lifeboat clause.
Dr GALLOP: Will you give David Parker the credit for the work he did on the project?
Mr Court: No.
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Dr GALLOP: Members opposite sre so mean spirited.
Several members interjected.
Dr GALLOP: Firstly. let us consider the years 1980, 198 1, and 1982 which saw massive
increases in electricity tariffs in this State. These applied to both the residential and
commercial sectors. The Energy Policy and Planning Bureau report released early this
year measured electricity tariff increases against the Perth consumer price index. In the
last three years of the previous conservative Government the increase in electricity tariffs
for the residential and commercial sectors was well above the rate of inflation. How then
did the conservatives deal with the problem? They shunted it over to the small business
people and the ordinary electricity consumer.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: What period are you talking about?
Dr GALLOP: I refer to 198010o 1982.
Mr CJ. Barnett: What happened in 1979? Don't you remember the OPEC oil prices?
Don't you realise that they used a lot of imported fuel oil?
Dr GALLOP: Yes, and it was another mistake of a conservative Government. Will the
Minister allow me to now move on to remind the House of what happened during the
1980s during the life of the Labor Government? In those years the electricity tariff
increased below the rate of inflation in all bar two years. The first of the exceptions was
1983, and I am not sure whether that tariff was inherited from the previous Government -
I have not been able to confirm that. The other year was 1986 when residential customer
tariffs increased ahead of the rate of inflation. Therefore, when the conservative
Government has a problem it shunts it on to the ordinary customer and small business.
When a Labor Government has a problem, it deals with the problem by keeping
electricity tariffs below the rate of inflation; that is with the exception of two years during
the term of the previous Government. Indeed, during the last three years of that Labor
Government - the Lawrence Government - in 1991, 1992 and 1993 a significant
reduction occurred in electricity tariffs. Of course, the rate of inflation had also dropped
at that time.
What are the implications of these facts? As a result of SECWA's tariff policy from
1983 to 1993, electricity prices in Western Australia are now about the same as they were
in the early 1970s. Interestingly, the Energy Policy and Planning Bureau annual report
indicates that, after allowing for inflation, a decade of Labor Government had taken us
back to where we were in the early 1970s. That result was partly due to the renegotiation
of the North West Shelf contract in 1985. 1 will not go through the other parts of the
process which allowed that price adjustment to happen.
Several members inteijected.
Dr GALLOP: Through that decade the Labor Government entered into performance
agreements with our major State authority, so that, with this Government assistance for
its reform activities, electricity tariffs returned to the position that had prevailed in the
early 1970s.
That, then, is the inheritance of the conservative Court Government in regard to the
energy scene in Western Australia. How does the Government deal with that
inheritance? How does it deal with the $l01m profit; that capital expenditure in SECWA
now comes from internal funding; that SECWA's level of debt has been reduced
significantly; and that there has been a substantial elimination of SECWA's exposure to
foreign exchange movements? Does the Government get tough and say to that statutory
authority, "We need to keep the tariff reduction program going and we need to radically
increase our commitment to tariff reduction"? No. The Government has reduced
electricity tariffs for small business to the tune of $16m. However, that is from a total
profit for SECWA last year of $10lm. In the last year of the Labor Government,
SEC WA put back into tariff cuts $46m of a $70m prOfit That highlights the difference
in attitude that exists between this Government and the previous Labor Government.
It is my view that times have indeed changed from 1991, when it was appropriate to
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bring the statutory levy into a position of greater equality between SECWA and the other
utilities throughout Australia. That was a justifiable increase at that time. However, we
are now falteringly but inevitably coming out of the recession that we have experienced
in Australia, and we need from the Government a bit of creativity about speeding up that
process of recovery. I assume that the Minister for Energy has informed his Cabinet
colleagues of an important report prepared last year by the Energy Policy and Planning
Bureau, titled "The Importance of Energy Pricing to Economic Development". In this
report, the Energy Policy and Planning Bureau produced the results of a survey that it had
undertaken of major energy users in Western Australia. It wanted to find out what was
the cost of energy to energy users, what was the importance of energy to the economy -

Mr C.J. Barnett: Did you rely on its advice?
Dr GALLOP: In many areas I did.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Did you rely on its advice about the Collie power station?
Dr GALLOP: I disagreed with it on the Collie power station: that is public knowledge.
The conclusion of that report is very interesting. The report concludes that there is a high
degree of sensitivity of the economy to energy prices. It states -

Estimates presented in this report indicate that a 10 per cent reduction in the price
of primary energy to major energy users will provide around $2004$300 million
per annum in additional production of commodities in Western Australia. This
estimate does not include multiplier (flow-on) effects of such increased output.

The Minister for Energy knows about that report. He knows the degree to which there is
a sensitivity in our economy to energy prices. Yet what does his Government do? It
gives back to consumers, in rough terms, just over 10 per cent of the profits earned by
SECWA last year. The Government has missed an important opportuity to continue a
radical tariff reduction program which could certainly speed up the recovery in our State.
It is what I would call a minimalist strategy. Had I been the Minister for Energy and had
I received an annual report from SECWA which stated that it had made a $101m profit, I
would not have signed off that report. I would have sent it back to SECWA and said, "I
want much higher tariff reductions before I will sign off the annual report." I would have
put a bit of pressure on SECWA to pass back those profits as reductions in energy tariffs.
Instead, what does this Government do? It puts an extra levy on SECWA. This is a very
slack Government. This is a very lazy Government. It is a typical conservative
Government. We saw it all in the 1970s and 1980s: If there is a problem. tax people. It
is extraordinary to think that from the background which members opposite purport to
have, they would pass on taxes.
Mr Court: You forgot to mention that we repaid $1l00m in debt.
Dr GALLOP: SEC WA did. I mentioned that.
Mr Court: Was that not a good idea?
Dr GALLOP: Of course it was a good idea. This is what I would call a Government
committed to a minimalist strategy in respect of electricity tariffs.
Mr C.I. Barnett: What did you do with security deposits? You wimped. You stood in
the Parliament last year and said you would not do it.
Dr GALLOP: It was in our election platform. We took the first step of reducing security
deposits last year. and we would have taken the second step this year to abolish them.
Congratulations! Good policy. We would have done it too.
What worries me is that the Government has missed the opportunity. Lyndon B.
Johnson's father used to say to him, "Lyndon, seize the time. If you do not seize the
time, you will miss out in politics." Of course, he did not seize the time. Lyndon B.
Johnson, instead of going around the countryside in the 1950s to build up his support to
stand for President of the United States, was in the United States Congress. Do members
know what he was doing in the Congress at that time? He was guaranteeing the civil
rights of black Americans. Lyndon B. Johnson will go down in the records of American
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history as one of the greatest legislators of all time. He did not seize the time and he
missed out on the opportunity; and tragically he had the chance to be President only
when that dramatic assassination occurred in 1963. This Government should take the
advice of Lyndon B. Johnson's father and seize the time. The time is here in 1993 to
reduce electricity tariffs in this State. yet what has the Government done? It has taken a
minimalist strategy to electricity tariffs and increased the statutory levy on SECWA by
one per cent. History will record that the failure to carry out a radical tariff reduction
strategy this year will cost this Government, for two reasons. The Government has made
two other decisions since it has been in office which are wrong decisions in terms of a
tariff reduction strategy. The first decision is the dumping of the 600 MW built, owned
and operated power station. There is no doubt in my mind that the dumping of that
project will cost the people of Western Australia in regard to electricity tariffs.
Mr C.I Barnett: Why didn't you sign it up last December?
Dr GALLOP: The Minister for Energy knows the reason.
Mr C.). Barnett: The Premier of the day would not let you. You and Ian Taylor were
willed.
Dr GALLOP: That is absolute nonsense.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Why didn't you sign it up? You had the deal on the table and you did
not sign it.
Dr GALLOP: The Government will have to live with that decision. That project, which
would have flowed through to gas prices via the coal competitive pans of the North West
Shelf contract, was dropped. We know the tariff that we would have obtained ftom that
power station. We do not know the tariff that we will obtain now. The Government Will
have to pay for that 300 MW decision in a debt strategy and in electricity tariffs in the
next few years.
The second matter that interests me is that the Government has delayed head to head
competition between SECWA and the new gas producers. That is a bad decision by the
Government, because the repont of the Energy Policy and Planning Bureau has
demonstrated that the one area of our economy which is extremely sensitive to energy
prices is that area that uses natural gas. The report states -

It is estimated that, currently, a 10 per cent reduction in the price of a primary
energy source such as natural gas would increase the demand for that fuel by
around seven per cent over a period of about three years.

What do we have to do in this State? We must increase the demand for natural gas. The
best way to do that is to lower the price. But both the North West Shelf joint venturers
and SECWA went to the Government and said, "We cannot do that; it is too radical; it
will upset the books of SECWA." The Government agreed to put off the opening up of
the gas pipeline to head to head competition until the North West Shelf can renegotiate
with the three major gas consumers. That may create a marginal reduction in the price of
natural gas; but it will lock up the marketplace for a long time. Our State is missing the
opportunity. The opportunity is there. The new gas producers are coming into the scene.
They are firming up their supply. They are ready to go. If the price goes down, the
demand will go up, and SECWA will benefit from that increased demand. The demand
will go up; everyone will gain. It is not a zero sum gain. The Government has been
conned by very conservative people in the North West Shelf joint venture partners who
are protecting their contact, and good luck to them. That is in their commercial interest
although not necessarily in the interests of the people of Western Australia. The
Government has also been conned by the conservatives within SEC WA.
The Government has missed the opportunity in 1993 to get energy prices down. The
Government could have done it by opening up this head to head competition in the
marketplace. It is very sad that a Minister who has come in with such a background in
ideological commitment to having a frer market should adopt such a conservative
approach on this issue.
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The conclusion of this issue is very simple. TIhis Government, instead of putting pressure
on SECWA to lower charges, has simply put an extra burden on SECWA to provide
revenue to the consolidated fund. How remarkable it is that we are in this Parliament in
1993 debating this issue again. I would like to know the attitude, first of all, of the
member for Vasse, who is not in the Chamber at the moment. I refer to the Mansard
debate of 4 December 1991 when, talking about the increase in the statutory level from
three per cent to four per cent, the member for Vasse said -

I totally reject the Government's reasons for this legislation, which I oppose.
Where is the member for Vasse tonight? Secondly, the member for Merredin, now the
Deputy Premier, launched into an extensive attack on the tax measure that was placed
upon the State Energy Commission. He stated -

The National Party is strongly opposed to the measure.
Then, just to prove that the National Parry was opposed to the measure, along came the
member for Collie who said -

Members of the Government well know that what happens to the costings in
SECWA is of extreme concern to mec as the member for Collie.

Is it still a big concern to the member for Collie?
Dr Turnbull: It certainly is. You put it up by 25 per cent
Dr GALLOP: Good. I expect to see the member for Collie get up and do what she did in
1991, and oppose the measure.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! One interjection is acceptable; however, that was just
a rabble.
Dr GALLOP: The member for Collie also said -

I am angry for the people of Comle.
is she still anMr tonight?
Dr Turnbull: Particularly with people like you.
Dr GALLOP: What about the member for Wellington? He, too, was angry, very angry.
Dr Turnbull interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Dr GALLOP: What did the member for Wellington say about the assessment of our tax
raising approach in Western Australia and the Grants Commission? He said -

We should be able to run this State the way we want to run it and not the way the
Grants Commission wants to run it...
We should chuck out the Grants Commission. It is a dead loss.

I wonder whether that is still the attitude of the member for Wellington on this issue. The
member for Vasse, the Deputy Premier, the member for Collie and die member for
Wellington were here in an outrage in 1991 when the Government of the day increased
the levy from three per cent to four per cent However, it has been increased this year
from four per cent to five per cent
Dr Turnbull interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The member for Collie will conic to order.
Dr GALLOP: This is at a time when SECWA is earning $1l00m profit, all of which
ought to go back to consumers. What are those members doing now? They an silent in
this Parliament. This Government was fortunate to inherit a State Energy Commission
with a fine set of books, and that was largely due to the efforts put in over a decade by
the Labor Government.
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Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Dr GALLOP: What does the Government do? It squanders the opportunity that was
given to it by the Lawrence Labor Government in 1993.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [8.15 pm]: As clearly
indicated by the member for Victoria Park, we are debating a proposition in the Public
Authorities (Contributions) Amendment Hill which would see statutory levies of certain
bodies increased from four per cent to five per cent. As the member has indicated, this
was a course of action which did not find favour with members of the coalition when
they were in Opposition.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Absoluteiy right.
Dr LAWRENCE: There was no reason for that view then, and there is no reason for the
Government now to be quite so noisy about the fact that it does not have the same
attitude when the same levy -

Dr Turnbull interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Collie.
Mr C.J. Barnett: My attitude has not changed, neither has the Premier's.
Dr LAWRENCE: The member is saying that he is still opposed to it. If that is the case,
why has the levy been increased?
Dr Tunibull interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: By way of interjection the -
Several members interjected.
T1he DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition will resume her seat for
a minute. One of the difficulties that people in the Chair have is that from time to time
members want to make an interjection. Of course, when the speaker is standing and
accepts the interjection, that is quite in order. During this period of quietness, I was in a
dilemma as to whether the Leader of the Opposition was accepting the interjection.
Dr LAWRENCE: I was mesmerised by the prattle coming from the other side. We seem
to have an agent provocateur sitting behind me who seems to be provoking the member
for Collie to even greater heights of extravagance. That has rather distracted attention
from the fact that the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party and the Minister for Resources
Development said, by way of interjection, that neither he nor the Premier actually agreed
with the content of this Bill.
Mr C.i. Barnett: That is not what I said.
Dr LAWRENCE: I find that most extraordinary.
Mr CJ. Barnett: The Premier can speak for himself, but I said that I still oppose the
concept of increasing the statutory levy.
Dr LAWRENCE: Why is the member doing it then?
Mr C.J. Barnett: Let me finish. There was only one reason for doing it.
Mr Pendal: To pay for the mistakes.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It was simply a budgetary consideration. it was nothing to do with
SECWA pricing. It was a budgetary imperative.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Minister for Resources Development says that neither he nor the
Premier wants this measure to be introduced, there is only one reason for doing it and
that is as a budgetary measure. I understand that. It is quite clear to us that when the
Premier was running around this town somne time before, and after, the Budget was
handed down saying, "We did not increase any taxes", he conveniently Overlooked tie
budgetary measure which increases the statutory authorities' levies from four per cent to
five per cent. It was quite clear to us at the time - as it was to the Institute of Public
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Affairs, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry and to financial commentators around
the nation - that this Government had taken the easy way out: It has not exercised any
financial discipline;, it has found various means of increasing its revenue well above that
provided for in previous Budgets. I pointed out at the time that as we were emerging
from a recession die Government could expect growth in revenue as a result of increasing
economic activity, but because of the fragile state of the economy - we still had nine per
cent unemployment in Western Australia - it was important for the Government to
maintain discipline in the revenue it extracted from the community, and the revenue it
spent on its own services. It did nothing of the kind. It increased -

Dr Turnbull: It increased the coal levy. What about the coal levy?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I remind members that the member who has the call
is entitled to take inteijections, but if that member indicates that he or she will not take
them, the member must be heard without a barrage of interjections.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am normally happy to take inteijections but what I am getting from
my left-hand side is not an interjection as much as a running commentary. It is about to
start up again. I suggest that if the member for Collie wishes to make a speech she has
every opportunity to take half an hour of the House's time. I am amused by her
behaviour because it cannot be heard by anyone but it goes on and on. The member can
exercise her right to speak. I do not dispute that I suggest that next time she exercise
greater restraint over the dinner break - that would not go astray - so that the rest of us
will not be subjected to this noise.
In the Budget the Government did not exercise the discipline required, and expected of it
by many of its supporters. The hairy-chested rhetoric we heard before and after the
election about the fact that this would be a tough Budget, that expenditure would be
slashed, that small business would be looked after, -simply did not appear in the Budget
papers. Nowhere was there any indication of the financial discipline or fiscal rectitude it
was claimed to be the Government's sole province. Instead we had significant increases
in expenditure, well above the level that anyone would expect to be reasonable, as we
were recovering from a very serious recession. We received increases in revenue as well
through three principal sources: The natural increase in economic activity which would
improve the rates of return on some taxes - payroll tax, stamp duty - and land tax was
modified in such a way that the revenue would not increase. In the case of the tobacco
franchise and the statutory levies, it was a significant windfall for the Government - not
put back into the community in the form of lower charges or a reduced impost in other
areas that affect business activity or consumer confidence. Rather it went straight into
the Government's pocket to be used at its whim for various services. At this stage we
have not seen an increase in the quality of services or new programs. We have seen a lot
of cuts and revenue being squandered - perhaps put aside for a rainy day - but certainly
the Budget strategy contained a set of devices which did not impress anyone at all. One
was the statutory levy. Some $24m additional funding was through this backdoor
measure, yet at the same time Government members were telling anyone that would
listen that they had not increased taxes. Thai was extraordinary. I thought they would be
more honest and say that they had two new major revenue raising elements in the
Budget; to increase the statutory levy from four per cent to five per cent, and to increase
the tobacco franchise, which was announced a little ahead of the Budget.
The statutory levy is important because, first, it indicates a lack of discipline. The
Minister for Resources Development has basically acknowledged that. It is a budgetary
measure; it is not based on the performance of the authorities, not based on any
assessment of where the money might best be spent, whether as a rebate to customers -

Mr C.J. Barnett: It was a Budget imperative.
Dr LAWRENCE: Now it is a Budget imperative, not just a Budget measure, to increase
expenditure above the rate of inflation, above the level of the previous three Budgets, and
above the level that everyone reasonably expected that a first term Government would
initiate. It was not an imperative: it was the easy way out. It was the budgetary easy way
out. These statutory levies were the budgetary easy way out. It gave a little extra
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revenue, together with the increase in tobacco franchise fees. The Government did not
need to make any bard decisions. I know the way a Budget is put together and how it can
be put together. The Treasury, departments and agencies are usually fond of taking the
previous year's expenditure and programs, adding a little for inflation or any accelerated
costs, and adding a bit for growth in the numbers in the community and saying it is a nice
Budget; we need to find another extra per cent in revenue to meet the expenditure
programs and priorities. I had to do some things of necessity; it was not imperative. All
our revenue had hit the dirt; we had reductions in payroll tax, stamp duty, land tax -
everything was down. State Governments suffer from those taxation regimes. They are
highly volatile, and very responsive to economic activity. So, over three successive
Budgets, we kept our expenditure growth below one per cent in real terms. Because of
that, we earned the accolades of the IPA for the best Budget of the year in 1991 and the
second best in 1992. We were able to keep our expenditure down and our revenue
raising activity down by looking at every program, making sure money was being spent
where it should be spent, and making sure that we were not taking the easy moute of
increasing taxes and charges.
In relation to the Water Authority, the reason the Government was able to increase that
statutory levy was because it had previously increased the revenue of the Water
Authority by a significant amount - by increasing charges to the ordinary consumer. Far
from having the relief that small businesses and consumers were promised -

Mr CJ. Barnett: You are wrong there.
Dr LAWRENCE: These are die Minister for Water Resources' figures.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Your conclusion is wrong.
Dr LAWRENCE: I have read them into Hansard before; I will read them again: An
extra $25.6mi in the form of new charges in the Water Authority! These come from the
Minister for Water Resources' answers to questions on notice in July 1993. For
metropoitan business the sewerage receipts went from $56m to $58.6m; water was down
slightly. Theme was a net increase of 2.6 per cent and a decrease of 0.9 per cent; and net
increases of 0.4 per cent, 1.8 per cent, eight per cent, 9.4 per cent, and so on, with a total
increase of a very significant amount of money - $25.6m. By that measure, the authority
was able to increase its turnover and revenue. The Government says, 'Thank you very
much, we will have that in the form of an increased statutory levy." The Government
then says that it has not increased taxes. People are not that stupid. We are still receiving
complaints about the Water Authority increases, particularly the removal of the 150 It
water allowance. People are realising exactly what is happening to them, particularly the
older members of the community on fixed income pensions. Even though they have the
capacity to receive a rebate, it is still a very hefty increase for them to remove in two
bites the entire allowance retrospectively. These people do not thank the Government for
diaL They are very angry indeed. They understand, because we are telling them, and
they understand from their own information, that the increases were an increase in tax, in
a sense. The services are paid at a higher level and then the Government says to the
Water Authority that it will take another one per cent.
What should have happened in the case of the State Energy Commission was a further
reduction in tariffs, as stated by the member for Victoria Park.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: Or a further reduction in debt.
Dr LAWRENCE: The SEC especially has been repaying its debt on a consistent
program. There is always a question of what is best to be done in a particular year. It
would depend on the rate of interest and the maturity of the borrowings, and all those
things, and they must be assessed. I do not say that sometimes it is not better to pay debt
than to reduce tariffs; but one must consider chat question. Our impression, from the
side, is that the Government did not examine carefully the options available, otherwise it
would have returned more of the increasing profits of the SEC to the consumers,
particularly the small business consumer who everyone appreciates spends a lot of money
on water and electricity and has been in very difficult financial circumstances.
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We will not - as the Leader of the National Party did in 1991 - oppose this legislation and
divide on it, because we recognise -

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Dr LAWRENCE: It was not a matter of some peripheral concerns. The Leader of the
National Party said, "The National Party is strongly opposed to the measure. I recall an
occasion in the past when we were told that we could not vote against a money Bill. I
say that we can; we can do what we like. We can divide the House, as long as we are
prepared to wear the consequences. We are prepared to wear the consequences."
A little further on, he says -

I will insist upon a division on this matter because I want to make it clear to the
Government that we do not support the concept of taking money by way of this
contribution away from the statutory authorities which so desperately need funds
for their own purposes.

At a later stage, he proceeded to divide the House. There is a touch of inconsistency in
the position that has been adopted by members opposite. Next year, we will watch this
imperative budgetary measure. As the economy improves, 1 presume that these statutory
levies will be eliminated. Is that correct?
Mr CJ. Barnett: They will. With respect to the State Energy Commission of Western
Australia, as you know, it has been restructured. I will put forward an entirely different
system of it contributing back to the CRF.
Dr LAWRENCE: We will watch with interest what budgetary imperatives occur next
year. I do not believe there is any justification, given the current profit performance
turnover of either of the major organisations, the Water Authority or SECWA, for
Governments to increase the levy beyond the present level. There may have been up to
this point, because we were dragging behind other States and not getting a reasonable
return for the taxpayers' investment. But I do not believe that we should go beyond five
per cent without a very significant assessment of the impact that will have on our
community for the sake of budgetary convenience. Although the Opposition will not
oppose this measure - it will not divide on it - it wants to make it clear that this matter has
gone far enough and there would have to be a very good argument from the Government,
aside from budgetary convenience, before this House should consider it again.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) [8.31 pm]: I thank members for their contributions
to the debate and for their support of the legislation. It was interesting listening to what
different members would do in hindsight if they had been re-elected to Government.
They had 10 years in Government but it seems like this year was going to be the year that
they were going to do things. I do not want to get into an argument about what happened
over the last 10 years, because we are interested in what happens in the next 10 years. I
thank members for their support.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Court (Premier), and transmitted to the Council.

RATES AND CHARGES (REBATES AND DEFERMENTS) AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 21 October.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [8.33 pm]: As members
would be aware, this legislation provides for extensions that the Commonwealth
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Government had made necessary because of its changes to entitlements under various
benefit cards and concessions that it administered. Retrospectively from 1 July - because
it was announced and everyone anticipated it, I do not have any argument with the
retrospectivizy, although it would have been preferable had the Bill come in from 1 July -
the Bill basically extends eligibility for rates and rebates deferments in Western Australia
on the basis of the extensiofl of fringe benefits from April 1993 through the issue of
pensioner health benefit cards.
That matter had been under consideration for some time between the Commonwealth and
the State. At various times there was considerable argument about the fact that the
Commonwealth had made such an extension. We welcomed its impact on lower income
earners without consultation sufficient to clarify how much funding the Commonwealth
would be able to provide to the States to actually extend this fringe benefit. The initial
expectation from the Commonwealth was that the States would probably pick up a
proportion of the costs.
I am pleased to say that, at the time I was Premier, along with other Premiers we
negotiated an outcome that ensured that Western Australian taxpayers did not foot the
bill for this measure. I am pleased that, as a result of that, the Government has proceeded
with this legislation to ensure that those rates and rebates concessions are actually
extended to those who now become eligible under the pensioner health benefit cards
issued by the Commonwealth
Mr Pendal: Peace breaks out.
Dr LAWRENCE: I do not think we can tolerate that. Does the member want to suggest
some way of disturbing it?
Mr Penah: Leave it to us. We'll rind a way.
Dr LAWRENCE: I shall do that.
As indicated by the Minister for Public Sector Management in his second reading speech,
in its 1992 Budget the Commonwealth announced that it would be abolishing an income
and assets test for Commonwealth fringe benefits and extended eligibility for full
Commonwealth fringe benefits to people aged 60 years or more who were in receipt of
various allowances, replaced their pensioner health benefits card and agreed at that time
that it would negotiate with the States. It is important to note that, in the end, Western
Australia will receive approximately $7.4m under this arrangement. of which $5.3m
relates to the provision of rates and rebates deferments from 1 July this year.
I do not have much more to say about the legislation. It is important for us to recognise
that the community expects that people on fixed incomes, low incomes and various
benefits are assisted by State Governments in various ways, whether at the local
government level, by the SEC, Telecom or whatever the institution happens to be and
whatever level of Government is administering it. We can provide it by other means, but
State Governments have found this a convenient way of assisting those people.
Mr C.J. Barnett: It should be more explicit.
Dr LAWRENCE: I agree. Community service obligations should be very transparent. I
do not disagree with that. And they probably should be properly accounted for in
consolidated revenue as payments to agencies. In that case, we do not have distortions of
priorities. I do not disagree with that at all. Part of the process of commencialisation that
we had begun, and I understand the Government is continuing in some areas, was
precisely 10 ensure that, not so that die taxpayers end up with a net increase in the
pressure being placed on them - obviously one must ensure that there is an appropriate
transfer - but so that it is clear what is being paid by way of' various benefits of rates and
rebates deferments. We have always viewed these provisions as particularly helpful to
those people in our community who ar less well off, who have fallen upon hard times
temporarily or who are permanently in a position in which their income will not
significantly improve, particularly pensioners, superannuants. and the like.
The Opposition welcomes this legislation, which is essentially a response to the
Commonwealth Government's extension - an extension that includes changes to
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eligibility criteria which have financial impacts on the State. In this case, I am pleased to
say, as far as I can tell - unless the Premier corrects me - that the full impact of that
extension is being met by the Commonwealth.
I am pleased also to say that, because in Western Australia we already had a fairly
significant Seniors' Card arrangement, the impact on our Budget was considerably less
than was the case in some other States which had fairly niggardly arrangements when it
came to benefits extended to their senior citizens, pensioners and superannuants. The
impact on us financially was always going to be somewhat less. However, the fact that it
was being met by the Commonwealth was a plus and we were able to negotiate a slightly
better arrangement than simply the quid pro quo of the extension, but there was some
recognition of the fact that our scheme was already more generous. In net terms we are
probably asking our people to contribute slightly less than was the case in the past.
Without having the details from the Premier's own completed negotiations, I cannot
confirm that point-
We have no objection to this legislation and will be supporting it.
MR CATANIA (Balcatra) [8.38 pm]: Mr Deputy Speaker, as I ruse, I noted that the
LeaderT of the House cringed. Am I not allowed to stand and speak if I want to speak -
whether it be for two or three minutes?
Mr CJ. Barnett inruijected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The member for Balcaxtal
Mr CATANIA: If we had done that last year, the member would have jumped up
screaming and shouting. If he wants me to, I will speak for another bloody 30 minutes.
Mr C.S. Barnett: Don't take offence.
Mr CATANIA: I do take offence. I was merely going to agree with what had been done
and support the damn legislation.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Thank you. Very gracious of you.
Mr CATANIA: Members opposite are an ungracious, lousy, terrible looking mob and if
it were not for the bow tie worn by the Treasurer, I would call them ugly.
When we on this side of the House were in Government, we pushed for many
concessions with the Federal Government. We particularly said that the assets test
should be eliminated to ensure that seniors could obtain concessions on local government
rates and charges, and in other areas. It is gratifying, after much lobbying from this side
of the House when in Government, that the very important concession has been granted
to allow partial rebates to seniors who own property in conjunction with people who do
not qualify for rebates in their own right It is a very important concession because, for
example, many widows own properties with their sons and daughters, and previously
they could not obtain a partial rebate. That will now be possible. The concession will be
welcomed by many people who fit into that category. The Federal Labor Government,
which is often criticised by members of this Government, has initiated this measure
which will provide relief for people in that position. I welcome the Bill and I hope it is
the beginning of other measures to provide rebates for seniors in the future.
MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [8.42 pm]: I agree with the position that has been
advanced by my colleague, the member for Balcatt The Opposition supports the
legislation, and I have a couple of observations to make on it. Firstly, the Bill has been
handled very badly. I have received a number of calls at my electorate office from
constituents - I am sure other members have also - who have been in touch with their
local authority making applications and inquiries about their eligibility for these rebates.
They have been told by officers that applications will be accepted, but there is some
doubt about whether they will be pranted. They have also been told that they cannot be
granted until the legislation has passed through the Parliament. Officers Of these
authorities should have been properly briefed, and should have told people that there is
no doubt about the situation and concessions will be granted.
The second observation I make is that this measure is sorely needed. It is ironic that this
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is die delivery of a concession to provide relief for ordinary householders in this State,
which has been initiated by the Federal Labor Government. It deserves credit for this
initiative. I do not want to repeat my earlier comments on another Bill today, but I drew
to die attention of the House that a 30 per cent consumption tax has been applied by die
Water Authority on all householders in the metropolitan area. It can be described in no
other way. The Water Authority has been used to launder money to go into the
consolidated fund. It is a tax imposed on people in this community without any regard
for dicir capacity to pay it. The Opposition supports the legislation, which is a Labor
Party initiative. it is very sorely needed in the community by ordinary householders, and
that need has been exacerbated by the taxing policies of this Government.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Treasurer) [8.45 pm]: I thank members opposite for their
support of the legislation. In reply to the comments of die Leader of the Opposition, I
indicate that die State Government must make a small contribution to the cost of this
concession since the Federal Government does not cover the total cost. I assume the
member for Cockburn was asking why the rebate was not made public earlier. The
simple reason is that the Federal Government would not agree to die final arrangements
until after the latest Premniers' Conference.
Mr Thomas: Which was when?
Mr COURT: I dhink it was in August, and the announcement was made straightaway.
Mr Thomas: As recently as a month ago Water Authority officers told my constituents
that there was some doubt.
Mr COURT: The Government made an announcement as soon as it received
confirmation at die Premiers' Conference.
Mr Catania: Local governments are doing the same thing. There is a lot of confusion
about people's rights.
Mr COURT: There was some confusion for nine months because the Federal
Government had done something without the support of the States. The Federal
Government then said it would temporarily cover die States until 30 June. It was not
until the Premiers' Conference that a decision was made about die assistance die Federal
Government would provide in the years ahead. There was some confusion, and it almost
reached a stage at which die Stats had to rethink their position because there was some
suggestion of the Federal Government going down a different path.
Mr Thomas: It would be worthwhile placing advertisements in the newspapers to inform
people.
Mr COURT: I will examine that suggestion, but I thought die benefits had been outlined
quite clearly.
Mr Tubby: I taought you were against Governments advertising?
Mr Thomas: This is a Federal Labor Government initiative!
Mr COURT: Whose photograph should be attached to the advertisement?
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to die third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Court (Treasurer), and transmitted to die Council.

ACTS AMENDMENT (OFFICIAL CORRUPTION COMMISSION) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 9 September.
MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [8.49 pm]: The Opposition has a dilemma working out its
response to this legislation because, although die Bill will improve the existing
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legislation - the Official Corruption Commission Act - nonetheless it falls far short of
being a desirable response to the situation. The Minister's second reading speech
referred to the report of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Government and Other Matters and the Government's desire to put in place machinery
and legislation which would deal with the question of corruption, within the community.
Thai desire is supported by the Opposition, but unfortunately the Government has not
done that.
The royal commission made some clear recommendations concerning the Official
Corruption Commission and said that other organisations could fulfil its role. In fact, it
recommended replacing the 0CC with another body, under different legislation. I am not
suggesting I endorse the royal commission's recommendations, but they place on the
agenda the notion of a complete review of the organisations in this Stae which should
deal with the question of official corruption. The Government's Bill does not do chat. It
is, for the most part, a reflection of a Bill which was introduced last year by Hon Ian
Thompson following a select committee which was established to examine the Official
Corruption Commission Act. That committee reported prior to the release of the royal
commission's report.
Originally this Bill had its origins in the select committee's report, but that report has
been superseded by the royal commission's report. There is a pattern to this issue. The
Government was tardy in dealing with the serious recommendations outlined in the
second volume of the royal commission's report. This Goverrnent's consideration of
the royal commission's recommendations pertaining to the Commission on Government
is another example of this Government's tardiness. This Government, when in
Opposition, called for a royal commission and sought to make political gain out of it.
However, the Government has either ignored or been tardy in dealing with the positive
recommendations in chat report to change the machinery of government in this State.
This Bill is unacceptable. It will improve the existing legislation, but it should have been
drawn up in the context of a thorough review of the machinery of government which is
available to deal with corruption in this State in accordance with the royal commission's
recommendation.
I will refer to the process which led to this Bill and the appointment of the royal
commission. I had the honour of serving on the select committe which was established
under the chairmanship of Hon Ian Thompson to review the Official Corruption
Commission legislation. It was a most interesting exercise. The committee recived
submissions from all the major players and from members of the public who had views
on corruption in this State. The committee also had the opportunity to travel to the
Eastern States and examine the workings. of the Independent Commission Against
Corruption in New South Wales, which is headed by Ian Temby, and the equivalent
justice commission in Queensland. The model existing in this State is very small and the
committee was able to compare it with the comprehensive, and in some respects
flamboyant, models operating in the Eastern States.
It is very interesting to consider the course which this has taken. The Official Corruption
Commission will probably be pleased that the Government has taken this course and I am
sure it will feel very lucky. It could have felt that its existence was in peril because the
royal commission's report recommended it should be dispensed with. The select
committee recommended that the 0CC be continued and that improvements be made to
the legislation. I am sure that most of the members of the committee will contribute to
this debate this evening and I refer to the member for Geraidton, the Deputy Premier, and
my colleague the member for Noliamara, who unfortunately had to leave because of an
accident involving one of his children, but I understand it is not serious. The members
who served on the select committee will agree that they were involved in an interesting
exercise and they were enlightened by examining the questions. I certainly had not
examined them in detail before that.
The way in which the Official Corruption Commission conducted itself led to the
appointment of a select committee and to this Bill. Members may recall that in late 1991
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the Official Corruption Commissioner wrote to the Premier, the Leader of the Opposition
and the Independent members of this House indicating that there was evidence of
corruption in very high places, but because of constraints upon the legislation the
commissioner was not able to deal with them. Members may recall the debates which
rook place at that time and they led to the notion of creating a select committee. At that
stage the Government did not have a majority in this place and there was a possibility
that the select committee would be chaired by an Independent member with equal
representation from the Government and the Opposition to examine the matters raised by
Mr Justice Wickham, the Official Corruption Commissioner.
The Official Corrption Commission had been established on a motion by Hon Andrew
Mensaros and it was based on a model devised by him which was similar to the New
South Wales model, but much smaller and leaner. The New South Wales model was
based on the Hong Kong model. The notion of an official corruption commission was
put forward by the then Opposition and Independent members; it was not a Government
initiative, although it was accepted by it. It was created by the Government in such a
way that it was beyond its control.
During the dramnatic circumstances that prevailed towards the end of 1991 Mr Justice
Wickham wrote to all members of Parliament about this matter and said that he needed to
have additional powers and unless he was granted them he would not be able to deal with
the corruption in this State which was alleged to be in high places. It was dramatic stuff
and it obviously captured the attention of the newspapers and members of Parliament,
particularly Opposition member. The motion was passed and an interim amendment
was made to the legislation to give the commissioner the power to report directly to the
Parliament.
The select committee was created to deal with Mr Justice Wickham's concerns, as I said
earlier. I was the deputy chairnan of that select committee. We met to hear from Mr
Justice Wickham of all the dreadful things that he was alluding to and his need for
powers in order to deal with them. Basically, there was nothing in it and it was much ado
about nothing. We received submissions from him and from the other commissioners,
but there was no serious suggestion about any sort of corruption in high places that he
needed to deal with or that his powers were limited in such a way that his capacity to deal
with serious corruption was impeded. I feel that Mr Justice Wickhami did not conduct
himself well. He put this Parliament to the trouble of having to create a select committee.
I know he called Ministers out of important meetings, and it turned out that he was
dealing with the most trivial matters. In the representations we received on the select
committee from Mr Justice Wickham to change the legislation, the main matter he
seemed to be concerned with was this requirement to comply with the Financial
Administration and Audit Act
As you will be aware, Mr Acting Speaker, the Financial Administration and Audit Act is
an important piece of legislation applying, as far as I am aware, to all public sector bodies
in this State. The Official Corruption Commission seemed to feel that it should not apply
to it and, in particular, it seemed to be having some difficulty in dealing with it. Quite
frankly, that was a joke. The problem the Official Corruption Commission had in
complying with the Financial Administration and Audit Act was the sort of problem
which could have been sorted our in half a day by a level 2 Treasury clerk. However, the
representations we received from it were that it should be exempt from the requirements
of the Financial Administration and Audit Act. The select committee came to the view
that it should not be and recommended in its report that it should continue to be subject to
it. That recommendation is reflected in the Bill, just as it should be. The select
commite also received representations from other people, and I will refer to some of the
matters raised in those representations in a moment and also when we deal in more detail
with the clauses in Committee. In the course of undertaking that inquiry there were
suggestions from the public and suggestions that occurred to us when we were looking at
parallel bodies in other States.
Towards the end of its inquiries the select committee received a letter from the Chairman
of the Official Corruption Commission in which he made the explicit suggestion that the
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police were corrupt and that he had evidence that the police were going easy, as it were,
which he said earlier on was an inclination and then became a probability. The letter is
quoted on page 22 of the select committee's report. He alleged the police were going
easy on investigating matters of corruption affecting people in high places. That is a very
serious allegation to make and one which obviously reflects on the Commissioner of
Police. Although Mr Justice Wickhiam said it was not the commissioner it obviously
reflects on the commissioner's capacity to run his organisation. Mr Justice Wickham
named another officer and said it was not him either, but he left it quite open. That letter
came to the select committee after the Official Corruption Commissioners had given
evidence to the committee, almost as a footnote towards the end of its deliberations. I
find it quite bizarre, which seems an apt way to describe it, that a person in such a
responsible position should conduct himself in such a way. It is hard to think of a mare
serious allegation than corruption of holders of high public office and the detection of
that corruption made more difficult because the police are effectively colluding with
them. Yet that allegation was made in a light way by way of a letter. When the select
committee asked to have that assertion substantiated, because quite obviously the
committee could not let it go and had to form an opinion and report something about it to
this House, there was nothing more added to his earlier submission. On page 22 of the
committee's report it says -

In view of this response, the select committee had no evidence before it to support
the chairman's probability belief.

We did not accept it was the case, and I believe in the normal course of events a person
holding office such as that of Mr Justice Wickham should not be so loose when making
such serious allegations, and a person who did so would not normally expect to continue
in his office. Subsequently, as we know, the royal commission rmcommended the
Official Corruption Commission should be dispensed with and replaced with another
body. It is perpetuated in this Bill, and Mr Justice Wickham and the other commissioners
can feel quite fortunate that they still have jobs, because in the nirmal course of events
most people would conclude they do not deserve to have them.
To turn to the substantive matters dealt with in the Bill, they are a reflection of the select
committee report, and for the most part they are contained in this Bill as they were in the
Bill prepared by the second committee. That is what would have been dealt with in the
Bill presented to the House by Hon Ian Thompson, but it was not completed by the time
the House rose before the last election. I would like to deal with a number of aspects of
that report and Bill at this stage and in more detail during Committee.
The first aspect was that there should be a parliamentary standing commiree to overview
the operations of the Official Corruption Commission. That is very important. When the
select committee visited New South Wales and Queensland, in each case there was a
select committee which had the job of overseeing the operations of the Independent
Commission Against Corruption in New South Wales and the Criminal Justice
Commission in the case of Queensland. Those committees played a valuable role. There
are two models. In New South Wales the model is one where the parliamentary
committee does not involve itself in operational matters and it has no detailed knowledge
of operations conducted by ICAC; whereas, in Queensland the parliamentary committee
has detailed knowledge of operational matters. We would conclude that the Queensland
model is the preferable one to follow. The seriousness of the information to which the
Queensland parliamentary committee has access is such that it is necessary to have
seemingly draconian powers. I think the members lose their seats if there is a disclosure
of information they have received as members of that parliamentary committee.
I do not think it is necessary to have such draconian laws. It is generally better to have a
parliamentary committee that oversees the operation to have access to broad principles.
It is not necessary to have details on an operational matter. The select committee,
following discussions with the Clerks of this House, recommended that a joint House
parliamentary committee should be constituted by the standing orders of the Parliament
rather than by legislation. There wast an option of constituting the committee in
legislation, but it was felt that was better provided for in the standing orders of the
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Houses. For that reason it did not appear in Hon Ian Thompson's Bill, and that is why it
does not appear in this Bill.
Will the Attorney General indicate the Government's intentions regarding the
recommendation that a select committee be established? It is very important that there
should be a parliamentary committee because there is the potential, and we have seen it
in this State, for organisations like the Independent Commission Against corruption or
the Official Corruption Commission to do a fairly substantial amount of damage to
people, so there is a necessity for them to be overseen. By their very nature, these bodies
must investigate complaints and under this legislation they will be able to investigate
matters of their own motion. In many cases obviously the matters they are investigating
will disclose no wrongdoing or reason for concern. Nonetheless, the simple revelation
chat a person is being investigated by the Official Corruption Commission can do the
person a lot of damage. I remember very well last year, in October or November,
continuous headlines in the newspapers in Western Australia that both the then Premier
and the Leader of the Opposition were being investigated by the Official Corruption
Commission. It subsequently turned out there was no merit in either matter and both of
them were shown to be people who conducted themselves quite properly, but the fact is
chat revelations made particularly about public figures can be very damaging to them. it
is important that there is a parliamentary committee to ensure that the rights of citizens -
not only public figures and members of Parliament but also other citizens can become the
subject of investigations by bodies such as these - ame protected and there is some
provision for protection of those rights in this legislation.
One method is the creation of a penalty for revealing the fact that a matter is under
investigation, and it would be an offence to do at that. That is as it should be because
until a person is charged there is no reason for that to become public knowledge. One of
the matters that were drawn to the committee's attention in New South Wales was a
seasonal adjustment in the number of complaints according to the proximity to local
government elections. In New South Wales a fairly substantial number of the complaints
that are investigated by the Independent Commission Against Corruption are matters
regarding local goverrnment- It is common practice, as indeed it was here at one stage,
for people to place information before the Independent Commission Against Corruption
about their political opponents. That information, of cours, can be quite wrong, but if it
is done a month or two before an election the matter would not be cleared up before the
election was held. Officers we spoke to at ICAC showed us the number of complaints
made about people in local government and the frequency of those complaints increased
markedly when local government elections were coming on. It is possible to damage
people by frivolous or vexatious complaints, and there should be protection against that.
One of the methods of protecting them is that we as legislators must assume
responsibility for protecting the rights of ordinary citizens who might come within the
purview of the Official Corruption Commission orr whatever body might ultimately
replace it.
Another recommendation of the committee that is reflected in this Bill, as it was in Hon
Ian Thompson's Bill - this is one of Mr Justice Wickham's recommendations, and a good
one - is chat the jurisdiction should be extended to cover people who are not public
officers involved in official corruption. There does not necessarily need to be a public
officer involved. In some cases the person involved may not necessarily be a public
officer. Under the old legislation drafted by the late Andrew Mensaros chat is not
covered. The obvious example is a person who offers a bribe under the old legislation.
if a public officer were offered a bribe and accepted it, that person could come within the
jurisdiction of the Official Corruption Commission, but the person who offered the bribe
would not. It makes good sense that they both should be covered. There is the
possibility, and it was also illustrated to us. that if a person offered a bribe to a public
officer and that public officer did not accept it, obviously the public officer would not
commit an offence which would bring him into the jurisdiction of the Official Corruption
Commission. However, as the person offering the bribe was not a public officer there
would be no way that could be followed up by the Official Corruption Commission. That
is undesirable and it is entirely appropriate that the jurisdiction should be extended.
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Another matter thai is contained within this Bill which is the subject of a
recommendation in the select committee report is the requirement to review a decision
not to proceed. Several of the people who made submissions to the select committee
were dissatisfied - complainants, if you like - people who had placed information before
the Official Corruption Commission who believed that something was wrong and should
have been investigated and where the Official Corruption Commission did not agree or
concluded it was not worth following up.
One of the points made to us in New South Wales quite memorably by Mr Temby was
that organisations such as these tended to attrct "the mad, the bad and the sad". People
make complaints and when they are not followed up they feel there is something wrong
and that they have been done an injustice, or that the Official Corruption Commission is
corrupt or whatever. Many of us have had such people coming to our electorate offices
complaining about various matters. Nonetheless, as Mr Temby indicated to us, "the mad,
the bad and the sad" as he called them do come across valid information and do raise
matters chat should be investigated, so one cannot afford to ignore them and the matters
must be investigated.
The committee recommended a review mechanism for organisations such as the Official
Corruption Commission. If a person made a complaint of official corruption, and the
Official Corruption Commission made preliminary inquiries but decided it was not worth
following up. the complainant could ask to have the situation reviewed. The review
mechanism would ensure that a matter worth pursuing would not be overlooked.
An amendment to the Bill relates to preliminary inquiries. Mr Justice Wickham of the
0CC felt that he did niot have the power to investigate - and nor should he. The 0CC
refers mactens to other investigating authorities. The police and other authorities exist to
enforce the law and undertake investigations. The job of the 0CC is to refer matters to
such authorities. We do not propose to set up another Police Force. That should not be
necessary. Mr Justice Wickham felt that because he did Aol have power to investigate, he
could not even make a telephone call when a matter was raised. It was drawn to the
select committee's attention that a complaint could be checked out by a simple telephone
call - that is, a preliminary investigation. Although the select committee did not
recomrmend that the Official Corruption Commission should have exhaustive powers to
investigate, it was considered that the commission should be able to make preliminary
inquiries to form an opinion on whether a matter was worth taking any further.
The committee considered the obligation to report and the duty to report in some cases.
Discussion occurred about who should be required to report or whether there should be
an obligation to report. If a person came across official corruption should that person be
obliged to report the matter to the authorities or even be able to report? The
recommendation of the select committee reflected in the Bill is that there should be an
obligation on chief executive officers to report any official corruption that they come
across within their organisations. Apart from that, there should be the capacity to report
for ordinary officers: that is, not an obligation, but a right. The committee also
recommended the protection of people who provide information to die 0CC. A number
of pieces of legislation in this State impose confidentiality provisions on public officers
in various authorities. The Criminal Code also requires protection of confidentiality by
public officers. From personal experience, I am aware that the State Energy Commission
legislation contains onerous confidentiality provisions. No doubt the Acts that constitute
other public authorities contain similar provisions, to ensure commercial confidentiality
fot trading enterprises, and good government. In some cases chose provisions may have
inhibited people from reporting official corruption. Even if the provisions did not have
any legal effect, people may be inhibited because they believe they are not obliged to
report whereas they otherwise would have. The Bill provides that protection.
Notwithstanding any other legislation, it is legal for people to report official corruption to
the 0CC. The Bill goes further. It provides protection for informants. On occasions,
infornants in organisations may feel inhibited because of retribution or ostracisation
from the organisations which employ them. We should protect those people from
retribution.
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It is interesting to consider the sort of culture and values that can lead to corruption. As
mentioned earlier, the model that most people look at is the Official Comimission Against
Corruption in New South Wales. The original Organisation on which it is based is in
Hong Kong. It is often said that the oriental culture encourages corruption - and there is
an clement of racism in that notion - but some cultural values encourage corruption or
make it possible for corrupt practices to be acceptable withi a very small and close
circle. During conversation with officers in New South Wales the opinion expressed was
that one of the values in Australia that can encourage corruption is mateship - the notion
of solidarity within a work force or a circle of friends. An Australian social phenomenon
is the concept that if someone is engaged in a corrupt practice it is wrong to dob them in.
That widely held Australian value encourages people to not report corrupt practices. A
group of people in an Organisation sharing those values may come to share corrupt
practices, and that situation can be perpetuated. Examples are usually quoted from
outside Western Australia - fortunately there is no evidence of the existence of such
practices here - of a culture oif corruption which has had its origins in nature, essentially -
most people would regard that as a desirable social phenomenon - that grows within an
Organisation and is perpetuated from generation to generation. As one group of people
leaves, another comes in; there is a clean transfer and those practices and values are
passed on to the new people who come to work in the Organisation. Sometimes we look
at other countries - usually Hong Kong - and say that it is part of that country's values to
encourage corruption. In fact, some values in Australia also do that. In some cases they
may be desirable values but it should be recognised that they could perpetuate corrupt
practices within an Organisation.
Another matter which the committee considered, which is partially dealt with in this
legislation and which is the subject of a recommendation by the royal commission, is the
whistleblower legislation. I mentioned earlier that there is provision in the Bill for the
protection of informnants and people who place information before the Official Corruption
Commission. There are often calls for separate whistleblower legislation. I think we
need to consider whether the provisions in this Bill, or similar provisions in a later Bill if
the 0CC is ultimately superseded by another Organisation, are adequate or whether there
is a need for whistleblower legislation. We need to be careful about this because there is
often a dramatisation of the role. People are encouraged to make frivolous or vexatious
complaints, particularly if they feel such legislation gives them protection. Those of us
who were here last year will recall that there is an Organisation known as Wbistleblowers
Anonymous based in Canberra which reckoned it had evidence that someone in this
Parliament was committing sexual assault as a corrupt practice because it was said to
involve promises of job advancement. That was a most serious allegation and one that
gained enormous currency in the media. I think it brought every member of this House,
particularly the male members, into disrepute and was a most unfortunate experience for
all of us. Ultimately it turned out that it was a beat up, that the allegations were made by
someone who liked to have his or her namne in the newspapers. There was no evidence of
the practice.
As I said, we need to be careful in providing appropriate protection for people through
machinery such as the Official Corruption Commission that we do not create an
opportunity for people whose motives are not concerned with reporting crime or official
corruption but axe about self-aggrandisement as was the case with the Organisation
Whistleblowers Anonymous - which is a business as far as I can make out - or for
political gain as is the case quite often in local government in New South Wales and, I
suspect here once or twice in the last couple of years. We should be careful that in
providing a mechanism for people to make reports they do not make a report in the hope
that, if the allegations are not proved, they Will stain the reputation of the person about
whom they are making the complaints.
One matter in the select committee report is not dealt with in this Bill. We considered
who should issue the guidelines and educate public sector employees on matters of
official corruption, what equitable standards should be observed and how such matters
should be conducted. The committee recommended to the House that that role should be
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undertaken by the Public Service Commission which we saw as the personnel department
of the public sector which deals with staff development. It seemed to be the appropriate
body. However, I understand the Public Service Commission is to be the subject of a
major restructuring. I would be interested to know which body in Government will
undertake the role recommended by the select committee for the Public Service
Commission. The most important way of managing the possibility of corruption is
through education programs to make officers of the public sector aware that it is not
acceptable to engage in corrupt practices and to create a value system where such values
are not shared within the public sector workplaces. The Independent Commission
Against Corruption in New South Wales carries out that role. I cannot remember the
precise number but employees of that organisation conduct education programs in the
workplaces around the public sector generally.
Mr Bloffwitch: It was a fairly big section of ICAC, wasn't it?
My THOMAS: Yes. As I said earlier, the Opposition is in a bit of a dilemma on this Bill.
Notwithstanding the claims made in the Minister's Second reading speech it does not
believe that the Government is dealing with this matter in the best way possible. As an
author of the select committee on official corruption report, I support the Bill. In fact, I
was involved in drafting it. I recognise also that the royal commission report in volume
two recommended that the Official Corruption Commission as we know it should be
superseded. I think that also supersedes our report. It means that the whole smructure
needs to be looked at again.
As I indicated earlier, I have some reservations about the suitability of some of the
personnel involved as demonstrated in the select committee process. This could be an
opportunity to look again niot only at the structure but also at the personnel.
It is interesting to put the whole thing into context When the select committee visited
New South Wales, it found that substantial sections of Government departments had been
found to be corrupt. In Queensland, it was public knowledge that the highest levels of
the Police Force and other departments were involved in widespread corruption. It is
interesting that there is no evidence of that in this State. Last year, the royal commission
reported that there was very little evidence of corruption in this State. The select
committee inquiry was not charged with finding corruption; it was charged with looking
at the adequacy of the Official Corruption Commission. However, representations made
to our inquiry indicated that there was not a lot of official corruption in the State. By its
nature, corruption tends to be covert, and perhaps the members of the select committee
were not good investigators and did not find it. However, [ do not think that is the case
and I was very pleased to find that nobody camne forward with suggestions of widespread
corruption in any departments in this State.
This Stare certainly needs to have some sort of organisation such as the Official
Corruption Commission in place or an alternative as recommended by the commission.
From time to time there will be instances when ad hoc inquiries into organisations of that
nature will be required. To the extent that the select committee was able to discern these
matters, there did not seem to be any evidence of any organised or systematic official
corruption in this State. That is very gratifying and I anm very pleased it is the case. I
want to deal with a number of matters in more detail, but it would be more appropriate to
do so clause by clause at the Committee stage.
MR BLOFFWITCH (Geraldton) [9.40 pm]: I pay a tribute to Mr Wayne Mann who
gave the select committees on official corruption a great deal of assistance with both the
first report and the second report- Unlike the member for Cockbumn, I believe the
commission has done a relatively good job. I notice that the member mentioned the No 1
recommendation of the royal commission that the Official Corruption Commission
should be subject to the provisions of the Financial Administration and Audit Act When
I was a member of that committee, I understood the commission did not want to be
subject to that Act because it was a one man show, with a full time secretary, and it did
not have any other staff. Once staff were seconded to it from the Treasury, it had no
further problem complying with that Act When addressing the committee the
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organisation did not have that staff and, as it did not handle any money at all - funds were
used mainly for salaries and were paid from other departments - it saw no need to comply
with the provisions of the FAA Act. The conmmittee said that if an exception were made
in one case, more and more cases would arise, and that the organisation should be subject
to it. I was pleased when Treasury seconded a person to that organisation to do the
accounts, and I do not think that problem now exists.
The general feeling that there is very little official corruption in Western Australia results
from this State not having a section 11; that is, an obligation for chief executive officers,
under threat of committing an offence, to report any corruption of which they become
aware. I was told in New South Wales and Queensland that the majority of corruption
cases were reported as a result of the provisions of section 11, and that 95 per cent of
allegations were made by CEOs in the Public Service. Not only is there no requirement
in the Act for people to report corruption, but also the public servants are in the awkward
position of being subject to secrecy ajeements because of the confidentiality of the
information with which they deal. The Official Corrption Commission Act needed the
power to absolve these people of any wrongdoing if they reported incidents of corruption.
If a public servant sees something corrupt going on, he is in a dilemma because he is
obliged not to disclose the details of any information available to him through his
employment. Therefore, he is not sure of the safety of his position. I am pleased that the
amendments proposed in the legislation will resolve that problem.
I must say I was disappointed with the comments made by the royal commission because
I felt it had taken no notice of the committee's recommendations. It felt there was very
little corruption and came to the same conclusion as the committee. When I go through
the royal commission report, I can see only one item which has not been addressed in the
amendments before the House. What are the differences between the Official Corruption
Commission as proposed in the Bill and the one the royal commission recommended?
The royal commission said that whistleblower legislation was necessary. The fears of the
member for Cockburn regarding frivolous use of such access are unfounded because such
claims will be made subject to the amended legislation. This matter is being handled in
an expert manner. The legislation provides protection to anyone who gives evidence
before the Official Corruption Commission, and a fine of $8 000 or two years'
imprisonment is involved. This will ensure that there is no detrimental effect to a
person's career or his or her harmony in the workplace.
I am at a loss to understand why the royal commissioners were so unimpressed by this
legislation. I can understand why they were unimpressed with the OCC's original Act
As the review committee discovered, it had many shortcomings but these have been
addressed in this legislation. The committee was unanimous in its decision that many
things needed to be done. Everyone to whom the committee spoke acknowledged this
fact. I do not know why the member for Cockburn has trouble supporting this Bill. It
will establish a select committee or a joint House committee, depending on the way it
goes, to monitor the provisions of the Bill to see whether they are sufficient. I accept the
member for Cockburn's comments that it may reach the stage that the corruption
commissioners will not be able to operate on a part time basis, as is currently the case.
However, surely that is the role for the select or standing committee? The evidence
before us at the moment is that very little evidence of corruption is being brought forward
to the commission. Decisions can be made by the committee when evidence is presented
to it.
I have been through the Bill and read the royal commission report, and the only aspect
we have not covered - which I am sure will be a priority of the committee - is regarding
the power to seek evidence from various parties. If the corruption commissioners have
trouble obtaining documents or evidence, they can produce a letter to the Parliament
outlining the situation. Mr Wickham did that to bring the original problems to light. The
select committee considered those deficiencies. That procedure seems slow and
cumbersome, and perhaps a penalty should apply as the royal commissioners said. In
that case, people will be penalised if they do not produce evidence. In time it will be
seen whether that is needed and the select or standing committee will have the power to
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come back to the Parliament to request such a penalty. I have a great deal of confidence
that this Bill will go a long way to giving the corruption commissioners the power sought
by the royal commissioners.
I will not repeat the matters raised by the member for Cockburn as he gave a very good
explanation of the recommendations and action taken by the review committee. I
compliment the Attorney General for this Bill which addresses the concerns raised by
that committee. It certainly makes it a stronger piece of legislation. I will be interested
in the outcome of the clause which provides that chief executive officers must report
suspected official corruption. Other public servants will be able to report suspected
official corruption on a voluntary basis. This Bill will go a long way to achieving what it
sets out to do.
It is important that an effective education program is inipleniented'so that public servants
will be able to identify areas where there is official corruption. The public servants will
be afforded the protection of this legislation. I support this Bill.
MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [9.52 pm]: I acknowledge that the two previous speakers
were members of the select committee of which I was a member. We undertook these
two select committees which led to the Binl before the House. The workings of those
committees were worthwhile and they gave me a greater understanding of the issues
involving the Official Corruption Commission and the problems it ties to address. The
working relationship between members of those committees was harmonious and it was
centrd very much on the task that they had been set. We put our minds to addressing the
issues to try to determine the best solutions.
The history of the development of the Official Corruption Commission must be
considered if one is to understand where we are today, as opposed to where we were at
the time the select committees were established. The member for Geraldton raised a
couple of points relating to this issue. He said he was not happy that the
recommendations of the select committee had not been taken up in the recommendations
of the royal commission. To some extent I share his view, but I add that I do not expect
that either the committee got it right and the royal commission got it wrong or vice versa.
However, there is a need for a review of both the recommendations put forward by the
select committees of the Legislative Assembly and the recommendations of the royal
commission so that we might put forward proposals which recognise the totality of what
is involved in tryig to address matters of corruption. T'hat is where I have problems
with this Bill.
The second point the member for Geraldton made was that this Bill largely reflects the
recommendations of those two select committees. He suggested that that being the case,
why did the previous speaker express some reservations about this Bill The reason I
have some reservations about this Bill is that dines have changed and we should be
looking at a wider range of issues rather than those which were addressed by the select
committee.
One must acknowledge that politics is being played with this Bill. That is something
which did not enter into the workings of the select committees and which we as members
very much appreciated. The whole issue is now being used for political purposes. I can
substantiate that claim when I look at the Notice Paper and rind that the Commission on
Government Bill was the ninth Bill intoduced by this Government and it was introduced
on 8 July this year. The Bill we are now debating is the twenty sixth Bill introduced by
the Government, but it was introduced two months after the Commission on Government
Binl on 9 September. We are dealing with a Bill which is much more limited in the way
in which it addresses areas of corruption. We should be bringing forward the debate on
the Commission on Governent Bill so that it can review the recommendations
contained in the royal commission report and take on board the recommendations put
forward by the select committee. The Parliament would then be in a position to make a
judgment following the considerations of the Commission on Government.
The Government is using the recommendations of the select committee to bring forward
a Bill which will somehow take the heat off the fact that it does not wish to address the
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range of issues which will have to be taken up by the Commission on Government. The
royal commission clearly made recommendations covering this specific area.
Mr Bloffwitch: That is unfair. Had we had the report ready we would have presented it
to the Parliament last year. All the members of the committee were anxious because the
commission had been waiting two years for a change to its powers. Given what you are
saying, surely we should be at least giving it what it has been waiting for.
Mr KOBrELKE: I obviously did not express myself very clearly because the member for
Ceraldton did not take up the point I was making. The Commission on Government Bill
which addresses the range of Government activities and possible corruption was
introduced two months before the eml we are now debating. This Bill has been in the
Parliament for a much shorter time, yet it suits the purposes of this Government to bring
it on for debate now to try to hide the fact that it is running away from doing anything
about the Commission on Government. That is the difficulty I have with this legislation.
I do not have any difficulty with the detailed content of it and the member for Cockburn
covered that aspect very well in his contribution to the debate. This Bill is a good
response to the problems which have arisen in the functioning of the Official Corruption
Commission. However, it is an excuse by this Government to not look at the wider range
of issues that the royal commission suggested should be addressed. This Government,
when in Opposition, pushed the Commission on Government Bill aside and did not wish
to deal with it. it has been in Parliament for several months and it still finds it necessary
to leave the Commission on Government eml well down the Notice Paper.
I will briefly outline the history of the Official Corruption Commission. In the 1980s and
prior to that a range of royal commissions were established in response to growing public
concern about corruption and various problems in not only Western Australia, but also
other States and at a national level. This led to the establishment of bodies such as die
National Crime Authority, the Queensland Criminal Justice Commission) the New South
Wales Independent Commission Against Corruption and the Official Corruption
Commission in Western Australia. In 1988 this Parliament enacted the Official
Corruption Commission Act and established the commission. Since then, the Western
Australian Government established the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Government and Other Matters. The Official Corruption Commission Bill was
introduced in 1988, wher wtere was obviously a lot of political contention about the
extent of corruption in tht; State and about the mechanisms that were available to address
that perceived or real problem. That lugislation was cobbled together very quickly, put
through this Parliament, and enacted. Clause 14 of that Bill required that the Act be
reviewed by the Minister after the expiry of two years from its commencement.
Tt--cfore, that review should have been undertaken in 1990. flat review was under way
wl'm this Parliament established the Select Committee on the Official Corruption
Ctmmission Act in November 1991. Up to that date, the Official Corruption
I)mrnission had been seen clearly as just a mail-box for complaints of possible official

,.irnzption. It had no investigative powers. It was a small organisation, with a small
budget, arnd it was seen as providing a means whereby people could make complaints
about official corruption if they feared that they did not have any other access through the
system, as perhaps a senior officer in a department in which they worked was involved in
corruption and it was very difficult to report that through the organisational structure of
that department. They may have been complaints about the police, where the
complainant was not willing to take that complaint to the Police Force. They may have
been allegations of corruption at senior levels in Government, where there was a
perception by some people that their case would not be heard properly and justice would
not be done. Therefore, the role of the Official Corruption Commission was to be an
independent body which could take on board those complaints, protect the confidentiality
of the complainants, as far as was necessary, and pursue matters through the existing
investigative structure. The commission was not itself an investigative body. it had a
limited role when it was originally established.
The Official Corruption Commission Act was amended in December 1991 to allow the
commission to report to the Parliament. Again, that amendment arose out of a politically
contentious issue at the time and was put through the Parliament hastily.
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The terms of reference of the Select Committee on the Official Corruption Commission
Act were to take up the review which was under way and investigate whether the Official
Corruption Commission was able to fulil its role of addressing accusations of corruption
in this State. The committee had the power to make recommendations about the
expansion of the powers of the commission or its mode of operation. The select
committee reported in March 1992. Following its report, a further select committee, the
Select Committee on the Official Corruption Recommendations, was formed in May
1992. That committee reported in September 1992. 1 mention those dates because the
royal commission handed down Part U of its report in November 1992, clearly following
all of the work that had taken place by those two select committees. Therefore, those
select committees were working at a time when they were aware of the issues before the
royal commission but were not aware of what recommendations it would make about the
structure and systems of government which were to be put in place to better address any
complaints of official corruption. Those comnmittees were working on a limited frame of
reference. They were not addressing the whole range of issues which the royal
commission had before it. The royal commission cost $3O0m and had a large bank of
resources behind it in order to look at the range of Government activities and possible
official corruption.
That being the case, I return to the comments made by the member for Ceraldton. It
would serve us better if we allowed the Commission on Government to take up the good
recommendations of those select committees, along with the recommendations of the
royal commission, arid give a reasoned argument about why one set of recommendations
might be preferable to the other. I obviously lean toward the recommendations which are
now contained in this Bill; I put that on record. I see that as being the better way to go.
However, given that we spent $30m on a royal commission, we owe it to the royal
commissioners to at least give serious consideration to the recommendations which they
made in Part H of their report. I do not have time now to go into those recommendations,
but they are quite different from, and in some respects go a lot further than, what is
contained in this Bill.
We need to ensure that we have an integrated approach across the whole of government
to matters of official corruption. We cannot put in place just one body, small or large,
leave it up to it, and have an effective system which can minimise the potential for
official corruption and, where it exists, can effectively detect it and rip it out, because the
complexity of government these days requires a total approach.
A range of officers are already in place to deal with matters of official corruption. The
Parliamentary Commissioner, the Ombudsman, already has as one of his major duties the
investigation of matters involving the police. People often suspect that, if corruption
does occur, the police are involved. The information that came before the select
committee indicated that there were pockets within the Police Force where there was a
propensity or possibility for corruption to occur. We have to take into account how the
role of the Parliamentary Commissioner would fit in with the Official Corruption
Commission. It was evident during the workings of the select committees that there had
been a bit of a disagreement or standoff between the Parliamentary Commissioner and
the Commissioner for Official Corruption because they each saw a particular area as their
own patch. We will not achieve an efficient system which tackles corruption if we have
areas of overlap and disputation about who has what responsibility. We certainly do not
need demarcation disputes between the various organisations that ame trying to root out
any corruption in our system of government
The Director of Public Prosecutions is another independent officer who has a role to play
in matters of official corruption. People can take complaints direct to the DPP, or
complaints can flow through the normal channels, whether through Police Department
investigations or the existing Government structure. The Public Service Commissioner
also has a clear responsibility, not only for the efficient functioning of Government
departments and agencies but also to ensure that there is no corruption. T1herefore, we
need to include in this network the Public Service Commissioner. The Auditor General
addresses a range of accounting matters, and his audits may indicate whether proper
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processes are being followed. There is a clear link between that type of oversight or
accountability and the area of corruption. A whole range of Government officers have a
role to play in minimising and rooting out any corruption that might exisL We must
ensure that we do not have disagreements among those officers. There must be a very
clear direction to each of them in the role they play.
I tur to one aspect which is not contained within this Bill, which I think is absolutely
crucial to its working and is contained in the recommendations of the Select Committee
on the Official Corruption Commission on which this Bill is clearly based. That is the
second recommendation, that there be a select committee on the Official Corruption
Commission, and it was suggested that it should be a joint standing committee. The
possibility that a joint standing parliamentary committee could be established under
legislation was considered, and the recommendation that came forward was that it would
be better set up by the normal processes of Parliament rather than a special piece of
legislation. For that reason we do not find it in this Bill. The establishment of such a
committee is absolutely crucial if the Official Corruption Commission is to work well
and the other agencies within Government arm to complement each other and not cross
over each other or get in each other's way.
I will make a few comments about why I see that committee being So important. The
recommendation suggests that its role should be to monitor the performance of the
commission and to consider and report to Parliament on issues affecting the prevention
and detection of official corruption in the public sector. The monitoring of the Official
Corruption Commission was clearly not to extend to operational mactens. We found
when we visited the CJC in Brisbane that that parliamentary committee involved itself in
the oversight of some operational matters. That is the only parliamentary committee in
Australia which takes on that very onerous role. Because of the necessity of
confidentiality in such matters, stringent penalties are attached to the members of that
parliamentary committee. I do not think it is appropriate that we as members of
Parliament should have hanging over us those sorts of penalties if we should make a slip-
up on matters which come before that committee. Obviously, there could not be a
committee with an overview of operational matters without a way of ensuring that
members did not at any time use or abuse the information placed before it. Therefore,
they are in a very difficult position because they get involved in operational matters. The
National Crime Authoity has a committee of the Commonwealth Parliament that
oversees the National Crime Authority. That committee and the parliamentary
committee of the New South Wales Parliament which oversees ICAC do not have that
power. The history of the relationship between those bodies and parliamentary
committees has been rather stormy, but the fact is that they must remain removed from
any operational matters. That is clearly the recommendation contained in this report. By
undertaking a monitoring role we can ensure feedback from the various Governiment
agencies and the public generally as to how they perceive the workings of the Official
Corruption Commission.
The other part of the recommendation is that the standing committee should monitor all
public sector agencies to assess the effectiveness of agency corruption prevention
programs. That is a crucial role that can be played by the parliamentary committee and
would complement the role [ indicated earlier of montrg the performance. There
could be established an educational unit within the Ofica Corruption Commission
similar to ICAC's in New South Wales.
Some people might think that ICAC goes too far, because at the Royal Show its staff
handed out brown paper bags, indicating that people should stamp out corruption. They
distribute to schools rulers that have marked on them "ICAC. Rule out corruption".
There are rubbers which they hand out which say "Rub out corruption" which they give
to schools. So ICAC has mounted a mammoth educational campaign to try to educate
the public about what they can expect in terms of standards and what might be
considered corruption. Some people might agree that the definition of corruption it uses
went too far. I think a victim of that is former Premier Greiner, who was caught up in a
system which he actually established and which perhaps did not do justice to him. My
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personal opinion is chat Mr Greiner is a man of integrity, and from my knowledge of
things I would not see him as a man guilty of corruption, but that is what happened
through an investigation by the New South Wales ICAC.
This parliamentary committee could foster education through the public sector. and have
a range of monitoring programs looking at Government departments and agencies and
seeing what provisions they have to educate their staff and officials as to the standards
expected, and how they might ensure the whole procedures and strcture of a particular
department are open and accountable. In those circumstances it is less likely that
corruption would occur. That is quite a proper role for a standing parliamentary
committee to take up.
The other recommendation suggests that the standing committee should address areas of
overlap between the commission and other bodies with responsibilities in the ani-
corruption area to avoid unnecessary duplication and to encourage cooperation between
such bodies where it is mutually beneficial. That is something I alluded to earlier.
Where there are two independent Government officials who somehow have a problem
with regard to an area of responsibility, the parliamentary committee could play a key
role in trying to address that problem. At one level it may be sufficient through the
chairman of the committee and the Ministers responsible for a particular department to
come to an arrangement, so there is a clear demarcation and different types of programs
for cooperation between those authorities or independent commissioners. In other cases
it may be there is a legislative problem with the overlap or duplication between various
officers, whether it be the Ombudsman, Director of Public Prosecutions or Official
Corruption Commission. In cases like that the parliamentary committee would be very
well placed to make recommendations to Parliament, saying that it needed to look again
at the legislation for the Official Corruption Commission in order to provide for the
anticorruption processes to work more efficiently. The joint select committee can play an
important role in ensuring that legislation of this type serves the interests it is set out to
cover.
Finally, Wr Acting Speaker, if I could come back to a brief overview of this Bill, without
patting ourselves on the backs too hard, I think the committee did a good job in facing up
to the limited issues that were put before it. The Bill before us this evening largely
reflects the best efforts of that committee to come up with a workable solution within
those linited parameters. The world has moved on, and we are not back where we were
a couple of years ago when there was a royal commission pervading the media and
seemingly dominating everything in this State and when this little select committee was
working away reviewing just one small Government agency which had an important part
to play in the whole process. We are beyond that. We have spent $30m on a royal
commission and have a whole range of bodies covering the matters investigated by that
royal commission. We have part U of the royal commission report which makes a range
of positive recommendations for addressing the function of government and reducing the
possibilities for corruption.
We have a Bill to implement a Commission on Government, one that was brought before
the Parliament last year and thrown out by this Government when it had the numbers in
Opposition in another place. We have seen this Government reintroduce this new,
watered down version of the Commission on Government Bill. That Bil was brought
into this Parliament two months before the legislation which we are debating here
tonight. One can see what are the tactics of the Government. This Government is
bringing forward this Bill to avoid taking up the issues contained in the royal commission
report, which the Commission on Government Bill seeks in a watered down way to
address.
This Government will not only water down what it warnts to do with the Commission on
Government but also it has put before us a Bill which addresses just one minute area
which, in itself, is at odds with the recommendations made in the royal commission
report. The Attorney General indicated that we will see the Commission on Government
Bill within a few days. Given the performance of the Attorney General, I do not take her
word as being worth anything. We will see just when that Bill is brought in and how
much time will be given to debate it, so that we can show up its flaws.
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We have before us this very limited response to the whole range of issues. It is totally
inadequate of this Government to think it can simply shunt aside its responsibilities
required by the royal commission and use this very narrow piece of legislation as some
form of an excuse to say that it is addressing the issues. It is no: addressing the issues of
the royal commission;, it is trying to move away from them. As in so many other matters
relating to accountability, this Government is found to be totally wanting.
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) (10.21 pm]:- I thank members
opposite for their comments, even if some were a bit small-minded. The Bill before the
House is very important. While it covens one aspect of the recommendations of the royal
commission, I would like to acknowledge the foresight of the late Andrew Mensaros and
also the work of the select committee. It can take some pride in the amendments that are
going through tonight in this Bill.
I will take up a couple of matters that were raised. The recommendations of the royal
commission have been addressed primarily. Only three issues were raised, one of which
was by the member for Geralckon about the penalty which is not in the current Bill for
when the Official Corruption Commission requests information in a preliminary
investigation. I will look at that issue before the legislation goes to the Legislative
Council. The other two aspects concerned the widening of powers to deal with improper
conduct and to provide for preventive and protective measures. Puimnarily, and to a great
extent, this Bill addresses the aspects that the royal commission raised. It is very
important in terms of the work done by the select committee. That committee can feel
proud that these amendments are going through to the Official Corruption Commission
Bill. I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Commnitee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Johnson) in the Chair, Mrs Edwardes
(Attorney General) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses I to 3 put and passed.
Clause 4: Long title amended -

Mr THOMAS: Clause 4 amends the long title of the Bill. I realise that it is not a matter
of any great practical significance. Could the Attorney General explain to the Committee
what purpose is served by this amendment? It is not a matter that was dealt with by the
select committee. While it is open to the Government to put forward legislation which
goes beyond that which was suggested by the select committee, I would be very
interested to know what is the Government's motive in changing the long title. The long
tidle of a Bill which constitutes a public authority seeks to outline the role and function
that the authority will perform. The long tide of the Bill in this case has been expanded.
I wonder whether that indicates that the Government sees a changed role for the Official
Corruption Commission which has been described in some places - it is a bit derisory - as
a post box because it does not conduct investigations; it refers matters to other
organisations such as the Police Force to conduct investigations. I wonder whether the
expanded long title indicates that the Governiment sees a changed role for the Official
Corruption Commission in this new legislation. If so, how so?
Mrs EDWARDES: The previous short title reflected the limited way in which that Act
operated and the new tidle reflects the amendments as they are. The short title would be
quite inadequate given the amendiments which am being put forward. The title is far
more accurate now. In picking up on what the member said, I advise that the Bill is not
saying that the Official Corruption Commission will be doing the investigations;
however, it refers matters to persons or bodies to investigate or to take action, or both.
There is no change to its role other than that this longer title reflects the amendments
which are before the Committee.
Clause put and passed.
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Clause 5: Section 3 amended -

Mr THOMAS: Does the fund referred to at the end of clause 5 relate to the fact that the
Official Corruption Commission is subject to the Financial Administration and Audit
Act? How is the Official Corruption Commission complying with the FAAA? The
Attorney General may recall from my speech in the second reading debate and the report
of the select committee that the matter of whether the Official Corruption Commission
should comply with the FAAA was placed before the select committee. The 0CC felt
very strongly that it should not have to comply with that Act. The committee considered
that matter and concluded that it should. Nonetheless, when the committee was
deliberating representations were made by the Chairman of the 0CC that it was not
practical for the Official Corruption Commission to comply with that Act. I presume it
has been found to be practical. Can the Attorney General explain how that will work?
Mrs EDWARDES: The fund is referred to in proposed section 7H{(2). It ensures moneys
appropriated by the Parliament will be credited to an account at the Treasury called the
Official Corruption Commission fund and will be subject to the FAAA.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 6 and 7 put and passed.
Clause 8: Section 7 amended -

Mr THOMAS: When the select committee considered offence. which come within the
jurisdiction of the Official Corruption Commission - because we aidded substantially to
the list of sections of the Criminal Code and thereby enlarged the scope of the
commission considerably - theme was concern at the possibility of invading the civil
liberties of public servants in a way that they might be subject to matters which are
outside their official capacity. For example, one of the clauses of the Criminal Code that
is referred to is theft. If a public servant were a burglar at night there would be no reason
why the Official Corruption Commission would want to be concerned about that. The
only time the Official Corruption Commission should be involved is when the person is
acting in his or her official capacity. Could the Minister assure me that the subclause
enumerating the role of the commission has that effect so the Official Corruption
Commission will not become an alternate Police Force for people employed ini the public
sector, and that its job is to look at wrongdoing within the public sector? A number of
these subclauses refer to matters occwrring in an official capacity, but it is not in all of
them.
Mrs EDWARDES: It is important that the corruption be "in an official capacity." The
whole purpose of an Official Corruption Commission Act is to investigate official
corruption which involves a public official while he or she is acting in their official
capacity. It would not investigate after-hours activities unless they were in the course of
acting in an official capacity.
Mr THOMAS: Paragraph (iii) refers to a schedule of offences. Can the Minister tell rue
whether there is any intention to amend t schedule of offences at this stage or perhaps
at a later stage of the consideration of this Bill?
Mrs EDWARDES: Presently some discussions are ongoing and if there is likely to be an
amendment that would come forward into the upper House and I will advise the member
accordingly.
Mr KOBELKE: Could the Attorney General indicate whether the additional clauses in
the Criminal Code march exactly those of the report of the select committee?
Unfortunately it was some time ago that I looked at this and I cannot recall whether there
are any variations between the additional parts of the Criminal Code that should be
included according to the select committee, and those that we find here. That was an area
on which the select committee spent considerable time. We wanted to ensure, as the
member for Cockburn indicated, that any investigation related to official corruption and
not normal criminal activity, which would be something with which the Official
Corruption Commission would nor need to deal. Officials in a range of various
Government positions may be doing something like fishing illegally which does not
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relate in any way to the office they hold. One of the principles had to be that the person
who was under suspicion or being accused of official corruption had somehow taken
advantage of his position. The committee also looked at the other end, and we can see in
the special case of former Premier Greiner, where the definition of official corruption
was so tight that when he made what people would adjudge as a bad decision and to
some extent improper, it was caught up under the definition of "corrupt". I thought that
was inappropriate. As I indicated earlier, from afar - as I do not know him personally
and I did not agree with most of his policies - I respected him as a fairly straightforward
person of integrity.
Yet we find chat because the New South Wales definition was so tight, when he made a
poor political decision be became caught up in an inquiry by ICAC which found that he
had acted in a corrupt way. One problem is not to cast the net so wide that we catch
things not related to official corruption. However, neither must we make the definition
so stringent that we include a wide range of political activities which must be judged by
the public and not the courts. The definition in the earlier legislation had a small1
loophole in that if a person who was not employed as a public official was intricately
involved in official corruption as an accomplice to a public official involved in that
corruption, chat outside person was not caught by the Act.
Mrs EDWARDES: The schedule of offences is identical to that recommended by the
select committee. The second person, if he is dealing with a public official who is
involved in some form of corruption, is now brought within the terms of these
amendments.
Corruption as defined in the schedule and our definition is totally different from that in
the New South Wales ICAC Act. One of the reasons we are absolutely committed to this
Bill is that we want to ensure that it covers people acting in an official capacity.
Mr Kobelke: Can you elaborate on your understanding of the effectiveness of these
provisions we arc substituting?
Mrs EDWARDES: Not from personal experience but from legal advice I have received,
and that advice was also submitted to the select committee. The amendments are very
much the same as those recommended by the select committee, and the member would
have received similar advice.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 9: Sections 7A, 7B, 7C, 7D, 7E, 7F, 7G and 7H inserted -

Mr KOBELKE: These amendments relate to the commission's ability to report to
Parliament. What is the reason for the rewording, and what effect is that rewording
likely to have?
Mrs EDWARDES: These amendments should make it easier to read and understand the
process of reporting to Parliament; it would appear to involve nothing more than that.
The extra section relates to public disclosure of findings.
Mr THOMAS: The Premier, the Leader of the Opposition and other senior members of
Parliament received correspondence from the Chairman of the Official Corruption
Commission last year to the effect that his lack of capacity to report to Parliament meant
he was unable properly to deal with matters that he was aware of involving official
corruption. As a consequence of that approach the Parliament established a select
committee of which I was appointed deputy chairmnan. The select committee interviewed
the commissioner only to find that his main complaint was that he had to comply with the
Financial Administration and Audit Act although he mentioned a number of other
matters, which were incorporated in the committee's report and are reflected in the Bill.
I found it bizarre that the commissioner should have raised such a serious matter which
saw the Parliament establish the select committee, yet when asked to expand on his
allegations, or implications, he was unable to provide us with any substance to support
his comments. I believe the Parliament was misused in that sense and I felt put out that
the time and energy of parlimentarians had been misused.
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Following his oral submission to the select committee, on 12 February be wrote a letter to
the committee, which I shall read out, as it is significant. He wrote -

As a result of recent evidence before the Royal Commission I would like to add to
my answer as follows:,
This Commission has or has had under investigation by the Police serious
allegations of official corruption.
In the course of those investigations I gained the impression that some police
officers (from high rainldag officers down) might not be sufficiently re solute in
the investigation of persons who are or were in high political office or might be
influenced by such persons - an approach which is not in accordance with the
promise engaged by every poice officer under Section l0oaf the Police Act.

That is the oath police officers take when they join the force. To continue -

This impression has now for me become a probability based on an accumulation
of circumstantial evidence, but bearing in mind that all officers have not been
heard on the matter.
This probability belief does not apply to Commissioner, Brian Bull.
If your Committee considers that the probability might be true then I would
suggest that consideration be given to the creation of an independent body to take
over from the Government (or Minister for Police) the duties of the promotion
and appointment of officers of senior rank and that all officers of police should
ultimately be responsible to this body only (and not to the Minister or
Government) and that the new body be responsible only to the Parliament and to
report accordingly.
It would be necessary that some way be found to exclude Government favourites
from the new body, but the Commissioner of Police must necessarily be a
member of it.
This suggestion should be read with the paragraph (No. 6) in the Discussion Paper
referring to "Protection of the Investigators".

The Official Corruption Commissioner, in a letter to a select committee of this
Parliament, said there is corruption from the highest ranked officers downwards. The
letter was sent to the select committee on 12 February and it was just like a bombshell. It
was a serious thing to say and the commite was just about to write its report. The
committee wrote to the commissioner and asked hinm what evidence he had to
substantiate his allegation. He wrote back and said that it was not Brian Bull and it was
not Les Ayton. He left the other 4 000 policemen under a cloud. He could not provide a
single shred of evidence to substantiate his allegation.
Does the Attorney General think that a person who can make such statements, without
substantiating them, and provoke the calling of a select committee of this Parliament is
capable of holding the position of Official Corruption Commissioner? The select
committee, while trying to find out what powers he needed to get on with his job, found
that he had a problem complying with the Financial Administration and Audit Act. I
seriously suggest that that person is not suitable to hold the office of Official Corruption
Commissioner. This Government has shown that it is capable of engineering people like
Barry Carbon out of his position. Is the Attorney General satisfied with the person who
holds the position of Official Corruption Commissioner?
Mr CATANIA: Proposed new section 7C is about referring matters to the Parliamentary
Commissioner. It states that the commission may in writing refer an allegation relating
to a member of the Police Force or Police Department to the Parliamentary
Commissioner. The royal commission stated that if the commissioner had investigative
powers he could examine something very quickly. If the commissioner has the power to
refer these allegations to the Ombudsman, it will not address the real problems; for
example, the allegation referred to by the previous speaker. The Minister for Police
stated that an independent tribunal will be set up to investigate the allegations against
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members of the Police Force and perhaps the Official Corruption Commissioner should
refer allegations to that tribunal and not to the Ombudsman.
Mrs EDWARDES: Proposed section 7C provides for allegations against a member of the
Police Force or the Police Department to be referred by the commissioner to the
Parliamentary Commissioner. That is the standard practice and procedure which operates
now. The Parliamentary Commissioner actually has the power to investigate those
allegations. It was part of recommendations 3 and 12 of the select comrnittee.
Mr Catania: Will that change?
Mrs EDWARDES: Future changes can be investigated. but I have outlined the present
situation.
I advise the member for Cockburn that the Official Corruption Commission comprises
three members appointed by the Governor on the recommendation of the committee. The
committee comprises the Chief Justice, the Chief Judge of the District Court and the
Commissioner of Police. Therefore, it is independent of the Executive. The legislation
states that the appointments will be made in accordance with the recommendations of the
committee.
Proposed section 7B provides for public disclosure of a commission report where either
House of Parliament approves of that disclosure. Premature disclosures of commission
reports made to Parliament can be prevented by making rules of Parliament under section
12 of the Act or by using, suspending or modifying the standing orders of either House of
Parliament. It does give another form of protection to the point the member made.
Mr THOMAS: I ask the Attorney General whether she considers that the person who
currently holds the position of chairman is a suitable person to hold that position. The
Attorney General said that it was not her decision and that it was up to the committee
which comprises the Chief Justice, the Chief Judge of the District Court and the
Commissioner of Police.
Under the environmental protection Bill which dealt with the restructuring of the
Department of Conservation and Land Management there was an opportunity to change
the personnel of that department. Has the Government given consideration to using this
opportunity to achieve that end with the personnel of the Official Corruption
Commission? I am not suggesting that the commissioner should be appointed by the
Government. The notion of having someone who is completely independent of
Government is a good idea. I wonder whether it is a good idea to have the Commissioner
of Police undertake this role because presumably it is a department which falls within his
responsibility.
The commissioner's behaviour in precipitating the establishment of a select committee
and raising serious allegations against the Police Force and not substantiating those
allegations was bizarre.
Proposed section 7F (5) deals with the duty to notify the commission of possible corrupt
conduct. This proposed section will platce an obligation on the chief executive officers to
report suspected official corruption. Will the Attorney General explain how a person
from each authority will be chosen to report such conduct?
Mrs EDWARDES: Under the existing Act the Governor has the power to remove
members from the commission. I will not comment on the matters raised by the member.
The existing commission has done a very good job, given the limited resources and
powers under which it has been operating for a long time. Under proposed subsection (5)
the principal officer of public authorities is the chief executive officer.
Mr KOBELKE: This clause makes a number of amendments to the Act. The member
for Cockbumn alluded to the problems we could have if the Official Corruption
Commission erred in some way; and because the commissioners ar human, it is possible
that they will make mistakes. Those mistakes may have dire consequences for particular
individuals. We need to ensure that there is some form of redress for such individuals.
However, that is always a difficulty, because we do not want to open up a procedure
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whereby a person who is possibly guilty can simply throw the system amok by utilising
such avenues. It is difficult to find a balance, and if the rights of individuals are to be
upheld under proposed section 7A, we need to provide some protection. One protection
might be the establishment of a joint standing committee of the Parliament so that if an
individual were the subject of a report to the Parliament and there was some concern
about whether justice had been shown to that person, that standing committee could take
up that person's cause without the need to instigate a whole process through the
Parliament. Does the Government intend to move to establish such a joint standing
committee; and, if so, when? It is clearly a recommendation of the reports of the
committees upon which this Hill is based, and it is crucial for the proper functioning of
the Official Corruption Commission.
Mnother way in which to protect the rights of an individual who believed that a report
which had been issued under parliamentary privilege in some way did him an injustice
would be to give that person the right to apply to come before the Bar of the House. That
matter has been spoken about for some time, but presently has not been instigated. We
should look toward providing that form of redress for a person who is named in a report
to this Parliament. That opens up a range of issues in regard to when we should allow
such a person to have access to the Bar of the House in order to try to clear his or her
name.
Theli person who will head up the Official Corruption Commission will not be any
different from the many excellent officers who head up a range of Government
departments and instrumentalities. They are professional people who are committed to
doing a job and have a vision and philosophy about how they can serve this State and
good government in this State. Concomitant with that is all too often a sense of empire
building evident where many officers rise through Government departments and do an
excellent job. One has to praise them for their hard work and recognise their ambition.
They know that in order to advance in the system they need to develop a role for their
department or instrumentality. The real danger is that the Official Corruption
Commission may regard itself as having a broader role than is envisaged in this Bill and
that its pursuit of individual cases may be a way of drawing to the attention of the
Parliament and the public a line of inquiry that it believes it should pursue. One would
hope that such rampant empire building does not occur, but given that we see it in so
many other areas of Government, one cannot discount the possibility. A joint standing
committee of the Parliament would be one way to ensure that that does not occur.
Proposed section 7D) states that the commission may, notwithstanding section 11, consult
the Parliamentary Commissioner or the Director of Public Prosecutions concerning any
allegation. We need to ensure that the relationship between those two officers is
complementary and productive. Departments being what they are, there is always the
possibility that things will not go smoothly. Thec establishment of a joint standing
committee is possibly one way of putting oil on the wheels to ensure that those persons
work well together and achieve the objective.
I again express my profound fear that given the record of this Government, this Bill may
be used as a way of sidestepping a real commitment to establishing a Commission on
Goverrnent, giving it the resources it needs, and, when it reports back to the Parliament,
implementing its recommendations. Therefore, while I see merit in this Bill, I am
concerned that it may be used as an obstacle rather than to help progress the range of
matters that must be addressed that flow from part Il of the report of the royal
commission.
Mrs EDWARDES: Because of the dichotomy of views put forward by the member for
Nollamara, I was not sure whether there was support for the Commnission on
Government. At one stage, the member talked about an extension of its powers, and a bit
later he talked about cutting back its functions. I do not understand the comments that
the member made. Under proposed section 7A, the commission shall, in making a report,
report facts only and shall not express ethical or other opinions; and before reporting any
facts adverse to a person or body, give the person or body a reasonable opportunity to
make representations to the commission concerning those facts. Proposed section 5
39w-2
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identifies the individuals who will bold the position of commissioner. The establishment
of a joint standing committee can be done by resolution of this Parliament. Glauze 14
provides for a person who is a member of the commission to report to any joint standing
committee of the Parliament which is appointed to monitor and review the performance
of the functions of the comuiissio-,., etc.
Mr CATANIA: I did not hear the answer the Attorney General gave to my colleague's
question of whether the commissioner was doing a good job. Could I get the answer
from the Attorney General again? My colleague stated that the commissioner was not
worthy of his place, but I did not hear her answer.
Mrs EDWARDES: I indicated that I was not going to address myself to the allegation. I
do not think it is hrue. I said that given the limited resources and powers of the
commissioners they had obviously done an extremely good job.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Looking through this Bill and at clause 7 specifically, one sees
minimal protection for those people who could be most affected by it and what it intends
to pursue. Those of us who went through the royal commission period - fortunately I was
not one of those brought before it as a witness or who played any other part but observed
it not only from the outside but also by visiting it - saw a system whereby people could
report their views on certain facts. That is what this Bill sets out to do, because one can
report to the Official Corruption Commission verbally or in writing when one thinks that
somebody may be corrupt and not carrying out the duties of their office in a proper way.
It is not a legal system, although we know that penalties are attached. It is not a court of
law, but we are talking about a body where once chose allegations are made it must
detrmnine whether there is any validity in them.
Unfortunately, what we saw throughout the royal commission was that in the pursuit of
s o-called truth a lot of people were damaged for the rest of their lives. There might be
some people who say, "So what?" Let me remind this Parliament that although some of
the key figures are in my mind, I am also very much aware of those people who played a
very small role in the Government and its operations over the las: 10 years. What we saw
during that process, and it appears from this document could see through this similar
process, was that the first thing people knew about any involvement in the royal
commission was a knock at their front door at 4 o'clock in the morning when they were
faced with a police officer or police officers wanting to question them on some role they
may have played, they may have seen or may have been party to. This did not happen
once but on numerous occasions. I know from talking to a number of those people
affected, who were employed as secretaries and in fairly minor positions within
Government, that it was not unusual that once their name was mentioned somewhere
through this whole vast arena of the royal commission, they would be approached not
once or twice but maybe half a dozen times, and questioned over yellow tags on reports.
As I say, there could be a knock on the door at 4 o'clock in the morning; they could be
approached as they were arriving at a school or at a playgroup to pick up their child;- they
could be approached at 10 o'clock at night when they were trying to get their six or 18
month old babies asleep.
Throughout the process of the royal commission the thing that concerned me a great deal
was not only the pursuit of truth but also how individuals were affected, who were
absolutely innocent of any wrong doing but simply worked within a particular
Government department that was under scrutiny by the royal commission. In many
instances they would not be treated as friendly witnesses but as guilty parties. Many of
the people involved in the activities of the investigations that cook place throughout the
period of the royal commission share the view I have just put: Rather than being nreared
as important witnesses there was, rightly or wrongly, a perception of guilt in the minds of
those doing the investigation and that was placed squarely at the feet of those individuals.
A lot of them, young mothers and young women, told me what occurred during the
questioning process. A couple were in their kitchen, and there was a knock at the door at
9 o'clock at night when there were visitors in the house. The police asked if they could
go in and they were questioned in front of their visitors. When they spoke to me weeks
after that event, they could not talk without feeling they were the guilty party, that their
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privacy was invaded and that they had played some guilty role in whatever - I say
"whatever" because unfortunately there was no real method by which those people were
given any warning about the events in which they were supposedly involved.
In the pursuit of truth those people who may be named, who may be a member of
Parliament. a head of department, somebody in charge of stores in a Government hospital
or maybe employed at a State Energy Commission depot - I do not know at what level
people will be accused - receive only the protection afforded by clause 7(A)(3)(b) of this
Bill before investigations are under way. It states -

(3) In making a report under this section, the Commission shall -

(a) report facts only and shall not express ethical or other opinions;
and

(b) before reporting any facts adverse to a person or body, give the
person or body a reasonable opportunity to make representations to
the Commission concerning those facts.

Minister, as with a lot of paragraphs, this does not give me any confidence that people
who will be accused by who knows who of who knows what are going to get much
protection. In fact that clause tells me that an investigation will be well under way; the
Attorney General might like to clarify this.
[Quorum formed.]
Mr MARLBOROUGH: In the investigative processes of the royal commission in many
cases when a name was mentioned and/or it was seen within a very short time to be a key
to the investigation, before that key person was advised or informed or approached, the
damage to his or her reputation had already been done. That occurred in a number of
ways but mainly because the investigative officers had spoken to 20, 30 or 40 witnesses
who may somehow have been involved with a Government department or by
appointment have been attached to a Government department. The first the person
against whom the major accusations were being made knew of the investigation of the
matter was not when the investigation started, not when the investigative officer
approached die person, but somehow through the grapevine that ran up and down St
George's Terrce, when that person heard that other people were being questioned about
his or her activities.
This investigative body of the royal commission would have investigated those activities
with 30, 40 or 50 other people by the time the person heard about it. Royal commissions
are all about taking evidence from witnesses; whether held in the United Kingdom or
Australia, royal commissions are set up not on the basis of finding people guilty; nobody
is guilty under a royal commission. People who come before a royal commission do so
as witnesses, to enable die commissioners to get to the truth. However, people were
treated as if they were a guilty party. They were not necessarily treated as star witnesses
and their reputations were damaged. There is nothing in this Bill that convinces me that
people who have representations made about them by anybody will be given proper
protection. The proper protection that needs to be put in place is that people need to be
advised as soon as possible by the Official Corrmption Commission, not as suggested in
proposed section 7A(3)(b) -

before reporting any facts adverse to a person or body, give the person or body a
reasonable opportunity to make representations to the Commission concerning
those facts.

Those people should be die first who are approached. They should be allowed to know
that they are being investigated. They should be allowed the opportunity of seeking the
proper advice to protect their innocence. They are not guilty on the word of somebody
who simply says that he or she believes them to be guilty. We will have the opportunity
to speak about this matter in some of the other clauses. I see a fair degree of protection in
this Bill for those who are witnesses and who, as witnesses, require protection. Proposed
section 11lB restricts the publication of certain information, allegations or offences where
the proper penalties are put in place, where witnesses may be harassed and/or processes
may be needed.
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I am suggesting that this Bill should give the same attention to those people who are
being accused as is given to the protection of witnesses. It will take nothing away from
the Bill, from the attempt to get at the truth. In fact I suggest that it will add to the Bill.
We should have learned from the royal commission that that level of protection of
witnesses - I suggest for all witnesses until proved otherwise - should be there. It was the
great weakness of the royal commission. Protection was never given to anybody. With
the greatest respect. I cannot find this protection anywhere in this Bill.
Mrs EDWARDES: Most of the matters raised dealt with investigation. The Official
Corruption Commission under these amendments will be able to deal only with
preliminary investigation. In dealing with the preliminary investigation, it will not be
permitted to divulge any matter. Under existing section 11I there is an absolute non-
disclosure of information; therefore, the commission can ask for information but the
officers cannot say why or who; they cannot divulge any operational matter whatsoever.
The scenario that the member painted is not permitted under this legislation.
The member raised another matter about people giving information which may be false
or misleading. A new section 11 will provide for an increased penalty for people who
provide to the commission information that they may know to be false or misleading.
That attracts a penalty of $8 000 or imprisonment for two years. T'here is also a
restriction on publication of certain information or allegations under proposed section
Ie . The member has read out proposed section 7A(3). Under the functions of the

commission in existing section 7(4), where the commission is of the opinion that the
reference to it of a person is not warranted, it shall so inform the person who made the
allegation concerned.
The member has read out proposed section 1 lA dealing with victimisation of persons
assisting the commission. That is important, particularly if we are to be serious about
whistleblower legislation. There iis protection because, firstly, people are prevented from
making the operational matter public. People cannot make that information public in
terms of laying a complaint. Secondly, there is a serious penalty for providing false or
misleading information and the commission may decide not to proceed on a matter if it
does not feel that it is warranted.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 10 put and passed.
Clause 11: Part HIA inserted -

Mr THOMAS: This creates new sections 8A and SB and makes provision for
preliminary inquiries which I referred to earlier. Is there to be a limit on the power to
request documents? As I recall from the deliberations of the select committee those
preliminary inquiries could include picking up the telephone and the relevant department
could provide an explanation easily, whereas the request for documents implies
substantial amounts of documents could be requested and then a preliminary inquiry
becomes a substantial investigation. Should there be a limit to cater for that event? For
example, the chairman advised that the commission had received information about
somebody who was using a car illegally for private purposes. It turned out that a
telephone call to the head of the department would have revealed that the person was
entitled to use the car. There seems to be within proposed new section 8B the capacity to
extend it beyond that.
Mr KOBELKE: Clause 11I allows a public servant to be able to report information to the
Official Corruption Commission and not find himself outside the laws of secrecy that
may apply within the Public Service or that authority. Could the Attorney General
comment on the reach of that provision? I understand there was a technical catch in the
existing law that a public servant who reported a case of public corruption could be found
to have broken the Public Service Act in that they had disclosed information without
having clearance from the senior officer to whom they report. Does this ensure that such
an officer can report to the Official Corruption Commission, and not be found to in any
way contravene the requirements of the employing authority?
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Mrs EDWARDES: In reporting there is no breach of secrecy, and that is provided for,
but in relation to sections 8A and 8B similarly any person who complies with the request
under subclause (1) does hot commit any offence by reason of that compliance; therefore
it is covered. The amendment is essentially the same as that provided by the select
committee. The select committee deliberated long and hard over the aspect of
compulsion. The point the member for Cockburn raises particularly in the request for
documents is that there is to compulsion to provide that amount of material. That of
course is the dilemma which the member for Geraldton raised and that was also raised in
the royal commission report. If there is a request for information and no penalty for not
providing that information, it will seriously limit those investigations. That is something
I will look at between now and when the Bill goes to the upper House and take into
account the member for Cockburn's submission about requests for documents. The
member is talking about its being in writing as against being an oral request, particularly
when there is a penalty involved.
Mr KOBELKE: The select committee's provision would work far better than putting
some penalty into the Act. If a penalty is provided which enables the Official Corruption
Commission to enforce a body or individual to supply information or to respond to their
interrogation we will be setting up a fully fledged investigative organisation and that is
something which was never intended. Within this Bill is the ability for the Official
Corruption Commissioner to report to Parliament on a case where someone refused to
cooperate. If an investigation were taking place within a department and the Official
Corruption Commission had obstacles put in its way in gaining access to files it can
report to Parliament that that agency or department had been less than cooperative. If it
were an individual, again they could report to Parliament indicating that that individual
had refused a reasonable request of the Official Corruption Commission. If it is
concerning only preliminary inquiries considerable power is available to the commission
and there is no need to instigate penalties which would take the commission to a different
level of operation.
Mrs EDWARDES: The member for Nollamara was concerned that we had not picked up
every recommendation of the royal commission. This was one of those
recommendations. They said the 0CC would be given some preliminary investigative
power to request the supply of information; however, because there was no penalty for
failing to comply, this power would at no time be coercive. They saw it as being a
potential problem. The select committee worked through that extensively and I would be
happy to look at it again between now and when the Bill goes to the upper House; but if
the member says we should not now rethink that position or that recommendation of the
royal commission that is something I am happy to comply with as well.
Mr KOBELKE: The Attorney General is confusing two issues. One is the workings of
this Bill in the very limited range of matters which it takes up. That is what I have been
addressing rather than the broader issues taken up by the royal commission. Within the
very limited confines of the recommendations of the select committee and the Bill we
have before us, I have suggested to the Minister that the preliminary investigation which
this intends to make available to the commission is well served by the present clauses and
any move to put in place some power to coerce or fine would not be appropriate. That is,
as we confine ourselves to the limited range of amendments and issues being taken in this
Bill, the wider issue I suggested should be addressed as given in recommendations of part
II of the royal commission report. For the Attorney General to suggest that, because
there is some concurrence of ideas between the royal commission report and what is
contained in this Bill, this addresses what the royal commission recommended, is to
misuse the situation completely. The select committee's report on which this Bill was
based was out approximately two months before part II of the royal commission report,
so obviously one would assume that the royal commissioners would have perused the
recommendations of the select committee.
One would not be surprised if the commission picked up some parts of it, but the royal
commission's report goes well beyond what we have in this Bill. The Government
should not try to skate over that and use the odd concurrence of ideas to say that the Bill
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meets the royal commission's recommendations. The Attorney General's attitude is
supporting what I said earlier, that this Government is most unwilling to take up the royal
commission's recommendations. The Government is using what we have here as a sop to
avoid its responsibilities.
Mrs EDWARDES: The member is absolutely wrong. This clause deals with the Official
Corruption Commission whereas die section I was referring to is an extract referring to
the commission from the second report of the royal commission, not the entire second
report.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 12 and 13 put and passed.
Clause 14: Section 11 amended -

Mr KOBELKE: What undertaking is the Attorney General willing to give that the
Government will move to establish the joint select committee? When I asked her this
question earlier she said that this clause contained a reference to the committee. That is
true, but what I asked was, is there any commitment by the Government to establish a
joint select committee? The fact that the committee is mentioned in this clause does not
determine that it will be established. Further, is it likely that the committee will be based
on die exact recommendations from the select committee report, or will the Government
recommend some alternative form of committee to oversee the activities of the Official
Corruption Commission?
Mrs EDWARLDES: The establishment of any form of committee, particularly a joint
committee of both Houses of Parliament, is something I will not pre-empt, because that is
a decision to be made by this House and the other place. Any initiative to establish a
joint standing committee would have to take place after this Bill was passed.
Mr THOMAS: I am disturbed by the Minister's answer to my colleague's question. The
select committee proposed a joint standing committee as a key part of the operations of
the commission. If the commission is to succeed, a joint parliamentary committee
involving representation of all parties in the Parliament is essential for the proper
operation of this Legislature, which has the responsibility to protect the rights of the
citizens of this State and to ensure we have appropriate bodies to protect against
corruption.
Mr Bloffwitch: We can't demand that there be such a committee; we can only
recommend it.

Mr THOMAS: We are the Legislature and we can move today that there be a committee.
The Minister was a little cute in her choice of words in answering the member for
Nollamara, because he asked quite clearly, is it the Government's intention to create the
committee? The Minister gave a trite answer by saying that the committee would have to
be created by motion of both Houses and she was not prepared to pre-empt the decisions
of either House. But she is a Minister of the Government and the Government has a
majority in both Houses. She has intr-oduced the legislation, which is based on the
recommendations of the select committee, so I would like an unequivocal answer from
her as to the Government's intentions with this committee that was recommended be
established.
Mrs EDWARDES: The select committee did recommend that a join: standing committee
be established to oversee the operations of the commission to ensure that it operated
according to the Act and to recommend changes to improve its effectiveness. It is
technically correct that the Government could introduce a motion to establish a
committee but it is also technically correct that the Government cannot create such a
committee; that decision is one for both Houses of Parliament.
As we saw with the uniform legislation committee, the Legislative Council does not
support the establishment of joint committees and has not supported their establishment
for quite some time, given the number of standing committees it has and the small
number of members in that House. However, as with the uniform legislation committee,
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it has been possible to arrange for the Legislative Council's Standing Committee on
Legislation to liaise with and sit with our own committee to deal with various matters. I
do not know whether the Legislation Committee of the upper House is the appropriate
committee to be involved in overseeing the activities of the Official Corruption
Commission, but that is something we can work out once the Bill has been passed by
bath Houses.
Mr KOBELKE: The Attorney General is painting a very particular picture by her
response to my very straightforward question, and I think Hansard will show that the
wording of my question was very carefully chosen. I did not ask whether the
Government would create the committee but whether it would move to have a process
put in place so that such a committee was established. Since I have been in Parliament I
have been a member of half a dozen different committees and I know, as the Attorney
General knows, how they work; they are established only if they have the support of the
Government of the day. Any problems with the upper House are largely illusory or used
as an excuse to avoid doing things the Government does not want to do.
I moved some years ago to establish a joint select committee to review the State's
Constitution, and there was no problem with that. The work of establishing it was done
by me and other members. We spoke to members on both sides of the Chamber, both in
this place and the other place, and we were able to get agreement between the parties. It
got the nod from the Government and it went ahead.
In this case a select committee report has been taken up by the Government and it has
introduced a Bill which largely reflects the recommendations in that report. A key part of
that report was the establishment of a joint standing committee of this Parliament.
Surely, when the Cabinet gave the nod to the drafting of this legislation, it decided
whether such a committee would be established. I cannot see how it could have been
otherwise unless Cabinet was derelict in its duty and went off half cocked. A decision
must have been made to agree to a committee, to oppose it or to do something in
between.
It is sophistry for the Attorney General to suggest chat on some technicality the
Government cannot create this committee. This committee can be established only if it
has this Governent's support. The Attorney General, in avoiding the question, gives
further rise to the suspicion that the Government is not serious about this eml and is
running it up as an excuse for not implementing the Commission on Government Bill. it
is mentioned in this legislation that such a committee could be established. The
Governiment has either left it in the legislation to mislead people or it has made a
commitment. It cannot have it both ways. Perhaps the Government overlooked the
wording in the Bill or it has made a decision to move a motion so that the Parliament can
establish a committee. As I suggested, this playing around is merely sophistry and I hope
the Attorney General will take my anger seriously and give an honest and open answer to
the question. If not, we will form an opinion on what the Attorney General is trying to do
by not giving a straightforward answer.
Mr THOMAS: I emphasise the points I made earlier and reinforce the comments made
by the member for Nollamara. The word "sophistry" is an accurate description of the
Attorney General's reply. Alarm bells are ringing for me. I do not know whether the
Deputy Premier is following the debate, but he was a member of the select committee
which recommended this Bill and the creation of a select committee to oversee the
operations of the Official Corruption Commission. I am sure he would agree, from what
he saw in New South Wales and Queensland, that the select committee is a key element
of accountability.
Mr Cowan: Will you at least recognise that at the time this issue was discussed I made it
clear that a select committee was the responsibility of the Parliament and was not
something which needed to be given statutory force?
Mr THOMAS: The members of the select committe recommended, in consultation with
the Clerk, that the proposed select committee not be constituted by an Act and that it be
constituted by a joint committee of the two Houses. Nonetheless, it is a key component.
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I am not arguing whether it should be in the Bill, but that it should be created. The
member for Noilamara and I ame becoming alarmed because the Attorney General is
trying to fudge the issue. She was asked in very clear terms whether it was the
Government's intention that a joint select committee should be created to oversee the
operations of the Official Corruption Commission.
Mr Cowan: I made it clear chat it is not a question that needs to be put to the
Government; it is a question that needs to be put to the Parliament.
Mr Kobelke: You can do better than that.
Mr THOMAS: Yes, he can. Is it the Government's intention to introduce a motion? We
know it will not be passed unless it has the Government's support.
Mr Pendal: What does the Bill say?
Mr THOMAS: It says nothing; it is silent except chat this clause provides thac divulgence
of information to such a committee would constitute a breach of the confidentiality
provisions in the legislation. My colleague asked the Attorney General to confirm
whether it is the Government's intention to create this committee. I cannot emphasise
too strongly how important the committee is to ensure accountability by the commission.
The commission has very substantial powers and a substantial capacity to inflict great
damage on people. It is the responsibility of the Legislature to oversee the operations of
that commission.
When the members of the select committee visited New South Wales and Queensland,
one of the things our parliamentary colleagues in both those jurisdictions emphasised was
the importance of the parliamentary committees which oversee the commissions in those
States. Nick Greiner would be able to give some very strong advice.
Mr Cowan: That has not stopped the investigation of members of Parliament. Every
member of Parliament who has been investigated by the New South Wales Independent
Commission Against Corruption has subsequently been cleared of the allegation or
finding made by it. The sort of parliamentary committee you are talking about has had
no impact whatsoever on any of those issues.
Mr THOMAS: We do not know that.
Mr Cowan: We do know that because the evidence is there. ICAC undertook an
investigation and reached a finding. The finding was published, it was appealed and it
was knocked over every time. There has never been any mention of what the
parliamentary committee might have done.
Mr THOMAS: We do not know what would have happened if it had not been there. The
Deputy Premier would agree from our investigations of the New South Wales and
Queensland commissions that it is a critically important part of the system.
Mr Cowan: I am trying to say that I do not think it is. I thought it was useless.
Mr THOMAS: The Deputy Premier's name is on the report which recommends the
creation of a select committee. I did not think he would put his name to a report which
recommended the creation of something which he thought was useless.
Mr Cowan: I am a great lover of peace and harmony.
Mr THOMAS: This organisation has the capacity to harm people and therefore the
Legislature has a responsibility to ensure that chat does not happen, and that was the view
of the select committee.
Mr Cowan: You are now making the assumption that this is ruled out. You should stop
making that assumption and be more positive in your outlook. You should be saying that
at the first opportunity after this legislation has been assented to you will ensure a
committee is appointed. You are the man to do chat.
Mr THOMAS: I really would like to have faith in members of the Government to
support that. However, when I asked the Attorney General whether she will give an
assurance that the committee would be created she said it was not up to the Government
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to create it, it was up to the Parliament. Members opposite can understand why I amn
alarmed and I know that it is what my colleague, the member for Nollarnara, described as
sophistry. I can think of a more unkind word to describe it.
I asked the Deputy Premier, who over 12 months ago was, together with me, the author
of a report -

Mr Cowan: I was not the author and neither were you.
Mr THOMAS: Our names are on the bottom of that report.
Mr Cowan: Exactly. You like to see a bit of peace and harmony too.
Mr THOMAS: I do not usually sign something unless I agree with it, and I hope that is
the Deputy Premier's policy; I am sure it is. However, when I ask the Deputy Premier, as
the second most senior person in the Government whether it is the Government's
intention - let us get the terminology right; the Government cannot create parliamentary
committees - to introduce a motion to do it, and I get some sort of evasive answer, I am
very concerned, because the one thing that we need in an organisation such as this is
accountability, and the one way that has been recommended in order to achieve that is the
creation of a parliamentary committee.
Mr Pendal: The alternative is for you to move it. There is nothing to stop an Opposition
member from moving it. Get the Bill through, and if you do not think the Government is
doing the right thing, move the motion yourself and test the Government.
Mr THOMAS: The Government has the numbers. The Government has the capacity to
say whether such a committee will be created. If the Deputy Premier believes that a
parliamentary committee is not the most efficient way to ensure that there is
accountability, then let us try to find some other way to ensure accountability, because to
set up a body such as this without some mechanism for accountability is very wrong and
has the capacity to inflict wrong on citizens, not least of which ourselves.
Mr Cowan: The experience in other States indicates that it was not much goad. That
does not mean that we cannot make it better here in Western Australia.
Mr THOMAS: Exactly. Why not do that at the same time?
Mr Cowan: It should not be in the legislation.
Mr THOMAS: I am very concerned.
Mr Cowan: You really should not be.
Mr KOBELKE: It is certainly very rich for members on the Government side to
suddenly start to play upon the high ideals of parliamentary democracy, given that over
the last few months we have seen the Government ride roughshod over the established
practices of this Parliament and use the guillotine to impose the will of the Government
on the workings of the Parliament -

Point of Order
Mr CJ. BARNETr: The member must keep to the clause in question. It is not a general
debate at the Committee stage.
Mr KOBELKE: I am simply taking up the issues which relate to this clause, which refers
to the establishment of a joint standing committee of the Parliament. I am responding
directly to the answers and interjections from the Government side. Therefore, I am
totally within the standing order in the manner in which I am addressing this debate.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr Brown): To the extent that the comments are in line
with the clause and the matter that you are pursuing, you are free to proceed. To the
extent that the comments go beyond that, you are not free to proceed.

Comnmittee Resumed
Mr KOBELKE: The way in which the Government has managed the business of this
Chamber has not allowed the Opposition to look at issues in terms of their merit and to
make a decision. The Government has used its numbers to override totally the
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democratic processes of this Chamber. Therefore, when it comes to establishing a join:
standing committee of the Parliament, it is clear that such a committee can he established
only if it gets the nod from the Government It does not matter who moves that motion
or who votes for it; the simple fact is that it will happen only if the Government decides it
should happen. If members opposite want to suggest anything to the contrr, I suggest
they go out and fly away with the pigs.
Mr Cowan: May I say, and I think I would reflect the Government's views, that while we
recognise that a standing committee is really the prerogative of the Parliament and that
we would never wish to preempt a decision of the Parliament, from a Government
perspective the appointment of a joint standing committee of the Parliament is not
something that we favour. That does not rule out the concept of a standing committee
appointed from this Chamber that could examine this question, should the Chamber agree
to it That motion could be put by any member of this Chamber. However, it must be
supported by a majority of members, and, to get a majority, you need Government
support. Members opposite are starting to box at shadows. While the Government has a
position in respect to joint standing committees - that is, committees of both Houses - it
may be prepared to support a standing committee of this Chamber. That certainly has not
been ruled out
Mr KOBELKE: While there was obviously a bit of hedging there in trying to present a
case, there was within it the germ of an honest answer, and I accept that. This
Government will not be in a hurry to implement such a committee, and had that been said
half an hour ago, we would have accepted it. It is now established clearly that the
Government does not see it as something that it wants to implement, so we are no: likely
to see such a join: standing committee formed. We may see some other committee
formned, hopefully that will be the case.
My reading of subclause (3) is that any joint standing committee that may be appointed
by the Parliament may have access to operational matters. I would like the considered
view of the Attorney General about that because I am not a lawyer and I would be
concerned if that were what it could do, because my recollection is that it was never the
intention of the committees that a joint standing committee appointed by this Parliament
to oversee the Official Corruption Commission should be in any way involved in
operational matters. It comes down to the detailed wording, because it was also the
intention of the report that there should be open discussion with the Official Corruption
Commissioners and that they should not be so hamsrng by the Act that they could
discuss nothing of real relevance. It is a matter of delicate wording that any committee
that may be established can enter into fairly free and open dialogue with the commission
so that it can understand its overall workings but, at the sane time, not have the power to
drag out operational details. I fear that with that wording, we may be getting a little too
close to giving such a committee, if it were established, the ability to involve itself in too
much of the intricate day to day workings of the commission.
Mrs EDWARDES: I will speak slowly and use sie English. It will be governed by
the terms of reference of the standing committee. I have tried to explain this on several
occasions. It is not the Government's intention that any committee would be involved in
operational matters. That point has been made clear throughout this evening. The terms
of reference would determine the functions of that committee.
Mir KOBELKE: I really do have a concern. if the Attorney General cannot address it
now, if she looks to the wording there and the effect it may have, I suggest that it is just a
little too loose and could open up that possibility. I may be very wrong. I do not have
her legal training, but I am genuinely concerned. There may not be time now, but I ask
the Attorney General to get someone to have a close look a: that and ensure that it does
not open up that possibility.
Mrs EDWARDES: We will have a look at it before it gets to the other House. It is not
this Government's intention that it should get involvedL
Clause put and passed.
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Clauses 15 to 20 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [12.11 am]: I move -
That the Bill be now read a third time.

MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [12.12 amj: It has been a rather strange debate. I
commenced this debate with the intention of, if not supporting it, allowing this Bill to
pass. Having participated in the debate, at the end of it I have quite severe reservations.
When the Hill was introduced I stated that we had reservations about it. We believe that
in the light of the second report of the royal commission the recommendations in part 2
state that the Official Corruption Commission should be replaced by an upgraded body to
undertake the tasks hitherto performed by the commission. It makes some observations
about the functions of the Official Corruption Commission. We do not necessarily accept
all those observations by the royal commission as being valid and, as will be apparent
from the debate, I have some doubts about the structure and personnel of the Official
Corruption Commission. Notwithstanding that, the Bill will improve the Act, and we are
prepared to allow it to pass while making those observations. However, the reservations
I expressed in the second reading debate have been compounded very severely by the
comments by the Attorney General and the Deputy Premier in the latter part of the
Committee stage about the prospects of the creation of a joint standing committee to
oversee the operations of the Official Corruption Commission. Both were quite evasive,
and the statements give real cause for alarm. The select committee report, which was
signed by the Deputy Premier as he is now, and the member for Geraldton, both now
members of the Government but then members of the Opposition, recognised the
importance of a joint standing committee.
The second select committee, technically a different committee although with the same
personnel, was appointed to draft the legislation which is before us now in the Bill and to
draft standing orders to create the committee. The Attorney General, backed by the
Deputy Premier, has said there are unresolved questions about a committee being
involved in operational matters. The Deputy Premier then said that the Government does
not have an inclination to support legislation for joint committees of both Houses of
Parliament. I am not quite sure why there are those reservations, but if that is the case,
those problems could be addressed by a committee of one of the Houses, preferably this
one from our point of view, although the members of another place might have a
different point of view. A resolution was prepared by a committee of this House and
presented to the House. That committee included the Deputy Premier, the member for
Geraldton, members on this side of the House and, of course, the former member for
Kalamunda, Hon Ian Thompson. In the statement the Deputy Premier made, in which I
think he was grasping at straws, he said that the Government parties do not have a
formulated position yet, but they have reservations about joint committees.
This Bill makes a reference in the confidentiality clause to the fact it is not an offence to
disclose information to a joint standing committee. If a joint standing committee is not
created and a committee of only one House is contemplated, it would not be able to make
reports because it would not be a joint standing committee. Quite clearly, the Hill is
designed to interface with a joint standing committee of this Parliament, and if there is
not to be a joint standing committee there cannot be a committee of one House without
the Governent having to bring the Bill back and amend it. As I said earlier, the
Government should be doing it properly by considering the royal commission'*s
recommendations along with the other matters that arise out of part U of the royal
commission report rather than patching up the Official Corruption Commission Act,
which is practically what this Bill is doing. I suspect that the Government has either no
intention to set up a committee or not formulated a decision on it.
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As we are in the closing weeks of this Parliament, if work has not been done to amend
standing orders to create a committee then quite clearly it will not be done in tbis session
of Parliament. As Parliament will probably not sit again until February or March of next
year, it means a delay of three or four months during which time a joint standing
committee could be established to undertake the important task of monitoring the
mechanism for prevention of corruption in this State. This is a very important job.
Those three or four months could be useful to the committee in undertaking its task. I am
very concerned with the evidence that has come out in this debate, in the comments of
both the Attorney General and the Deputy Premier which would seem to reinforce that
evidence. The Deputy Premier quite flippantly said that he did not agree with the
recommendations of the report which has his signature on it.
Mr Cowan: That is not what I said at all. You are making an assumption. Your
assumption is wrong.
Mr THOMAS: Does the Deputy Premier support the creation of a joint standing
committee?
Mr Cowan: I support the concept of a committee.
Mr THOMAS: Does the Deputy Premier realise that we are passing legislation?
Mr Cowan: I know what is in this report.
Mr THOMAS: Is that not a silly thing to be doing?
Mr Cowan: No; it is not. Just get on with it and state your case, and we will get out of
this place that much faster. I am very sure that you will have your watchdog.
Mr THOMAS: When will we have it?
Mrs Edwardes: We will discuss it with you when the Bill is passed.
Mr Cowan: I suggest it will be next year.
Mr THOMAS: I amn somewhat comforted to hear the Deputy Premier say that. If it is
not to be a joint standing committee, the Bill will have to come back because the
committee will not be able to operate in relation to the Official Corruption Commission.
That seems to be a fairly untidy way to go about it and a reflection of this whole process.
Rather than doing a comprehensive review and getting together a body that has proper
powers as recommended by the second part of the royal commission report, we have a
patch-up job on the existing body. It will not even be able to interface with a
parliamentary committee of the type that the Government seems to favour unless the Bill
is brought back to be amended. If we have to do that, it will have been an exercise of
wasting a considerable amount of time of the Parliament.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a third dine and transmitted to the Council.

BILLS (2) - RETURNED
I . Business Franchise (Tobacco) Amendment Bill (No 2)
2. Business Franchise (Tobacco) Amendment Bill (No 3)

Bills returned from the Council without amendment.

CHOICE OF LAW (LIMITATION PERIODS) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed ftrm 16 November.
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [12.23 am]: As the Attorney General said in her second
reading speech, this is a model Bill chat was approved by the Standing Committee of
Attorneys General on 24 June 1993 as a result of difficulties created by the High Court
decision in the case of McCain and Miller. That case involved an application for choice
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of law rules in cases where a plaintiff sues a defendant in one Scare for injuries which
have been suffered in another Stare. The case involved a worker suing his employer in
the Supreme Court of New South Wales, for injuries suffered by him in the course of his
employment in South Australia. T1he claim was barred by limitation in South Australia
but not in New South Wales. The High Court held, by a majority of four to three, that
limitation periods for procedural laws in New South Wales would apply. The claim was
allowed, despite its being statutorily barred in the place where it occurred. T'hat decision
has led to the unfortunate consequence that a plaintiff may avoid a limitation period
which a Parliament has chosen, merely by commencing the action in a different State or
Territory. To prevent such forum shopping, the Standing Committee of Attorneys
General approved this model Bill which provides that limitation laws are to be treated as
substantive law for choice of law purposes. That is achieved by clauses 6 and 7 of the
em before us. The Opposition supports the Bill.
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [12.24 am): I note the comments of
the member for Mitchell and thank the Opposition for its support.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr Strickland) in the Chair, Mrs Edwardes (Attorney
General) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 and 2 put and passed.
Clause 3. Application -
Mrs EDWARDES: I move -

Page 2, after line 7 - To insert the following subclauses -
(2) This Act does not apply in relation to New Zealand unless a

declaration that it does so apply is made by the proclamation made under
section 2 or by a proclamation made under this subsection.

(3) If the substantive law of New Zealand is to govern a claim before a
court of this State and proceedings have been instituted on the clam
before. a declaration is made as referred to in subsection (2), this Act does
not apply to those proceedings.

Mr DL. SMiffh: Although the two new subclauses are a bit convoluted, the Opposition
supports their intention.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and pawsed.
Clauses 4 to 6 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with an amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mrs Edwardes (Attorney General), and transmitted to
the Council.

Howse adjourned aw 12.29 am (Friday)

a
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APPENDIX A

Chart 3

Family Pledge - Keeping Government
Charges Below Inflation
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APPENDIX A

Chart 5

Family Pledge - Real Savings in Government
Fees and Charges from 1988
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TABLE 1.2
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE COMPONENTS OF CRF REVENUE IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Year Ended 30OJune

1910

672790

649156

33874
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1 407 446

1 688 394

817 600

46994
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6 789 722
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1930
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949 724
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£
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(a) Includes Commonwealth Reimnbursemnent Grant incorporaling Income Tax, Dividend Duty, Fiancial Emergency Tax, Gold Mining Profits Tax and Entertainments Tax1 all levied by the State
Governmrent prior to 1942.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

BRADSHAW, DR WAYNE - POLICE LOCATION EFFORTS
1358. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

(1) Is the Minister sadisfied with efforts by the Western Austraian Police
Department, with the assistance of Interpol, to locate fugitive Dr Wayne
Bradshaw?

(2) Have police interviewed -

(a) Mr Colin Edwardes;
(b) Dr Bradshaw's adult children;
(c) the member for Wellington;
(d) Ms Diana Borseria;
(e) Senator Noel Crichton-Browne;
in an effort to locate Dr Bradshaw?

(3) If not, why not?
Mr WIESE replied:

The Commissioner of Police informs me that the matter referred to is the
subject of a current police investigation and as such it is inappropriate for
ni t o provide the information requested.

BRADSHAW, DR WAYNE - PRESENCE IN WESTERN AUSTRAUIA
1362. Mr CATANIA to die Minister for Police:

When was Dr Wayne Bradshaw last in Western Austratlia?
Mr WIESE replied:

The Commissioner of Police informs me that the matter referred to is the
subject of a current police investigation and as such it is inappropriate for
me to provide the information requested.

MEAGHER, DR TIM - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS PTY LTD, GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACT7

1382. Mr McGINTY to the Deputy Premier, Minister for Commerce and Trade:
(1) Has Dr Tim Meagher, or Industrial Ecologists Pty Ltd, been in the employ

of or contracted to any Government department or agency with the
Minister's portfolio since 6 Eebruary 1993?

(2) If so -
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologists;
(b) for what services over what period?

Mr COWAN replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

MEAGHER, DR TIM - INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGISTS PT LTD, GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACT

1389. Mr McGINT to the Minister representing the Minister for Finance; Racing and
Gamning:
(1) Has Dr Tim Meagher, or Industrial Ecologists Pty I.Ad, been in the employ

of or contracted to any Government department or agency with the
Minister's portfolio since 6 February 1993?
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(2) If so-
(a) what amount was paid to Dr Meagher or Industrial Ecologists;
(b,) for what services over what period?

Mr COURT replied:
The Minister for Finance; Racing and Gaming has provided the following
reply -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - POLLING, MARKET
RESEARCH OR SURVEYS

1398. Mr RIPPER to the Deputy Premier; Minister for Commerce and Trade:
(1) What polling, market research or surveys have been undertaken by

departments and agencies under the Minister's control since 6 February
1993?

(2) (a) who conducted each project;
(b) and what was die cost?

(3) What was die purpose of the project?
(4) Which projects were authorised by the Minister?
Mr COWAN replied:
(1)-(3) [See paper No 638.1
(4) All project for pant of the operations of the agencies or departments are

therefore authorised, either direcdly or indirectly, by me.
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - POLLING, MARKET

RESEARCH OR SURVEYS
1403. Mr RIPPER to the Parliamnentary Secretary representing the Minister for

Education; Employment and Training; Sport and Recreation:
(1) What polling, market research or surveys have been undertaken by

departments and agencies under the Minister's control since 6 February
1993?

(2) (a) who conducted each project;
(b) and what was the cost?

(3) What was the purpose of the project?
(4) Which projects were authorised by the Minister?
Mr TUB3BY replied:

The Minister for Education; Employment and Training; Sport and
Recreation has provided the following reply -
The information sought would require considerable research and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the memiber has a
specific question about polling, market research or surveys, I will be
pleased to respond.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES - POLLING, MARKET
RESEARCH OR SURVEYS

1408. Mr RIPPER to the Minister for the Envirornent; Aboriginal Affairs; Disability
Services:
(1) What polling, market research or surveys have been undertaken by

departments and agencies under the Minister's control since 6 February
1993?
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(2) (a) who conducted each project;
(b) and what was the cost?

(3) What was the purpose of the project?
(4) Which projects were authorised by the Minister?
Mr MINSON replied:

In my portfolio the following agencies have undertaken some of these
activities since 6 February 1993 -
Department of Conservation and Land Management -

(1) Visitor surveys were conducted for -
(i) Swan Estuary Marine Park
(ii) Shoalwacer Islands Marine Park
(iii) Nambung National Park, Nilgen Nature Reserve,

Wanagarran Nature Reserve and Southern Beekeepers
Nature Reserve visitor survey and aerial survey.

(iv) Shark Bay World Heritage Area Survey
(v) Lesucur National Park and Coomallo Nature Reserve.

(2) (a) (1) Planning coordinator - CALM
(ii) Planning coordinator - CALM
(iii) CALM Planning Team
(iv) Fisheries Department and CALM
(v) Planning coordinator - CALM - with help of

volunteers.

Cost very low, mainly staff time, estimated to be
several hundred dollars.

(iii) Again, cost very low, mainly staff time, estimated to
be several hundred dollaus. About $500 for aerial
survey and staff time.

(iv) The survey cost less than $9 000 including
preparation, printing, distribution and analysis and
was carried out mainly by CALM with same
Fisheries Department assistance. It was funded by
Commonwealth World Heritage funds.

(v) Costs were mainly for printing; photocopying was in-
house.

(3) To assist in the planning process; to gain an understanding of
existing visitor use and expectations for future uses; and for part of
the planning process for draft management plan currently in
preparation.

(4) None specifically. The surveys are part of ongoing survey
program that form part of CALM's public participation policy for
the development of draft management plans. As such each survey
is authorised at branch - planning - and/or regional level.

Kings Park and Botanic Garden -

(1) (1) Wildflower festival survey of attendees.
(ii) Development of corporate image and strategic marketing

plan.
(iii) Feasibility study into viability of launching a fundraising

campaign.
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(2) () (i) Kings Park and Botanic Garden staff;, Friends of
Kings Park; Curtin University marketing students.

(ii) 303 Advertising Pty Ltd.
(iii) Fundraising Management Consultants Pty Ltd.

(b) (i) $1000
(ii) $8000
(iii) $8 000

(3) (i) To assist in future planning for the festival and to increase
the knowledge of the profile of the visitors to Kings Park, a
survey was conducted - to identify the visitor profile; to
identify die characteristic of the visit to Kings Park for die
festival; to gauge the level of satisfaction with the festival;
to assess specific opportunities for future festival planning;
and to identify the awareness of the Friends of Kings Park
Association.

(ii) Research was undertaken as part of a review of Kings Park
and Botanic Gardens corporate identity with a view to
developing a marketing oriented communications program.

(iii) Research was undertaken to ascertain the viability of
launching a fundraising campaign for Kings Park and
Botanic Garden.

(4) Projects (ii) and (iii) were discussed with the Minister.
Perth Zoo -

(1) A zoo visitor survey was conducted during July-Septemiber 1993.
(2) (a) The survey work was conducted in-house by the zoo.

(b) The only cost involved was $250 to analyse the completed
questionnaires and provide a tabulated report. Analysis
and tabulation was undertaken by Reark Research Pty Ltd.

(3) The purpose of the survey was to gauge visitor responses to the
quality of facilities and services offered by the zoo. Also included
were questions to gauge performance in conservation awareness
raising.

(4) The project was part of ongoing visitor surveying and did not
require the authority of the Minister.

Department of Aboriginal Sites -
(1) The Department of Aboriginal Sites has forwarded the Western

Australian Museumi survey of client forms to a sample of visiting
researchers, correspondents and people who request information.

(2) (a) The Department of Aboriginal Sites conducted the project
jointly with the museum.

(b) The cost to the Department of Aboriginal Sites was nil.
(3) The purpose of the survey was to measure client satisfaction with

the service.
(4) The survey was conducted for the purpose of performance

measurement and was seen to be an internal administrtive matter
not requiring ministerial approval.

Authority for intellectually Handicapped Persons -

(1) One project, a review of accommodation and other support needs
for people with acquired brain injury, has started since 6 February
1993.
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(2) (a) The Bureau for Disability Services appointed consultants.
Jo Stanton and Associates and Insight Research.

(b) The total project cost is $25 000.
(3) The purpose is to survey services for people with acquired brain

injury.
(4) This project was authorised by the Minister for Disability Services.

DISABILITY SERVICES LEGISLATION - COMPLAINTS MECHANISM
Equal Opportnit fy Comnmission's Work, Budget Allocation

1419. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Disability Services:
(1) In relation to the complaints mechanism to be established by the disability

services legislation, will an allocation be made from the commission's
budget for the Equal Opportunity Commissioner's work?

(2) If so, how much?
(3) If not, how will those services be funded?
Mr MINSON replied:
(1) At this stage no specific allocation will be made.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) By negotiation between the Equal Opportunity Commission and the

Disability Services Commission, depending upon workload.
POLICE - MAYLANDS WORKSHOP, CLOSURE

1422. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:
(1) Will the Minister advise when or if the Maylands Police Workshop will be

closed?
(2) If yes. how many -

(a) mechanics;
(b) general staff;
will be made redundant?

(3) If not, how many mechanics will be transferred to Westflect?
(4) Will the Minister advise if qualified staff will be employed by Weatfiec:

from the Police Workshop?
Mr WIESE replied:
(1 )-(4) There are no plans to close the Maylands Police Workshop.

STEPHENSON AND WARD INCINERATOR - PORTER REPORT,
RECOMMENDATIONS

1436. Dr WATSON to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) With regard to the Ministerial review of the Stephenson and Ward

incinerator at 422 Welshpool Road, Welshpool, on what date did the
Minister receive Mr Colin Porter's report and recommendations?

(2) On what date did the Minister refer the report -

(a) to the Minister for Health;
(b) to the Environmental Protection Authority;
(c) to other agencies? (Specify to which agencies if yes.)

(3) Have any inter-agency discussions taken place in relation to the
recommendations made by Mr Porter?
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(4) If not, why not?
(5) If not, when will they occur?
(6) When will the Minister make a decision on the recommendations of the

Porter report?
(7) When will the Minister announce the Minister's decision on Mr Porter's

recommendations?
(8) IHas the Felspar Road action group, one of the main stakeholders in this

matter, been provided with information about the progress made in
relation to the recommendations of Mr Porter?

(9) If not, why not?

(10) Will the full report and recommendations compiled by Mr Porter be
released to the public?

(11) If not, why not?
(12) If yes, when?
Mr MINSON replied:
(1) 24 September 1993.
(2) (a) 30 September 1993.

(b) 30 September 1993.
(c) The Minister for Local Government on 30 September 1993; the

Minister for Planning on 30 September 1993.
(3) Discussions have taken place between my office, the Minister for Health,

EPA and HDWA.
(4)-(5)

Not applicable.
(6) 1 intend to make a decision on this matter by early December 1993 based

on my current understanding of the matter.
(7) As soon as possible after the decision is made, and appropriate panies

notified.
(8) Not to my knowledge since they concluded their discussions with Mr

Porter.
(9) The Feispar Road action group was given every opportunity to make its

views known to the ministerial inquiry, and I have that information
available to me.

(10)-(12)
The report and recommendations made by the ministerial inquiry will be
released at the time of the decision being made public, together with any
comments I may have on the report.

ETHNIC COMMUNITIES COUNCIL OF WA - 'WALKING THE TIGHTROPE"
REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS IMPLEMENTATION

1451. Mr CATANIA to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for
Education; Employment and Training; Sport and Recreation:

As the Ethnic Communities Council of Western Australia released the
publication "Walking the Tightrope" about the problems of ethnic youth,
which made various recommendations, what steps has the Minister's
department taken to implement the recommendations of the Report of the
ECC of Western Australia on young people of non-English speaking
background?
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Mr TUBBY replied:
The Minister for Education; Employment and Training; Sport and
Recreation has provided the following reply -
The information sought would require considerable research and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. If the member has a
specific question about implementation of the report of the ECC of
Western Australia, I will be pleased to respond.

STRATAGEM ADVERTISING & COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANTS -
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

1519. Mr KOBELCE to the Minister for Services:
(1) Can the Minister provide a list indicating each contract or work

assignment awarded to Stratagem Advertising & Communications
Consultants since February 1993 to undertake advertising or promotional
work for any Government department, agency or consultant working on
behalf of the Government?

(2) What was the value of each project or work assignment?
(3) What is the cost of Stratagem's share of the work in each case?
(4) How much in each case has already been paid to Stratagem?

Mr KIERATH replied:
I refer the member to my response to question 1420.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

idABO LEGISLATION - CANBERRA INFORMATION SOURCE
488. Dr LAWRENCE to the Premier

I refer to comments reported on radio this morning by Hon George Cash,
who claimed the Government was informed by reliable sources in
Canberra that -

(a) the Federal Government had decided to back the Green
Mabo Bill; and. conversely

(b) that the Keating Government intended to ram its own Bill
through the Senate today despite not having the necessary
majority.

I refer to Senator Christabel Chamarette's observation that the Court
Government is "either very badly informed or being duplicitous in the way
they're presenting information from Canberra" and ask:
(1) Who was the so-called reliable source who provided this false

information to the Governent, if indeed there ever was such a
source?

(2) Was the messenger for this information none other than the
Parliamentary Secretary for Federal Affairs, Hon Bob Pike?

(3) Given that the Premier has been attacking the Prime Minister for
what he claims are attempts to ram the Mabo Bill through the
Federal Parliament, what is the Premier's excuse for ordeing his
upper House colleagues to ram his own Bill through the Council in
a most undemocratic and deceitful way?

Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(3) The last part of the question is incorrect. I do not order or have any say

over what happens in the Council, and its members bnow that. Again, the
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Leader of the Opposition has repeated that the legislation has been
ramnmed through the Legislative Council. She knows only too well that
the legislation has not gone through the Legislative Council.

Dr Lawrence: You gave advice that has been shown to be wrong. Who told you
that story?

Mr COURT: As far as that advice is concerned, Hon George ash -

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition!
Mr COURT: If members opposite want to know what happens in the other House

they should ask him. It is interesting that just before I walked into this
Chamber I had a phone call from Christabel Chamarette, who explained to
me mn detail what took place yesterday and explained why the Greens had
put forward this proposal for holding legislation to be introduced. She
wanted to make it clear to me today that her main concern was to ensure
that there was a proper examination of the Federal legislation.

Dr Lawrence: Therewillbe inany case. It is your Billthat is not being
examined properly.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: Yesterday the Omeens were trying to get support for the introduction

of the holding legislation - I must admit, something I have never heard of
before. It is status quo legislation.

Dr Lawrence: It will expose a lot of people to compensation costs.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: As I said, I was not aware of it before. I was not aware until it was

reported on the news last night that was the proposition.
MLAYSIA. - RELATIONS WITH AUSTRALIA

489. Mr McNBE to the Premier:
Is the Premier aware of the worsening atmosphere between Austraia and
Malaysia following our Prime Minister's outburst against the Malaysian
Prime Minister earlier this week?

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition!
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Leader of the Opposition,

and I advise her that she must come to order when called to do so.
Mr COURT replied:

The same question was asked yesterday. The point was made that it could
have a detrimental effect on our trade relations. Sadly there has now been
a calling from within the ruling party in Malaysia to take action against
Australian interests in Malaysia and to downgrade our relations. Thlere is
now talk of a buy Australia last campaign. I am told that in the early
1980s a buy British last campaign was run which was very effective
against the British. We have also seen today concerns expressed by some
of our senior business people who are dealing with Malaysia and who
have said that undoubtedly it will damage the relationship.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr COURT: Unfortunately, this highlights the lack of empathy of our Prime

Minister with our Asian neighbours. He wants to continue -
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Several members incerjectecL
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Taylor: Why don't you talk to the Indonesians about that?
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the Deputy Leader of the Opposition to conic to

order.
Mr COURT: For some reason the Malaysians want to try to continue a battle

quite unnecessarily, and I hope that the Prime Minister backs down
quickly because we will be the State most affected if he does not.

BRADSHAW, DR WAYNE - ATTORNEY GENERAL. CAMPAIGN
ASSISTANCE

490. Dr GALLOP to the Attorney General:
I refer to the Attorney General's answer to a previous question in which
she admitted that Dr Wayne Bradshaw met campaign bils to the value of
$2 000. I ask -

(1) Is the Attorney General aware of reference in the Kyle report to a $15 000
payment made to Dr Bradshaw by Rosinita Nominees in return for
assistance in obtaining council approval for the Woodvale cavern and
shopping centre?

(2) Is the Attorney General aware that Dr Bradsbaw, speaking frm Singapore
on ABC radio on 18 December last year, said that the funds were used to
support local Liberal candidates?

(3) Can the Attorney General guarantee that she was not one of the recipients
of these funds?

Mrs EDWARDES replied:
(1 )-(3) I have already answered that question on a previous occasion. I do not

know any other aspects about those funds. The accounts were forwarded
from the fund raising committee to various individuals, professional
people who had indicated that they would be prepared to assist, in
response to letters that had been forwarded. As such, I have no further
knowledge of this matter.

CHILD CARE CENTRES - NATIONAL CHID CARE ACCREDITATION
COUNCIL HANDBOOK, FEE RELIEF PAYMENTS

491. Dr TURNBLJLL to the Minister for Community Development:
I have read the National Child Care Accreditation Council handbook
which is to be used as part of the regulations for accreditation of child care
centres.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Dr TURNBULL: I view with great concern those areas relating to the prevention

of sexual differentiation of children within child care centres. I ask
whether the Minister can outline the steps that he has taken to indicate to
the Federal Government -

Mr McGinty: Something has to be more interesting than this rubbish.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Fremiantle will come to order.
Several members interjected.
Mr Mcflinty: You are wasting our time.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Collie will resume her seat- I formally

call to order the member for Fremantle.
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Mr McGinty: Thanks.
Dr TURNBULL To continue, can the Minister outline the steps that he has taken

to convey to the Federal Government his great concern about the effect
this will have on Western Australian children and, particularly, the parents
who are being threatened with removal of their child care fee relief
payments if die centre does not conform to the handbook?

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr NICHOLLS replied:

Mr Speaker -

Mr McGinty interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I will take action against the member for Fremantle if he

continues to interject.
Mr McGinty: Thank you.
Mr NICHOLLS: It makes me wonder when members opposite care so little about

the future of children in this State.
The Federal Minister for Family Services, Senator Rosemary Crowley, is
supportive of the national child care accreditation scheme and is
attempting to have regulations proceed through the Senate requiring all
private child care venures to agree to certain principles.

Dr Lawrence: This is serious drivelling.
Mr NICHOLLS: That is interesting coming from somebody who is supposed to

be interested in Western Australians. It is important we know what is
happening at a social engineering level within this country.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! There were so many people interjecting it is impossible

for me to rebuke any one member.
Mr McGinty interjected.
The SPEAKER: I formally call to order the member for Fremantle; he deserves it

and he has the capacity to continue after everybody has stopped foliowing
a warning. It is inappropriate for the interjections to be such that one
cannot hear the person answering the question. I warn members that if
they continue I will take further action.

Mr NICHOLLS: The national accreditation council produced a 107 page book
containing 52 principles upon which child care centres would be judged.

Mrs Hallahan: Do you agree with any of them?
Mr NICHOLLS: I am saying that some of diem are fine, and same are

objectionable and horrendous, If we look at the 52 principles and the
1 000 prescribed statements, it makes me wonder why members opposite
are not actively campaigning to try to get Senator Crowley to withdraw it.

Dr Lawrence: That is enough, sit down.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr NICHOLLS: I will touch on one example of these principles. Principle 3

goes to extreme lengths to avoid or prevent differences between the sexes.
It states diat sex biased remarks about appearances are ruled out That
means that people cannot tell little girls they are pretty or little boys they
are handsome.

Dr Lawrence: It does not say that, that is your interpretation.
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Mr Ripper: Is that a direct quote?
Mr NICHOLLS: The principles state, "Sexually biased remarks about

appearances should be ruled out." Parents may be relieved to know these
principles will not extend to, "minor areas such as expecting boys to dress
up in female clothing if this conflicts with family expectations". That is
an example of the types of principles in this document. Although the
Opposition in Western Australia might not have any real interest -

Mr Taylor: This is pathetic. He has been going for five minutes.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Deputy Leader of the

Opposition.
Mr NICHOLLS: As the Minister for the Family in Western Australia, I have

written to Senator Crowley. I have sent a copy of that letter to all senators
from Western Australia of all political persuasions. I would like to think
that the Greens will support the coalition in Canberra in the Senate to
block these regulations -

Mr McGinty: Do you live in fairyland too?
Mr NICHOLLS: - because it is wrong to link these sorts of principles to fee

relief. I will table that document so all members are aware of it.
Mr McGinty: Sit down!
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Fremantle for the

second time. It is not appropriate for individual members to call out in the
way they are. A person can take up a question about the length of an
answer, and that has been done on several occasions and I have taken note
of such references, but I cannot accept it when it is done in the way that it
has been done.

MW NICHOLLS: The answer -

Mr Mc~inty: Do you want another go?
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr NICHOLLS: The answer would have been a lot shorter if members on the

other side listened to what we are doing to protect children in Western
Australia. It is absolutely outrageous that the Federal Government would
link fee relief for child care with these sorts of principles which have been
forced upon child care centres and parents in not only Western Australia,
but also Australia.

LAWRANCE, MICHELLE - CORONIALL AUTOPSIES INQUIRY, TREATMENT
OF GRIEVING FAMILIES

492. Dr WATSON to the Attorney General:
I refer to die Attorney General's bungled handling of the report of the
inquiry into coronial autopsies and the appalling treatment of grieving
families by a member of the Attorney General's staff.
(1) Has the Attorney General investigated the remarks made by her

staff member, Michelle Lawrance?
(2) What action has she taken to remove Ms Lawrance from heir

position in the Attorney General's office?
Mrs EDWARDES replied:

The language used by the member in framing her question is emotive. I
refer to the words "bungled handling". I gave a ministerial statement prior
to the luncheon adjournment which clearly highlighted that the statement
made yesterday that I had sat on the report was totally incorrect. I had
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actually extended the period of ime for the consultation process of the
findings because of a request ftrm Compassionate Friends. Following a
further request, I have further extended the period and that information
will be reported in the newspaper on Saturday.
I asked the executive director of my office to discuss this matter with the
officer who had spoken to Mrs Smith. While that officer denied making
that specific comment if, in the course of the conversation, there was any
comment that could be regarded as insulting, she apologises. I also asked
the executive director to speak to Mr and Mrs Smith about their
complaint. He spoke with Mr Smith this morning and I also telephoned
Mrs Smith and apologised to her for any comment from my office which
caused her distress. I told her that such types of comments were
inappropriate and unacceptable. The officer concerned has tendered her
resignation for personal reasons.

KYLE REPORT - RECOMMENDATIONS IMPLEMENTATION
493. Dr LAWRENCE to the Minister for Local Government:

I refer to the Kyle report, with which the Minister has now had ample
opportunity to familiarise himself.
(1) Will the Minister make a commitment to act on all the findings and

recommendations of the Kyle inquiry or will they be largely
ignored or abandoned in the sane way as those recommendations
in the report of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities
of Government and Other Matters?

(2) Which recommendations or findings does the Minister propose not
to act upon?

Mr OMODEI replied:
(l)-(2)

The first recommendation of the Kyle report states that a code of conduct
for councillors should be established and given recognition in the Local
Government Act and that the code should establish standards concerning,
particularly, questions of conflict of interest. That matter has been
included in the draft of the new Local Government Act which will be
presented to this House in either the autumn or spring session next year.
The second recommendation states that the commissioner for the
investigation of corrupt and improper conduct recommended by the Royal
Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other
Matters, should have jurisdiction over councillors and officers in local
government in order to enforce ethical standards within local government.
I advise the House that the Bil to revamp the 0CC will include the Local
Government Act and local government generally.
The third recommendation of the Kyle report is that the Local
Government Act be amended to prohibit participation in proceedings by
councillors and officers when a conflict of interest exists and that the
prohibition. should not be limited to situations in which a pecuniary
interest exists. I advise members that the pecuniary interest aspect is
included in the new Local Government Act and I have made public
statements about the extent to which the pecuniary interests register will
go.
The fourth recommendation states that each council should be required to
maintain a register of the pecuniary interests of councillors and officers
and that the register should be available for scrutiny by the public. I have
moved to include that proposal in the new Local Government Act and it
will be the subject of a public statement by me.
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The fifth recommendation states that when councillors or officers are
required to declare a pecuniary interest at meetings of councils, they
should be required to indicate the nature of the interest being declared.
Thai provision has also been included in the draft of the new Act.
The sixth recommendation is tliat election donations to councillors and
other candidates for election to councils should be subject to disclosure.
This provision has also been included in the new Act
The seventh recommendation states that the town planning legislation
should be amended to include a formal mechanism for consistent
assessment of betterment and injurious affection arising out of planning
decisions. I advise that I have not taken any action on this issue and that it
has more relevance to the Minister for Planning than to the Minister for
Local Government
The eighth recommendation states that the Department of Local
Government proposals for open committee meetings contained at
paragraph 5.50 of the department's proposals for chapter 5 of the new
Local Government Act should be enacted. I advise that that has been
included in the new Local Government Act. The ninth recommendation
states that the forms of application for enrolment on the Electoral Roll and
nomination for election as a councillor should be amended to make it clear
that the applicant or nomninee must state his actual place of residence. I
advise that die regulations will be amended for the 1994 elections.
The tenth recommendation states that the council should make better
provision in its policies and procedures for informing its residents of
decisions about the location and impact of community facilities or other
activities likely to impact upon them in any way. I advise that I amn still
addressing that matter. The eleventh recommendation states that the City
of Wannerno should be divided into two or more separate municipalities.
A boundaries commission should be appointed immediately to make
recommendations about the appropriate boundaries of those
municipalities. I advise that that matter must be the subject of a petition
from petitioners in the Wanneroo area. To date, I have received two
submissions but no petitions, and I amn seeking advice from the
Department of Local Government about the method by which a
boundaries commission would be appointed. I have also met with the
Mayor and City Manager of the City of Wannemoo to discuss this matter
further. Those are all of the recommendations of the Kyle report, and
members can see that all of those matters have been addressed.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION LEGISLATION - TELEVISION ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN

494. Mr W. SMITH to the Minister for Labour Relations:
Can the Minister inform the House if there has been any response to the
recent television advertising camnpaign on workers' compensation
changes?

Mr KIERATH replied:
I am pleased to inform the House that the number of telephone calls to the
hotline has increased by in the order of 10 per cent every time the
advertisements have gone to air. The main content of those telephone
calls has been people wanting to find out whether they are still covered by
workers' compensation. The problem is that they believed the
misinformation campaign that is being rn by members opposite and think
that their workers' compensation has been taken away from them. Most
people have had all of their concerns answered, either on the telephone or
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through follow-up mail. That advertising campaign has been extremely
worthwhile because it has helped to ease people's concerns.
This week, we have seen that misinformation campaign continue. We
have seen an article in Tuesday's The West Australian which states that
the workers' compensation system is based on the American Medical
Association model. I have said in this House that is not so; it is related to
the second schedule and has new benefits. Therefore, I again remind
members opposite to ensure that they have their facts right. We have seen
also the Law Society of Western Australia run an outrageous
misinformation campaign by claiming that the costs of running an
alternate dispute resolution system will increase from $l.6m to $Sm.
There is no justification for those figures. In fact, I have sought from the
Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission a budget for the
alternate dispute resolution system ahead of its coming into place so that I
will have a yardstick by which to measure it. The cost of running that
alternative dispute resolution procedure for the next 12 months will be in
the vicinity of $60 000 to $70 000 cheaper than it was to run the Workers'
Compensation Board and associated bodies. That is a clear indication that
this new alternative will be cheaper than the existing system. I hope
members opposite have listened to what I have sad today and will have
the decency to tell people the truth rather than try to scare people by
running a misinformation campaign.

SEXUALLY TRANSMflTrED DISEASES - GENITAL WARTS AND
CHLAMYDIA CASES

Murray Street Clinic Closure, Future Services
495. Mr TAYLOR to the Minister representing the inister for Health:

(1) How many cases of genital warts and genital chlamydia have been
reported in Western Australia in each of the last three years?

(2) How does the Health Department intend to handle the sensitive issue of
detecting and tracing people with sexually transmitted diseases after the
closure of the Murray Street clinic?

Mr MINSON replied:

I thank the member for ample notice of the question to aliow me to consult
the Minister for Health and the Health Department. As the member may
know, genital warts are not notifiable in Western Australia. That is
something about which I have private reservations. In view of the
connection -

Mr Taylor: So the Minister for Health does not know how big the problem is?
Mr MINSON: I am not sure we can say that. This is a very delicate question to

answer,
Several members inteijected.
T"he SPEAKER: Order! I thought it was a serious question also.
Mr MJNSON: I am aware, as is the Minister, of the connection between genital

warts and cervcal cancer. Therefore, there may be a case for making that
condition notifiable in future. Currently it is not. Genital chiamydia has
been notifiable since March this year, so figures are not available for the
last thre years. However, since March this year, 526 cases had been
reported to 24 November.
The second part of the question asked how the matter would be handled
with the closure of the Murray Street clinic. The answer provided, and on
which I have done a little further research, is that it will be handled in the
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same way as it is currently; that is, by staff of the STD) area of the service
carrying out contact tracing with the help -

Mr Taylor: They will not have access to those people.
MW MINISON: They will. The next part of my answer relates to the fact that with

the increase in population and the different spread of populatin"M around
Western Australia, the clinic to which the member refers was &ecoming
increasingly less relevant.

Mr Taylor: Twenty thousand visits a year!
Mr MINSON: I am aware there were a lot of visits, but it was becoming less

relevant in terms of the total population. For that reason there was no
need to continue the clinic because of the service that was provided in
ocher parts of the Health Department and through the private sector.

Mr Taylor: What about the educational programs?
Mr MINSON: The member is good at interjecting before I finish the answer. We

also have a Public Service arrangement with the AIDS Council, the
Aboriginal Medical Service and various other adjunctive services. A lot
of effort is being made through the public sector with respet to education,
and I had first hand knowledge last year as Opposition spokesman for
Health as to how that process was developing. There has also been a
considerable improvement in the relationship between the State Health
Department and the Aboriginal Medical Service, something in which the
present Minister for Health has a great interest.

Mr Taylor: That clinic trains public health workers in these areas.
Mr MINSON: That will be taken up by other area. It was thought, and very

strongly held, that the dedicated clinic at Moore Street was no longer
necessary.

Mr Taylor: That is a disgraceful decision.
BJEELIAR REGIONAL PARK - METROPOLITAN REGION SCHEME

AMENDMENT
496. Mr BOARD to the Minister for Planning:

Will the Minister advise the House on the progress of the filnalisation of
the Beeliar Regional Park amendment to the metropolitan region scheme?

Mr LEWIS replied:
Members may recall that the park was declared in September last year by
the previous Government. Since that time there has been criticism that the
previous Government put it on hold on the basis of the election and
perhaps -

Mr DL Smith: Why are you politicking?
Mr LEWIS: Let me finish! I am not politicking; the member just thinks I amn

going to do that.
There has also been some criticism of the current Administration. t
facts ame - and I wish the member for Mitchell could restrain his
impetuosity - that because of the major amendment program that this
Government has instituted in recognising the priority of bringing on urban
zoned land, the work to finally process the minor amendment that was the
subject of the park was given a lower priority.
The various submissions and the processes of planning have got to the
stage now where it has passed the Sut Planning Commission and I shall
have imminently a report on the basis of the gazettal of that park and the
setting aside within the metropolitan region scheme of that important area
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for reservation. I, of course, as Minister, bave been cognisant of that
criticism. I do not reflect on the previous Government that it was stalling
at all, and I would also suggest that this Government has not deliberately
stalled it either. We are getting an with the job, and it will be gazetted, I
would like to think, in the very near future.

KEIGHLY-GERARDY. BRONWYN - INFORMATION COMMSSIONER,
RETURNING TO PREVIOUS POSITON, LEGISLATION

497. Mr D.L. SMITH to the Attorney General:
I refer to the Attorney General's appointment of Ms Bronwyn Keighly-
Gerardy, who had a Vote Edwardes sign in her front yard during the last
election, to the position of Information Commissioner. Can the Attorney
General rule out that she is considering legislation to allow Ms Keiglily-
Gerardy to return to her previous career in the Police Force once her trmi
expires as Information Commissioner?

Mrs EDWARDES replied:
In fact it was raised with me, not just by the Police Forte but by other
statutory organisauions, that while there was a provision for public
servants to be able to return to their positions, they were denied that
opportunity. As such, it was felt that various of those people were
discriminated against in terms of being able to make an application for a
particular position. Whether a change or an amendment to the Act is
required to allow people from a wide range of statutory organisations, who
are now excluded from the treatment that public servants would receive
presently under the Act, is something being looked at.
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